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Abstract 

 

This ethnographic study of Australian state education contributes to an understanding of 

how rhetoric becomes practice. Inside an Australian State Department of Education for 

ten months I observed the working-lives of the people in Central Office. Consistent with 

the broad thrust of strategies that are often associated with neo-liberal reform a document 

that stipulated a focus on successful students, excellent teachers and good schools was 

released. To achieve the goals of the document centrally run literacy and numeracy 

programs, previously delivered by Central Office staff, were withdrawn. The schools 

were allocated the resources in the form of funding to make them autonomous and 

responsible. For the people inside the organisation who delivered the numeracy program, 

the bureau-professionals, this meant a dramatic change in their work. Their close 

relationships with schools were severed and their vast knowledge of mathematical 

learning and pedagogical expertise was lost to schools. As the section delivering 

programs to schools was restructured to reflect the changes proposed in the document the 

confusion and lack of understanding about the reasons for the changes became clear. 

Discourses often associated with neo-liberalism provided the basis for changes that 

resulted in a shift from a bureaucratic organisation which valued professionalism and 

expertise to one that valorised managerialism and information systems. Paradoxically the 

document stipulated a focus on explicit teaching practices and a strengthening of teacher 

quality which were fundamental elements of the abandoned numeracy program, yet the 

bureau-managers driving the changes appeared to be unaware of the content of the 

programs; ignoring or obscuring the valuable and effective practices of the program in 

preference for the neo-liberal rhetoric of decentralisation, autonomy, and responsibility.  

 

In this study as guardians of the system, the bureau-professionals were committed to 

taking care of and looking after schools, in the matriarchal sense of the word, while the 

bureau-managers appeared to value defending and upholding the system. All too often 

educational research ignores the people who work in the system and whose voices are 

silenced by the surrounding clamour. This study allows their voices to be heard. It 

acknowledges and goes beyond the usual critiques of neo-liberalism – decentralisation, 
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withdrawal of responsibility by governments who are steering at a distance, failure to 

resource the rhetoric associated with decentralisation and autonomy, the increased 

monitoring that results from accountability mechanisms, and so on – this study suggest 

that there are valuable and effective educational practices being lost that are collectively 

focused, systemically produced and which are deemed incompatible with a neo-liberalist 

commitment to autonomy and competitiveness. 
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Prologue 

 

Imagine a classroom of about 15 Year Seven students, aged ten and eleven. Their class 

teacher begins the lesson by telling the students that there are two visitors, Mrs Rose
1
 and 

Mrs Robinson, who want to see how clever the class is at maths. Today she wants the 

students to start by doing some mental arithmetic. The students know the drill, they have 

done this many times before, the teacher hands out a photocopied page of a text book 

with ten mental arithmetic problems and the students are told that they have 15 minutes 

to solve as many of the problems as they can. The visitors, the teacher says, will go 

around as the students work and, as the visitors are ‘good at maths’, they might even 

help. The teacher smiles encouragingly at the students and they begin. As one of the two 

visitors I felt obliged like my colleague, Lisa, to circulate and ask the students what they 

were doing. The first student I encountered seemed to have difficulties with the first 

problem. The student appeared to have no idea how to start and just stared at the problem 

as if hoping that it might solve itself. I asked the student her name and then asked if she 

could tell me what the problem was about but was met by a blank stare. I suggested that 

she could look at some of the other problems and tell me how she would tackle one of 

them. The student seemed tongue-tied and embarrassed and I was met by the same blank 

stare. I had no idea what to do now. Lisa, who had noticed my distress, called me over to 

another student who seemed to be able to solve some of the problems but was also 

struggling. Looking round the classroom I realised that the class teacher was now 

teaching one of the students how to solve one of the problems and that in fact only a few 

students were working on the questions. Lisa left my side and approached the class 

teacher. They talked quietly for a moment and she returned to me smiling. She quietly 

told me that she had asked the class teacher if she could try some modelling with the 

students. The class teacher had agreed and was now gathering up the photocopies and 

telling the students that they were ‘in for a treat’ as Mrs Rose, was going to teach them.  

 

I had never seen Lisa teach a class before, although I had heard many times over the last 

few months that modelling was a strategy her team used in the classroom. I was curious 

                                                 
1
 All names are pseudonyms. 
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to see how she would tackle a classroom full of students she had never met before. She 

stood up in front of the Year Seven students and apologised for not knowing their names 

but said that she would try to learn them. She asked them to begin by sitting together in 

pairs as they would need to talk together about some of the problems. The students 

quietly moved into pairs and relaxed just a little. Lisa then wrote a multiplication on the 

board 356 x 43 and asked if there was anyone who could tell her what kind of problem 

this was. About half the students responded by putting up their hands. She nodded and 

smiled and picked a student who hesitantly told her it was a multiplication. She asked for 

the student’s name and then asked the rest of the class to put their hands up if they agreed 

that it was a multiplication. The whole class now responded. She picked out one student, 

asked his name and asked how he knew it was a multiplication. He explained that the 

symbol was the one that meant multiply. Praising him, she then said that she was going to 

ask the students to solve the problem on their own, without letting their partner see what 

they did. When they were finished they were to find out if they had the same answer. But 

what was really important, she stressed, was to explain to their partner how they solved 

the problem. The way in which they solved the problem was called a ‘strategy’. She 

wanted them explain their ‘strategy’ to their partner. Later she would ask the whole class 

to talk about what they found. Lisa told them to work for about ten minutes. At first there 

was a hush and then the students began to talk quietly and then more animatedly. A 

couple put up their hands and called for one of us to come over. The group nearest me 

called me over to look at what they had found out. They had the same answer but were 

puzzled by the fact that they each had used a different ‘strategy’ to solve the problem. 

They wanted to know which one was ‘right’.  

 

However, before we could begin any discussion, Lisa called for everyone to stop and 

listen. She asked about the answer to the problem. There were many volunteers. She 

asked how many had found the right answer and then she wanted to know if anyone was 

willing to tell her how they had solved the problem. One of students beside me 

volunteered. I noticed the class teacher nod and smile. Lisa listened to the explanation 

and then praised the student for finding ‘a good strategy’ and then demonstrated it for the 

class. She smiled encouragingly and asked if there was anyone who had used a different 
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way to solve the problem. Now I was nodding to the other student but he was hesitant to 

volunteer his strategy. However other students volunteered and Lisa continued to 

encourage and praise as new strategies were ‘discovered’ and repeated for everyone. By 

now the board was filled with a number of ways of solving the two digit multiplication. 

Lisa ended the lesson by repeating that in maths there was often more than one way to 

solve a problem. She explained that it was important to be able to understand that 

different strategies could be used to find the right answer. She asked the class if they 

wanted another problem and there were enthusiastic nods all round. She agreed to give 

them another problem and wondered if some of them could try to use a different strategy 

from the one that they had just used. The students seemed engaged, their teacher was 

smiling, the tension was gone and there was a positive atmosphere as they began solving 

the next problem.  

 

Later that afternoon when Lisa and I were discussing the events of the morning I 

commented on the change of atmosphere in the Year Seven classroom and the ‘lesson’ 

that had been learned by the students and the teacher. Lisa commented: 

 

You see Sarah, when the students begin telling me how they solve a problem 

two things happen, firstly I find out what they know and secondly those 

students who had no idea how to solve the problem may now have a strategy 

that they can use. The strategy the student uses tells me about their 

understanding. As the class teacher I would still be worried about the ones 

who couldn’t solve that problem and would have to give them an easier 

problem to find out what they know. Teaching can only begin when you 

know what they know.  

 

The modelling that Lisa had demonstrated in the classroom was one of the strategies used 

in a Professional Development numeracy program. The program was used to train 

teachers to become specialists in numeracy and Lisa was one of the team responsible for 

the program. She was worked in Western Australia’s Department of Education and was 

one of the four women in the numeracy team that trained teachers to become specialists 
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in numeracy using the program. The program was part of an established centralised 

initiative to improve literacy and numeracy standards throughout the state. In 2008 during 

the period of my fieldwork the program was withdrawn. A document, entitled Classroom 

First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) initiated the withdrawal of programs 

delivered by Central Office staff in a move to empower schools to be flexible and 

autonomous.  In this thesis I document not only what the program had achieved but what 

the program was still achieving when the decision was made to withdraw it. I examine 

the reasons for the withdrawal and interrogate the reasoning which initiated the decision.  

 

This is the story of the practices of an Australian state education bureaucracy in the 

twenty-first century. This study presents the opportunity for a deeper understanding of 

the processes and practices of the bureaucratic administration of educational practices. 

The usual critiques of decentralisation - withdrawal of responsibility by governments 

who are steering at a distance, failure to resource the rhetoric associated with 

decentralisation and autonomy, the increased monitoring that results from accountability 

mechanisms whilst important are not enough. This study shows that there are educational 

practices being lost that are collectively focused, systemically produced (hence deeply 

unfashionable) and are incompatible with the current commitment to autonomy and 

competitiveness that is characteristic of many governments of many different political 

persuasions in various parts of the world.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

Contextual background 

 

The research was carried out on a daily basis over a ten month period in 2008 and 2009, 

in the Western Australian State Department of Education and Training (which has 

subsequently been renamed The Department of Education). The Department is located in 

an office, called Central Office, in the centre of the state capital, Perth. The state 

organisation is responsible for 780 public schools and more than 22,000 teachers. It is the 

administrative organ for the state government that produces and mandates education 

policies, controls funding to schools, and appoints and employs teaching staff. A full 

description of the demographics of the state, the different forms of government, and the 

responsibility of the state is provided in Chapter Two. The intention with this 

introductory chapter is to offer an overview of the scope and depth of this thesis.   

 

Australia is a Commonwealth comprising of six States and two Territories. There are 

three levels of government, the Federal, the States and Territories, and the local. The 

Federal government is largely responsible for national matters. The States have 

traditionally had constitutional responsibility for education and, despite increasing 

interest from Federal government over the last two decades through, for example, budgets 

connected to standards, remain constitutionally responsible for education (Lingard et al., 

2002). The problems presented by the demographics of the vast continent, have resulted 

in Australia creating some of the most centralised bureaucratic systems in the world 

(Lingard et al., 2002:73), a point worth noting, as it has particular relevance in this study.  

 

The Western Australian education system, in part modelled on the British system, has 

three levels of schooling, primary, up to Year Seven (for which the student age ranges 

from five to eleven years), secondary up to Year Ten (12-15 years), and high school with 

Years Eleven and Twelve when students complete Tertiary Entrance Exams (TEE). From 

the end of the 1980’s in Western Australia the Department of Education had attempted to 

introduce reforms comparable with neo-liberal strategies of decentralisation, 
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individualisation and accountability, familiar in other Westernised education systems 

(Forsey, 2007). A significant intervention was the introduction of the Curriculum 

Framework that placed responsibility for the content of teaching with the teachers. It was 

made mandatory for all schools and included the non-government schools (private, 

independent and Catholic schools) for the first time in Western Australian history 

(Vidovich, 2004). The Curriculum Framework focused on eight learning areas that were 

to be taught in learning stages, similar to the key stages in the UK, which were measured 

by using outcome statements. To provide support for the Curriculum Framework, literacy 

and numeracy resources in the form of books and teaching material were developed by 

the staff of Central Office. It is from these materials that the program that is the focus for 

this thesis was developed.  

 

In the same period of time as the Curriculum Framework was launched a national literacy 

survey was carried out by the Federal government. The survey reported that nearly one 

third of Year Three and Year Five students did not meet the year level standards for 

reading and writing, an allegedly ‘scandalous result’ (Comber et al., 1998:19) that was 

used to undermine the public trust in public schooling and deflect attention from other 

issues. In response to the Federal government’s focus on literacy and numeracy the 

Western Australian state government decided to assess improvement in literacy and 

numeracy standards in all schools by introducing the Western Australian Literacy and 

Numeracy Assessment (WALNA). WALNA tested students at Years Three, Five, and 

Seven. In the wake of the introduction of the test, and as an extension of the material 

developed to support the Curriculum Framework, centrally run literacy and numeracy 

professional development programs were developed to train teachers to become 

specialists in either literacy or numeracy. These programs were administered and 

delivered by literacy and numeracy teams by Central Office staff from 2000. At the time 

of this study over 500 teachers had been trained to become specialists. In 2008 following 

the rhetoric of a document entitled Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) the literacy and numeracy programs were withdrawn and the organisation 

was restructured. During the ten month period that I spent inside the organisation services 

delivered by Central Office staff were decentralised and schools were allocated funding 
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directly in an attempt to ‘empower them,’ a phrase used by Adam the Executive Director. 

Not surprisingly the restructure added a particular element of unrest and instability in the 

working lives of the people who delivered the programs to the schools. It is in this 

environment of change that this study is situated and the working lives of the people who 

made decisions about the withdrawal of the programs and the people who delivered the 

programs is examined. 

 

I was interested to examine the values, beliefs and commitment of the people at different 

levels of the organisation to education and how these were articulated through their 

practices. Was there a shared understanding of the role of the organisation? How did the 

different levels of the organisation communicate changes in organisational practice? I 

focused on the Professional Development numeracy program developed, administered 

and delivered by the staff of the numeracy team. I was interested in how the program was 

run, what the team recognised as its strengths and how it was perceived by the teachers 

and schools that learned to use it. In particular I examined how the team established 

relationships with schools. Secondly I was interested in how the organisation was to be 

restructured and what the effects were. The restructure, initiated by Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007), specified a change in role of Central 

Office away from the provision of services to the management of policy strategies and 

allocation of funding. In other words, those whose work had been to deliver programs to 

schools had to shift their responsibility for delivering programs to an advisory capacity 

where strategies were established and guidelines were formed that would support schools 

and empower them to be responsible and autonomous. The combination of the above 

elements forms the focus of this thesis. I examine the beliefs that led to the loss of crucial 

and significant pedagogical practices and expertise in preference for the neo-liberal 

commitment to an apparent decentralisation while strengthening particular legitimised 

forms of assessment. I explore the contradictory nature of the reform and the gap that 

emerges between rhetoric and practice.  
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Significance 

 

This study examines the workings of a bureaucratic organisation from the inside. It 

contributes a more compelling argument to the growing literature on the changing role of 

the state and the nature of its institutions; see for example (Bertucci and Alberti, 2003, 

Clarke and Newman, 1997, Dean, 2007, Gupta, 2004, Hood, 1998, Miller and Rose, 

2008, Mitchell, 2006, Osborne and Gaebler, 1993, Rondinelli and Shabbir Cheema, 

2003b, Sharma and Gupta, 2006). Its strength lies in the use of a person and context 

centred approach that focuses on not just the discourses but on the people using them 

‘deliberately or unwittingly’ and challenges the more discursive approaches of some 

organisational change studies (Strauss, 2007:810).  

 

Much research into bureaucracy and bureaucratic organisations has not been 

ethnographic and has a tendency to rely on quantitative methods and interviews that miss 

out on the complexity of social interaction (McNabb, 2008). Studies of bureaucracy and 

bureaucratic organisations have strengthened the myth about faceless and nameless 

people (du Gay, 2005, Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 2007b, Herzfeld, 1993, Meier and 

O'Toole, 2006a, Mouzelis, 1967, Salaman, 2005, Weber, 1948). However, the openness 

of the people in Central Office provides a rare insight into the working lives of those 

people whose anonymity has been more or less taken for granted and allows their voices 

to be heard. The study reveals the tensions and constraints that are an integral part of the 

reality of their work. It contributes to an understanding of how neo-liberalism manifests 

itself in a particular place, in particular ways, at a particular time. Much of the data from 

this study corroborates the findings of education policy researchers into policy and 

educational reforms. Yet the research also reveals some disturbing trends resulting from 

the further entrenchment of neo-liberal strategies in Australian education. The fieldwork 

provides empirical evidence that supports and makes a unique contribution to work by 

other educational researchers (Ball, 2006, Bottery, 2000, Morrow and Torres, 2000, 

Ozga, 2000, Ozga and Lingard, 2007, Shore and Wright, 1997, Taylor, 2004, Whitty, 

2002).  
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In addition, in a recent article, using interview and case study data from local education 

authorities in England, Ozga (2009) brings our attention to the growth of and reliance on 

data-based information systems. The dependency on the production of data to inform 

future policy development contributes to ‘protecting the interests of the policy elite’ 

(Ozga, 2009:150) and the centrally designed assessment systems become the instrument 

that dictates what is taught in the classroom, as in teaching for the test (Ball, 2006, 

Bottery, 2000). While this study demonstrates that the development of centralised 

systems of assessment may have some merits it also illustrates that these are responsible 

for the loss of fundamental elements of education; the disabling of effective pedagogies, 

the thinning of complexities of learning, and the subordination of the understanding of 

the development of the child.  

 

Defining and describing bureaucratic organisations 

 

The words bureaucracy and bureaucrat often conjure up rather negative connotations. 

Bureaucratic institutions have received a great deal of attention from a wide scholarship 

and criticism spans the political spectrum. Du Gay (2005) in The Values of Bureaucracy, 

asserts that to defend or criticise bureaucracy is a nonsense and argues that it is more 

important to analyse how it impacts on aspects of life and examine more closely the 

relationships between the political and the bureaucratic. Even so bureaucracy and 

bureaucrats have received attention that has brought the institutions under scrutiny and 

tends to portray bureaucrats as empire building mandarins (Herzfeld; 1993). The term 

bureaucracy has thus become more than just a description of the structure of an 

organisation. The organisation in which I carried out my fieldwork was often referred to 

by teachers and principals, as the bureaucracy and often the people inside the 

organisation were referred to as bureaucrats. Generally the terms were used 

unsympathetically. In this study, in order to avoid the negative connotations as much as 

possible, I will use the word bureaucracy to refer solely to the hierarchical structure of 

Central Office. I refer to Central Office by its title or as the organisation. Even the 

participants themselves used the terms antagonistically and pejoratively in conversations. 
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I avoid such associations here by referring to the people who populate this study by their 

names or their titles.  

 

Inside the organisation I identify two distinct perspectives on the role of Central Office. 

To distinguish these groups I make use of the terms, bureau-manager and bureau-

professional, which I borrow from Clarke and Newman (1997). In their study of the 

decline of the Welfare State in the UK, they argue that managerialism has re-shaped the 

British Welfare state through the use of a distinct set of ideologies and practices. They 

make a distinction between two groups; the bureau-professionals and the bureau-

managers. They suggest that the bureau-managers were orientated towards means rather 

than ends, and towards action rather than reflection. They describe the bureau-

professionals as having strong collective identities, and as separate from the bosses, the 

bureau-managers. In a paternalistic welfare state (Clarke and Newman, 1997), it was the 

bureau-professional who provided expertise and professional judgement to decide on the 

needs of the customer. In this case study professionalism and managerialism are core 

themes in the following chapters, and the terms are used in a similar manner to Clarke 

and Newman (1997). In brief I define the bureau-professional by expertise and an ethos 

of provision of a service to the school and the bureau-manager by their managerial role 

within the organisation and their focus on task completion. Officials employed by Central 

Office are to some degree ‘guardians of the system’. However the bureau-professionals 

and the bureau-managers are guardians from their own perspective. The bureau-

professionals are protective and caring of the schools that make up the system while the 

bureau-managers tend to uphold the structure and defend the organisation itself. The 

manner in which they fulfil the role as guardians of the system becomes apparent as the 

narratives unfold in the following chapters. 

 

The term neo-liberalism is unfortunately one of those slippery words that is difficult to 

pin down. In this thesis I will use the term to refer to a focus on the individual as 

autonomous and responsible, able to make choices but who is controlled (and defined) by 

accountability measures. The effects of neo-liberalism are articulated in resulting 

practices. Herein lies the strengths and weaknesses of neo-liberalism. I examine the 
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largely neo-liberal rhetoric of the Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) document that provides the rich ethnographic data for this thesis that in 

turn illustrates the messy and complex practices that ensue from such discourses.  

 

The following themes, highlighted by scholars of bureaucratic organisations, are 

discussed here briefly and will be discussed in full in Chapter Four.  

 

 The critique of public systems 

 A shift from professionalism to managerialism  

 Decentralised centralisation 

 A reliance on performance technologies 

 The effects of neo-liberalism in education  

 

What is a bureaucratic organisation, what does it do, and how does it work? For 

researchers interested in understanding power and how power is used, the study of 

bureaucratic organisations is a good place to start. Weber (1948) provided what has 

become a classic analysis of bureaucracy that lays the foundation for much of our 

thinking about bureaucracies today. His comments about hierarchy, the bureaucratic 

machine, the constraints of the iron cage, the anonymity and impersonal nature of 

bureaucrats have fuelled many scholarly discussions (Herzfeld, 1993, du Gay, 2005). 

Since the 1980’s, in response to increasing criticism about the power of bureaucratic 

organisations, a process of change has been noted as public systems were restructured, 

pared down and redesigned throughout the developed economies (Ozga, 2009). These 

organisations were regarded with distrust, were given the blame, or made the scapegoat 

for the failures of government to achieve its goals. In the wake of this criticism 

researchers noted the subsequent shifts in the form of the organisations. The ideological 

agenda driving public systems everywhere have been commented upon by many scholars 

(Britan and Cohen, 1980a, Britan and Cohen, 1980b, Clarke and Newman, 1997, du Gay, 

2005, Marquand, 2004, Miller and Rose, 2008, Osborne and Gaebler, 1993). Some 

scholars note the shift from professionalism to managerialism (Clarke and Newman, 

1997) while others note that the move to decentralise services from the bureaucratic 
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organisation to the local level often resulted in the strengthening of central control and 

regulation (Blackmore, 2004, Karlsen, 2000, Hoggett, 2005). Yet other commentators 

describe the shift as one from big government to little government (Ball, 2006, Lingard et 

al., 2002) or as a move from rowing to steering (Osborne and Gaebler, 1993) or as a shift 

from government to governance (Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 2007a, Miller and Rose, 2008, 

Sørensen, 2007). There have been many suggestions for reform of public systems. 

Bertucci and Alberti (2003:24) argue that the intelligent state needs to be socially 

proactive, lean, catalytic, supportive, supervisory and regulatory. They argue that public 

sector capacity needs to be built through institutional reform that requires a development 

of enabling policies, the creation of performance measures and through de-

bureaucratisation and decentralisation. These are processes that many governments are 

already following. The aim is to create a public sector that is more efficient and 

accountable and to ensure that the ‘self-interested’ professionals who populate them are 

managed through an increasing range of performance technologies (Zafira and Davies, 

2007:260). This ethnographic study of such an organisation reveals to what extent these 

shifts are prevalent and provides a deeper understanding of how they are negotiated and 

contested.  

 

People in bureaucratic organisations 

 

In 1980 Lipsky analysed what he called, ‘street-level bureaucrats’; teachers, police and 

social workers, people who serve the public, in the public services. He was interested in 

how they developed techniques to maintain services within the limits imposed by the 

structure of their work. He noted that the street-level bureaucrats were faced with a 

dilemma between serving the state and serving the public. Nearly three decades later, the 

dilemmas faced by Lipsky’s street-level bureaucrats were acknowledged by Gjelstrup and 

Sørensen (2007a) who note that the dilemmas have been transformed simultaneously 

with the shifts made to the structure and framework of these organisations. No longer are 

the bureau-officials secure in life-long positions but are now employed on contracts that 

could be terminated from one day to the next. The stability of the tasks they carry out is 
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prone to changes of government, or whims of new ministers, transformations that were a 

reality for the people in this study.  

 

In The Social Production of Indifference (1993), a provocative study of Western 

bureaucracies, Herzfeld argues that the impersonality of bureaucracy maintains and re-

produces social and economic differences in society through the implementation of a 

system of authority that claims to be rational. Yet Herzfeld’s study is strangely bereft of 

people, as are many studies that focus on the effects of bureaucratic organisations rather 

than the processes inside and actions of the people who populate them. In the reality of 

the bureaucratic organisation, people carry out their daily routines, draft documents, 

answer the phone, write emails, go to meetings, they spend time considering what best 

practice is, how to be efficient, how to be effective, how to spend the money, how to save 

money, how to formulate projects, seek funding, fulfil criteria, stipulate criteria, decide 

what the client needs, decide how to serve the client best, and so on.  

 

While the bulk of the research mentioned here makes a substantial contribution to our 

understanding of what has happened to bureaucratic organisations, the silence of the 

people inside these organisations is deafening. Whether bureaucrats are deemed 

uninteresting or just inaccessible, there has been a distinct lack of attention given to 

bureaucrats in research and particularly in ethnographic research. I believe that there is 

something to be gained from studying the people who populate these organisations who 

are shaped by the structures and work to reshape the organisations themselves. Although 

there has been a shift in anthropological focus from the marginalised and the excluded, 

there is a growing body of ethnographers interested in understanding elite groups, the 

people in power, the people behind power and the powerful people (Gusterson, 1998, 

Hirsch and Gellner, 2001, Lea, 2008, Marcus, 1983a, Mosse, 2005, Shore, 2000, Van 

Maanen, 2001, Wright, 1994). This study focuses on a group of people inside an 

education bureaucracy who may or may not regard themselves as powerful but who, 

because of their position, had power over schools. Some were able to make decisions 

about policy documents, others about the allocation of funding for programs to which 

schools were eligible and about how the frameworks for allocation or eligibility were 
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interpreted. The attention paid to the working lives of these people given by this study 

acknowledges the significance of their voices.  

 

Educational values or bureaucratic values 

 

The ideological agenda driving the public systems briefly described above has been felt 

in education sectors in the developed economies (Apple, 2001, Ball, 2006, Bottery, 2000, 

Daun, 2002, Mahony and Hextall, 2000). This study contributes to understanding what 

the processes are and how they are played out in educational settings. Education has 

taken a new position in the political spotlight and the transformation of educational 

policies and practices by new and multiple actors who are contesting the means and ends 

of education has become ‘inherently political’ (Apple, 2001:410). The shifts are 

rationalised and legitimised through the increased use of performance technologies that 

focus on standards, targets and comparison and that are prevalent in the policyscape 

globally. In a study of school districts in Texas, Meier and O’Toole (2006a) advocate 

analyses of bureaucracy that will provide an understanding of bureaucratic values that 

will resolve the issue of the tension between political values and bureaucratic values. 

They argue that ‘bureaucratic values drive what bureaucracy produces.’ (Meier and 

O'Toole, 2006a:43). This study provides the opportunity to look more closely at the 

values of the people whose working lives are intimately tied to political goals.  

 

Less is more 

 

The market dominates the discourse in many sectors, including education, mantra such as 

being competitive, being responsible and autonomous, getting value for money, being 

able to choose and maintaining or increasing performance. Decentralisation, now a 

familiar neo-liberal strategy, has come under the close scrutiny of a number of scholars 

(Apple, 2001, Blackmore, 2004, Karlsen, 2000). Decentralisation is claimed to be a 

strategy that transfers power to the local level empowering and making autonomous. 

However empowerment and autonomy do not come without a price. Governments have 

attempted to decentralise responsibility to the local level, deregulating while 
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strengthening monitoring and accountability mechanisms. Neo-liberal reforms have 

sought to increase efficiency and effectiveness by de-bureaucratisation and privatisation 

through the promotion of new forms of administration and management. However at the 

same time what has also increased is the reliance on performance technologies controlled 

and monitored by the state. Performance technologies are increasingly tied to the growing 

data information systems (Ozga, 2009). In general the development of performance 

technologies, such as national tests, has been regarded ‘as vehicles for improved policy-

making and better-informed pedagogic school practices’ (Grek et al., 2009:122). 

Performance measured on one day of the year provides interesting data but negates so 

much more pertinent information. The reliance on this data illustrates that there are 

disparate interests that are dominating the social field of power surrounding educational 

policy and practice (Apple, 2004). These are some of the strategies and mechanisms 

which are central to the rhetoric of change in this organisation.  

 

Bureaucratic organisations in practice 

 

A deeper understanding of what happens inside bureaucratic organisations is needed and 

ethnography provides the means to understand those practices. In this case study I will 

demonstrate that there were different perspectives on the understanding of the goals of 

Central Office. The numeracy team was committed to a particular educational philosophy 

that conflicted with the performance philosophy advocated by their managers. I will show 

that the numeracy team was primarily concerned with schools and teachers, with 

pedagogies and learning strategies, with real student achievement and progress. They 

believed that the centralised programs they developed and delivered were a powerful tool 

to stimulate and change teaching practices. They regarded themselves as ‘agents of 

change’. However, their managers were primarily concerned with putting processes and 

strategies in place that could be carried out by their teams. Their focus was to present the 

bureaucratic organisation as cohesive and compliant with the political goals and their 

commitment lay in provision of support that was grounded in an understanding that the 

centralised system controlled what resources schools received but was not responsible for 

the outcomes that schools achieved. As the organisation restructured the identities of the 
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people were reshaped to one of exclusively managing and monitoring the performance of 

schools. The top of the hierarchy responded to political initiatives and strove to meet 

political goals, while presenting the organisation as rational and efficient, with structures 

and processes that matched the political rationalities.   

 

The bureaucratic organisation in this study was grounded in the tradition of a centralised 

system that controlled the resources to schools. I demonstrate that the political 

rationalities that were driving the change to Central Office, and the manner in which 

schools were resourced, were legitimised by the rhetoric of the Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007) document. This study captures a moment 

in time in this organisation, a moment when changes were made to what was valued. The 

changes were driven by strong neo-liberal discourses that resulted in a shift from a 

bureaucratic organisation that valued professionalism and expertise to one that placed 

values on managerialism and performance technologies. The consequence was a shift of 

responsibility, (coupled with blame), from the organisation to schools.  

 

Gaining access to the organisation 

 

Stimulated by previous research on how teachers shaped policy requirements to fit their 

reporting practices (Robinson, 2008) I approached key stakeholders in Central Office. As 

a foreigner I was unable to make use of familiar networks and contacts and relied heavily 

on my supervisor’s connections, through his research, with the education system. Access 

to the site was surprisingly easy although the administration and the official processes 

proved to be time-consuming. Writing about a site that is so easily recognisable requires 

a certain amount of sensitivity. Although the place is real and the titles are correct, in 

keeping with anthropological traditions guarding the relative anonymity of my 

participants has been paramount. All names are therefore pseudonyms.  

 

One of my supervisor’s research contacts was now placed inside Central Office and we 

arranged to meet with him with a view to explaining my project. Tomas had already 

experienced being the ‘subject’ of participant observation and was positive about the 
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experience. He was confident that his colleagues would be interested to participate in my 

research and after talking to people inside the organisation he arranged for me to meet 

with Adam, the Executive Director and head of School Support. For someone with a 

privileged position, at the top of the hierarchy, Adam surprised me with his openness and 

warmth. Adam became a key figure in this study. He, like Tomas, was enthusiastic about 

participant observation and ethnographic methods and suggested that, if my interest was 

in the contact between Central Office and schools, I should approach the Director of 

Standards and Moderation that provided Curriculum Support to schools. In addition, in 

order to gain permission to conduct research anywhere in the state education system he 

informed me that I would have to seek ethics approval from the organisation officially.  

 

A few weeks later I received an email inviting me to meet with Graham the Director of 

the Curriculum Support section. This meeting is recounted in detail in Chapter Three. 

Graham became another of the key stakeholders in this study along with Adam. Graham 

was responsible for the section that had provided educational support to primary schools 

in the form of programs. Some of these programs were delivered by Central Office staff 

who worked together in teams in Graham’s section. There were over 200 people working 

in this section with expertise in literacy, numeracy, science, and assessment techniques. 

Schools were assessed through a number of performance technologies. Schools with low 

levels of achievement in literacy and/or numeracy were allocated funding for a program 

that would train one of their teachers to become a specialist. The programs were 

delivered by Central Office staff at a series of workshops and visits to schools. This study 

focuses on the numeracy team and the development and delivery of the numeracy 

program and will be explained in greater detail in Chapter Five.  

 

Overview of methods  

 

In this study I used ethnographic methods, including participant observation, combining 

participation in the field (without ever taking on tasks for the organisation), getting 

involved as much as possible, being an insider and, being an observer; watching, 

recording, noting, while endeavouring to remain to some extent an outsider. As an 
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international student with teaching experience in European countries I really was an 

outsider. The Australian education system was foreign to me as a practitioner, although 

my previous research experience had been conducted in Perth in a non-government 

school (Robinson, 2007).  

 

Using ethnographic methods and employing participant observation does not lend itself 

to gathering data quickly. It did however allow me to gain a deep understanding of the 

people, their work, their ambitions, and the relationships that they established through 

their daily routines. The section that provided Curriculum Support occupied one wing of 

the building on the first floor of the Central Office building. Graham had an office, with 

doors and walls that allowed him and those he met with some privacy. There were no 

other offices like his on the floor. His managers had offices, without doors, and with glass 

walls, offering no privacy either for meetings, or telephone conversations. The rest of the 

section was physically divided up by cupboards and book shelves that designated office 

spaces. Graham suggested that I was allocated a desk in the open office space so that I 

could observe and interact with people around me. Sitting at the desk in front of the 

computer I blended in with the surroundings. Employment in the organisation was often 

transitory and people came and went and new faces were not uncommon. The desk that I 

occupied was one left empty by Deborah. Deborah had been part of the numeracy team 

but had, at the time of my study, been promoted to line manager for the team. She had 

been allocated the glass walled office of the previous line manager and I had been given 

Deborah’s old work space.  

 

Everyone in the section had been informed of my study and I was presented as ‘the 

researcher interested in understanding how bureaucracy works’ – a line which always 

provoked a reaction in the form of smiles or laughter. I engaged with the four women 

from the numeracy team daily and established close contact with them throughout my 

study. I observed them and quickly became involved in their interactions with others. The 

close contact allowed me to gain a deep understanding of their procedures and protocols. 

They included me, where possible, in all their meetings inside Central Office and in the 

workshops they delivered to teachers. I filled note-books with my observations, took 
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detailed notes at meetings and, when I felt it was appropriate, asked to record the 

meeting, usually if there were no more than three participants. The close physical 

location to the numeracy team helped me to become involved in their lives, not just their 

working lives. I became friends with them, and they came to regard me as one of the 

team. When they introduced me to people inside and outside the office, I was referred to 

as, ‘part of the team’ and ‘our researcher’. Not only was I involved in their interactions 

but I became involved with the work of their managers, and also with the people who 

approached them for advice. They often worked outside Central Office delivering 

workshops to teachers and I was invited to attend these. The Professional Development 

(PD) workshops, took place in hotel function rooms around the city. Even at the 

workshops, I was presented as their researcher. Here I requested time to talk to the 

teachers about their relationship with Central Office in general, and about the PD 

workshops, in particular. I also accompanied each of them when they visited teachers and 

principals to schools throughout the state, the geographical enormity of which would 

stagger many Europeans. These ‘road trips’, sometimes took me 3,000 km from Perth, 

involved a flight and then long drives to the remotest areas of the state.  

 

Although the workshops were planned in advance, the meetings that I attended inside 

Central Office were more ad hoc. Burns (1990) argues that much ethnographic study is 

inductive. There are no formulas or standardised procedures because of the individuality 

of each site. Both in the planning phase and during the fieldwork the researcher needs to 

remain flexible. Meetings were often called spontaneously sometimes in response to a 

crisis. I never knew exactly who I would engage with in the course of a day although I 

could plan some of my days to a certain extent I tried to remain flexible to accommodate 

the rhythms of the organisation.  

 

Sensitivity was an issue that had particular importance in this study. Some of the people I 

wished to observe were cautious about my participation and I had to work to gain their 

trust. Not only were the topics that were discussed sensitive but I soon became aware of 

making certain alliances with certain people. Trusting the method and allowing time to 

establish relationships meant that confidence was gained and trust established over time.  
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As I was in the organisation on a daily basis I quickly became a familiar figure. Rich data 

about the practices of the numeracy team was easily gleaned. However, I realised that the 

information I had about the rest of the organisation was limited. I needed to establish 

regular contact with people outside the numeracy team to understand the larger picture. 

Even though I talked to everyone who came past my desk, staying at my desk limited the 

contacts I could establish. I was aware too, that all my conversations could be overheard 

by the staff in the proximity. Carrying out ethnographic research means being ready to 

form relationships, interact, observe, listen, discuss; in short being aware of ‘productive 

spaces’ (Hume and Mulcock, 2004) for the thick description of ethnography. I was 

acutely aware that if I was to engage with other staff and present different perspectives I 

needed to make myself visible and accessible to people outside the numeracy team 

(Forsey, 2004). The challenge of finding sources that would allow me to document 

different positions caused me concern. I began to take walks through the building with 

my notebook in hand and, as most people carried papers of some description with them, 

the notebook became both a prop and a resource. On my walks through the building I 

often encountered people I had met previously and I engaged them in conversations about 

their work. I sought out people I had met briefly who had expressed an interest in my 

study. I called in on people who were sitting in their offices, sometimes I met them in the 

corridors and riding on the escalator (which was a networking site) and sought to 

establish stronger links with them. In this simple but effective manner I slowly began to 

establish regular contacts outside of the numeracy team.  

 

Many people made the comment that I ‘had chosen an exciting time to do my study’ 

given that the organisation was about to be restructured. Although many of the 

conversations I had involved comments about the coming restructure I struggled to find 

the people who were involved in the planning of it. Many of the managers were willing to 

fill me in on their work, on problems they dealt with, on the issues of the moment, when 

they had time, but although the restructure was imminent, their immediate focus was on 

getting the work done. Not surprisingly perhaps, I quickly discovered that the higher up 

the hierarchy, the more difficult it was to engage informally with the staff. There was a 
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difference between informal engagement lower down the hierarchy and the use of formal 

meetings structures to discuss issues at the level of the senior managers. More will be 

said about this in Chapter Three. 

 

Outline of chapters 

 

The focus in the following chapters is twofold. The first is on the numeracy program; its 

birth, life and death; on the people who created it, developed it, and finally had to let it 

go. The second focus is on the restructure of the organisation that resulted in the re-

shaping of the role of the organisation by decentralising services to schools.  

 

The contextual background for this study is described in Chapter Two. I describe some of 

the historical background that led to Australian education systems becoming centralised 

and briefly explain the previous conflicts and current partnership between State and 

Federal governments. I explain developments in the Western Australian education system 

up to the time of the study, the creation of a mandated state Curriculum Framework that 

was based on Outcome Based Education (OBE) statements and which brought with it the 

introduction of state wide testing and a focus on literacy and numeracy.  Neo-liberal 

ideology permeates the state documents over two decades, up to the Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007) initiative at the time of this study which 

further attempts to entrench decentralisation and autonomy in the public system.   

 

Bureaucratic organisations are notoriously closed systems. Nader (1972) challenged 

anthropologists to look to where the power is situated over three decades ago and yet it is 

only recently that the call has been taken up. Whether it is the inaccessibility of these 

systems or whether anthropologists have been uninterested in examining them, gaining 

access to this site was surprisingly easy and in Chapter Three, Living Bureaucracy I 

explain the methodology used and the constraints that the researcher inside a public 

organisation experienced. The organisation functioned primarily through the rituals of 

meetings, where information was given and received but decisions were not necessarily 
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made. This chapter explores some of the paradoxes that are presented by allowing some 

people access to certain information and excluding others.   

The literature that is apposite to this thesis is analysed in Chapter Four, Restructuring the 

iron cage. I begin with a discussion of the changing role of public systems and the 

distrust of big government (Ball, 2006, Lingard et al., 2002) that has led to a shift from 

government to governance (Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 2007a, Miller and Rose, 2008, 

Sørensen, 2007) and from rowing to steering (Osborne and Gaebler, 1993). Education has 

become a central issue in creating the state and is therefore bound by new voices and 

interests expressed through neo-liberal rhetoric (Grek et al., 2009). The shift towards 

decentralisation (Blackmore, 2004) and from professionalism to management (Ball, 

2006) is strongly dependent on performance technologies and information systems 

(Ozga, 2009).  

 

The numeracy team are presented in Chapter Five. As Guardians of the System the team 

had developed and delivered a numeracy program that provided professional 

development to teachers for nearly ten years. They believed that they were guardians of a 

system that supported change in schools. I describe the birth and life of the program, its 

strengths and weaknesses and let the voices of the numeracy team tell the tale. Their 

voices are supplemented by those of teachers who have participated in workshops and 

whose schools have received visits from the numeracy team. However not all those 

teachers participating in workshops were willing, some were negative and resistant to the 

program and to its presenters. Narratives from a range of situations are used to 

demonstrate the richness of the program and the expertise of the team.  

 

Adam the Executive Director, residing on the ‘grey mile’, (an expression used with 

humour by a senior manager to illustrate the elite position of those at the top of the 

hierarchy from those below) was asked to restructure the organisation to match the 

rhetoric of Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007).  His vision 

for the restructure conflicted with that of the Director General, the head of the 

organisation and in the end compromises were made. However, as Guardians of the 

System, Adam and his managers had a different perspective of the system from that of the 
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numeracy team. In Chapter Six narratives from meetings with Adam are used to illustrate 

his vision for Central Office and, along with narratives of meetings with his managers, 

illustrate the ambiguity and confusion felt by the managers in administrating and carrying 

out the restructure of the Central Office staff.  

 

Chapter Seven, Rationalising Change, explores some of the changes that were 

established in the organisation after the restructure. Towards the end of the school year 

the literacy and numeracy teams arranged a symposium at which over 200 teachers 

participated. The Director General addressed the symposium and explained her ideas for 

the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document in practices 

that she expected the organisation to support. An account of this performance is given 

along with an analysis of her message. As the restructure began to take form the work of 

the numeracy team gradually altered. They found themselves sitting at their desks and 

had little contact with schools. The focus on the national testing regime increasingly 

became the tool for measuring educational achievement in schools throughout the state 

and the numeracy team questioned what it valorised.  

 

In Chapter Eight, Thinning the content and context of Education, I present three different 

perspectives on the organisation after the restructure has taken place. Each perspective 

provides a deep understanding of the change in role of the organisation. I argue that the 

focus on the narrow and shallow content of the national testing diluted the richness and 

complexity of learning and pedagogies to the extent that the complexities and pedagogies 

are lost, ignored or obscured in the educational landscape. Neo-liberalism in practice is 

messy and complex.  
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Chapter Two: Contextual Background 

 

Introduction 

 

In this chapter I describe the contextual background for Australian education in general 

and briefly explain the conflicts between State and Federal government and the recent 

development of a rhetoric of partnership. My intention is to offer a succinct history of 

education in Australia and Western Australia in particular. My focus is on the role of the 

state organisation with respect to public schools in the state and how that role was 

changed through the restructure of the organisation. In this chapter I describe the deep 

tradition of centralised controlled systems which can be traced back to the colonisation of 

Australia. I define the particular geographic and demographic issues of Western Australia 

that need to be explained in order to understand the situation during the fieldwork period. 

I then recount the relevant political developments in the Western Australian education 

system up to the time of the study, the creation of a mandated state Curriculum 

Framework (1998) that was based on Outcome Based Education (OBE) statements and 

which coincided with the introduction of state-wide testing and a focus on improvement 

in literacy and numeracy.  I briefly describe the document Classroom First (Department 

of Education and Training, 2007), that was the text that initiated the changes to the role of 

Central Office and flag the pertinent points in preparation for the data in the following 

chapters. Finally I portray Central Office, the physical locality, the general roles of the 

people employed there and its hierarchical structure.  

 

Australian education history 

 

Early on in the colonisation of Australia, schools were established by a number of 

different interest groups being funded by the families of the students (Spaull, 1998:4). 

Initially there was no public system. The public system later arose out of a need to 

support the families who could not afford the various forms of schooling and was never 

intended to ‘create a homogenous society out of socially disparate groups’ (Spaull, 

1998:4). The public system therefore came to provide what was regarded as a ‘basic 
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education’ in the colonies that later became states and territories. The result was the 

creation of two distinct systems that make up Australian education today; government 

schools and non-government schools. The group of non-government schools was made 

up of independent schools, funded by the wealthy families, and a group of Catholic 

schools. Initially the state governments provided only primary schooling, up to the age of 

eleven but, when it became clear that the non-government schools favoured a pure 

academic curriculum, the government system, as industrialisation increased, recognised 

that there was a need for vocational training and began to provide secondary education 

(Spaull, 1998). Vocational training was provided through secondary schooling, while the 

government primary schools focused on the social needs of the student. A number of 

scholars comment on the early establishment of highly centralised education authorities 

and bureaucracy (Lingard et al., 2002, Spaull, 1998, Caldwell and Spinks, 1988) 

throughout Australia providing public education systems in the individual states and 

territories. A final point worth noting is that the people employed in Australian 

educational bureaucratic organisations all had backgrounds in education (Lingard et al., 

2002).  

Western Australia in conflict and partnership 

 

Throughout the 1950’s, increases in enrolments and costs led to the state system, the 

independent schools, and the Catholic schools making an appeal to the Federal 

government for assistance. Although the states and territories were constitutionally 

responsible for public education the Federal government provided some degree of 

support to the non-government schools. The state systems were hesitant about appealing 

for assistance as they did not want to jeopardise their ‘right’ to decide, concerned that the 

Federal government would take a larger part in the provision of education (Spaull, 1998). 

However, the Federal government (1964-1970) agreed to support secondary and technical 

schools if the states agreed to allocate a portion of funding to the non-government 

schools. Under the Whitlam (Labor) government (1972-1975) national reforms were 

initiated substantially increasing funding to education with a major part going to the 

public systems. However the secondary schools run by the non-government sector 
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prospered as increasing levels of youth unemployment fostered a ‘culture of preparation 

for public examinations’ in combination with the ‘right to choice’ that were exploited by 

the next government (Spaull, 1998:8). Between 1975 and 1983 Federal funding to 

government schools fell while funding to non-government schools was increased as the 

number of students attending non-government schools increased (Spaull, 1998).  

 

The funding of non-government schools by Federal and state governments remains a 

hotly debated issue throughout Australia (Forsey, 2007:20). The relationship between 

State and Federal governments has therefore not been an easy one.  In many states public 

schools were grappling with cuts imposed by their own states and in the years 1988-1994 

‘the state and territory governments increased their expenditure on students in non-

government schools by 42%, compared to a mere 7% increase for students attending their 

own state schools’ (Morrow et al., 1997:12). The steady increase in enrolments in non-

government schools had been encouraged by state government policies (Morrow et al., 

1997:12). In a similar fashion Federal government increased budget spending to non-

government schools and decreased funding to the public system (Morrow et al., 1997:13).  

It would seem that the public system suffered most in the battle between State and 

Federal for control over education.  

 

In 1973 the Karmel Report, commissioned by the Federal Labor government, highlighted 

‘the need for devolution and participation’ to support disadvantaged areas and ‘the need 

for more teacher and school level professional autonomy’ (Lingard et al., 2002:8). The 

moves made by the Whitlam government harnessed national resources for education for 

the first time bring education firmly into the political sphere (Lingard, 2000:26). Through 

the 1980’s in keeping with the growth of non-government schools, the political interest in 

education shifted Australian educational policy towards globalisation and 

internationalisation. Changes in legislation (States Grants Act, 1996) allowed non-

government schools to set up wherever they saw fit and not, as previously agreed only in 

areas where there was population growth  and where they ‘would not harm existing local 

schools’ (Morrow et al., 1997:11). While the states and territories remained 
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constitutionally responsible for public education the Federal government increasingly 

became an important player in the funding game.  

 

The historical background and the demographics of Australia resulted in the 

establishment of highly centralised, bureaucratic, paternalistic systems of education 

provision that served the dispersed and sometimes isolated communities (Lingard et al., 

2002). District Offices were introduced after the Second World War, mimicking the 

centralised systems and with responsibility for providing services and advice to the 

separate districts. Funding mechanisms were focused on providing resources in a fair and 

equitable manner to areas disadvantaged by distance and social inequities. In a study of 

school-based management in Queensland, Lingard et al. (2002) note how the 

transformation of public services to more managerialist forms have established new 

relationships ‘between a policy and strategy producing centre and those sites that actually 

deliver the service’, separating the initiatives from the operation and achievement of 

desired outcomes (2002:10). How far each state and territory has come down the 

decentralisation track is difficult to say. Each has developed their own system at their 

own pace in response to the particular circumstances and specific localities.  

 

The increasing interest by Howard’s (Liberal) Federal government in improvement of 

literacy and numeracy outcomes at the end of the 1990’s resulted in a move towards the 

formation of a partnership between the Federal government and the states and territories. 

The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) was formed in 1992 to debate and 

coordinate government interests (including education) at all three levels of government. 

Agreements were made that budgets would be amalgamated towards specific targets. In 

2008, during the period of this research, the Federal government announced the release of 

a significant budget (over $500 million) that, in partnership with the states and territories, 

was to focus on literacy and numeracy improvement in primary schools. In return the 

Federal government expected the states and territories to develop a strong evidence based 

highly effective interventions brought about through national partnerships and promised 

to reward literacy and numeracy models or approaches that clearly demonstrated 
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evidence for accelerating improvement in student results. Neo-liberal ideology is evident 

in both Federal and State government policies (Forsey, 2009:459).  

 

This case study provides the opportunity for a deeper understanding of the mechanisms, 

the processes and the constraints that the Western Australian bureaucratic organisation 

had to deal with at a point in time that are intertwined with the tensions and constraints 

that national partnerships put on the resources of the state. In the next section I describe 

in detail the geography and demographics of an enormous state that covers nearly one 

third of the Australian continent and the educational issues that this presents.   

Providing educational resources in Western Australia 

Western Australia has a relatively small population of 2.2 million
2
 ranging over an area 

of 2.5 million square kilometres with 75% of the population (1.3 million people) living in 

and around the metropolitan capital. The demographics of the majority of urban students 

focused in and around the metropolitan area, and the remaining 25% spread over vast 

remote and rural areas, presented particular problems not only for the just and fair 

administration of educational resources but also for funding and management of teaching 

staff. There was a mix of rich mining communities, transient populations of Indigenous 

people, people living in remote areas, difficult to access and difficult to settle in and 

difficult to staff the schools as a result. The diversity of these disparate groups made the 

fair distribution of resources and funding a recurring problem. In addition the more 

experienced teachers tended to be employed in the capital city where educational 

resources were more readily available. The capital city is, for many, far more attractive 

than the remote rural areas. Staffing of the remote and rural areas presents annual 

problems for the administrators in Central Office. Traditionally newly qualified teaching 

graduates were appointed to fill vacant posts in the hard-to-staff schools. They were 

legally bound to accept these positions as the scholarships they had received meant that 

they were bound to the Department of Education for two years (Forsey, 2007:23). Not 

surprisingly perhaps, students living in the city tend to perform better than their peers in 

rural and remote areas while the schools situated in the affluent suburbs tend to achieve 

                                                 
2
 Statistics for Sept 2009 sourced from Australian Bureau of Statistics  
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better in the Tertiary Entrance Examinations (TEE) than those in other areas (Forsey, 

2007:26).  

 

Fig. 2.1 showing map of Western Australia 
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Central Office provides the bureaucratic administrative link between the state 

government and public schools. The organisation is responsible for producing policies 

and strategies and for allocating funding and providing educational resources. In turn the 

schools are accountable to the organisation. The centralised bureaucratic organisation is 

responsible for appointing more than 22,000 teachers to the 780 schools and the 

allocation of staff is controlled by Central Office. After completing at least two years in a 

‘probationary’ position the graduates could request a permanent position at another 

school. Up until the time of the study, only a few schools in Western Australia were 

permitted to advertise and appoint their teaching staff
3
. The filling of vacant positions 

presented a recurring annual problem for Central Office at the start of each school year. 

To sum up, the problems of staffing schools in remote or rural areas, of coping with a 

diverse student population, of an increasing gap between an Indigenous and a non-

Indigenous population, of providing fair and equitable resources, combined with meeting 

demands made by the Federal government for improvements in educational achievement, 

were issues not only significant to Central Office, but were addressed, however 

imperfectly by centralised systems throughout Australia (Lingard et al., 2002).  

 

A focus on educational achievement 

 

By the mid 1980’s the neo-liberal agenda was already making an impact on the 

educational reforms of Western Australia. What Lingard et al. refers to as the 

‘ministerialisation of policy making’ (2002:11) was demonstrated in a brochure entitled 

Better Schools in Western Australia: A programme for improvement, by the then Minister 

of Education (Ministry of Education, 1987). The document promoted an ideology which 

was to influence, and which to a degree still influences, the functioning of government 

schools. Better Schools stipulated a five year plan for the implementation of changes 

through which the role of the central administration shifted subtly towards one of 

formulating strategies, decentralising, monitoring and introducing information systems in 

the name of ensuring comparability and equity of education. Central Office struggled to 

                                                 
3
 The situation has changed since the study was completed with 30 schools being given ‘independent’ 

status allowing them to appoint staff and have more autonomy over their budgets.  
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provide and divide the available resources in a fair and equitable manner. Better Schools 

marked a move away from the highly centralised, comprehensive education with its focus 

on equality of inputs, to a more decentralised, individualised education that focused on 

equality of outcomes – or at least that was the rhetoric.  

 

In 1987 District Offices were set up in order to decentralise services and provide support 

directly to the schools. Lingard et al. (2002) note that devolution moved the responsibility 

away from the centre to other bodies, in this case the District Offices, while the controls 

were tightened. Although districts took responsibility for deciding which schools needed 

the resources Central Office controlled the division of resources between the districts. 

The mechanism for division of resources was a classification system called the Socio-

Economic Index (SEI), based on the postcode of students enrolled in the school. The 

overall SEI classification for the school determined the amount of funding a school was 

eligible to receive. This is a well-known technique for determining funding levels, 

although the way in which SEI is worked out varies from state to state. SEI resourcing 

was a well-discussed topic at district, state and Federal levels. Constant adjustments were 

being made to the manner in which the index was determined as this had direct effects on 

the level of resources that were allocated to individual schools.   

In 1998 Western Australia, for the first time in its history, mandated a Curriculum 

Framework for all schools, including non-government schools (Vidovich, 2004). The 

Curriculum Framework brought about a dramatic change to the teaching and assessment 

practices of teachers in primary schools in particular. The intention was that the 

Curriculum Framework was to be launched over a period from 1998 so that by 2008 all 

schools would be using this approach. Briefly the Curriculum Framework initiated a 

focus on eight learning areas that were to be taught in learning stages, similar to the key 

stages in the UK, and which were measured by using outcome statements. The 

Curriculum Framework quickly became synonymous with Outcomes Based Education 

(OBE). There are strong similarities between the Curriculum Framework and other 

outcomes focused curriculum reforms noted in research in the US, the UK and other 

Western nations (Ball, 2006, Bottery, 2006, Griffith, 2000, Whitty, 2002, Popkewitz, 
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2000a, Morrow and Torres, 2000, Ozga, 2000). Each of the learning areas is subdivided 

into eight predetermined Achievement Levels formalising learning as a progression 

through the ten years of compulsory schooling. Each Achievement Level comprises of 

Outcome Statements specifying an aim. Outcomes are highly generalised and are 

determined by process and skills rather than content and can be achieved at varying rates 

by different students (Andrich, 2009). OBE dramatically changed teaching practices 

throughout the state (Robinson, 2007).  

The ideology behind Curriculum Framework is developmental, ‘being neither a 

curriculum nor a syllabus but a framework’ (Andrich, 2009:7). In his review of the 

implementation of the Curriculum Framework, Andrich notes that high-resourced 

schools, those in the metropolitan and some regional schools were able to adapt teaching 

practices and meet the demands, but that most schools did not ‘have the resources for the 

purpose’ (2009:9). The introduction and implementation of Curriculum Framework and 

the ensuing reporting policies and tests generated widespread debate and criticism in the 

media and were still hotly debated at the time of this study (Hiatt, 2008c). Much of the 

criticism initially came from secondary school teachers and principals. Schools were 

given a period of six years to implement the Curriculum Framework (1998-2004). As 

already mentioned the literacy and numeracy programs were introduced by Central 

Office to provide support to teachers in the implementation of the Curriculum 

Framework. Just as the Curriculum Framework was launched in Western Australia the 

Federal government published a review of literacy and numeracy standards at the national 

level.  

Assessment techniques and performance technologies 

In 1997 the Federal government initiated a national literacy survey in which it was 

reported that nearly one third of Year Three and Year Five students did not meet the year 

level standards for reading and writing (Comber et al., 1998:19). Western Australian 

students ranked significantly lower in comparisons with students in a national sample of 

government schools (Louden et al., 2008). In response to the survey and in conjunction 

with the introduction of the Curriculum Framework, Western Australia introduced 
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mandatory state-wide testing for students as they progressed through the new curriculum 

initiative. The Western Australian Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (WALNA) tested 

students at Years Three, Five and Seven.  

A major criticism of the Curriculum Framework was the difficulty that teachers, parents 

and students had in understanding the assessment of progression through the learning 

stages. In response to the criticism from educators, parents and the media, Central Office 

recruited teams that worked creatively to produce assessment strategies that could be 

used to demonstrate moderation of standards across the state. As WALNA became 

implemented at Years Three, Five and Seven the data became a major source of 

information for the organisation. Teams and even a whole directorate were instructed to 

create and interpret the achievement of students at all levels using data gathered from 

WALNA. Measurement, standards, moderation, target setting, and monitoring became 

key language in the organisation. The organisation became increasingly focused on 

constructing online systems with, for example graphs, tables and monitoring tools, in an 

effort to streamline and systematise the assessment of the Curriculum Framework. School 

administrators were taught how to access their data from the WALNA test, to interpret it 

and to use the information to inform them about the areas where improvement was 

needed. During the period of this study the Federal government introduced the National 

Assessment Program in Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) that replaced WALNA 

allowing comparisons to be made across the states and territories. Central Office 

assessment teams could compare achievement of year cohorts, of schools in similar 

districts, as well as the performance of state schools with other states nationally when the 

NAPLAN replaced WALNA in 2008.    

In a recent review of the Curriculum Framework Andrich (2009:13) suggests that the data 

provided from NAPLAN about the achievement of students ‘should not be the sole, or 

even the main, basis for assessing a school.’ He notes that although the publication of 

results from NAPLAN can create competition between schools, and comparisons of 

schools, which may be positive, he warns that the use of comparisons and competition 

can also be highly destructive. He suggests that under-resourced schools will be tempted 

to teach to the test and to regard NAPLAN as the dictate for curriculum content (Andrich, 
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2009:14). He warns that there may be a tendency to over interpret the results as 

NAPLAN only tests a sample of learning for a year period it would be a mistake to think 

that NAPLAN could replace the curriculum (Andrich, 2009).  

By 2008, Central Office had created teams of people whose work it was to evaluate the 

data for given schools. There were teams of experts whose job it was to interpret the 

results and advise schools on areas of concern. Other teams assisted in pin-pointing the 

areas in which interventions could be made for focused improvement over a period of 

time and across cohorts in individual schools. The evaluation and assessment teams 

employed in Central Office had increased in size, scope and capacity, in keeping with the 

expanding focus on standards, targets and comparison of results. Since the time of the 

national review in 1997 and the introduction of the Curriculum Framework in 1998 there 

had been an increased focus on achievement in literacy and numeracy and the 

development of literacy and numeracy strategies. It is to these programs that I will now 

turn.  

Developing literacy and numeracy strategies 

 

Teachers who had worked in District Offices as Service Area Consultants (SAC), and in 

schools as specialists in literacy and numeracy, were recruited by Central Office to 

develop literacy and numeracy support material in the form of books and resources to 

assist classroom teachers with the developmental framework required by the Curriculum 

Framework in 1998. When the material was completed and published the literacy and 

numeracy teams were then asked to develop support programs to train classroom teachers 

to become specialists in their schools. This is how the numeracy Professional 

Development program was born. The literacy and numeracy training programs were 

launched for an initial period of four years as centrally run programs that were to be 

allocated to those schools where literacy and numeracy achievement was below a certain 

level. The Professional Development programs were administered and delivered by the 

literacy and numeracy teams employed in Central Office. In 2004 the first independent 

review of the programs was carried out by the Australian Council for Educational 

Research (ACER). The programs were assessed for their effectiveness and for their 
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ability to bring about change. A detailed description of the review is given in Chapter 

Five. Following the success of the review the programs were continued for a further four 

year period and had been running for eight years when I carried out my fieldwork.  

 

Rationalising change  

 

In 2007, the newly appointed head of Central Office, the Director General (DG), herself a 

former pre-school teacher, initiated a document, called Classroom First (Department of 

Education and Training, 2007), that proposed to focus on the classroom and the 

classroom teacher. In the document, the Director General expressed the Central Office’s 

on-going commitment to improving the quality of teaching and the performance of the 

low-achieving students. The goal was to 'focus on sound teaching and practical support’ 

to the classroom teachers. The Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 

2007) initiative proposed 'an integrated strategy with a clear educational rationale' (p.1) 

based on a shared understanding of what was meant by 1) successful students 2) effective 

teachers and 3) good schools. The document outlined the future planning for public 

schools. The document was sent out to all public schools and District Offices and was 

made available to interested parents. The document fore-grounded a plan to make every 

student successful, every teacher effective, and every public school a good school by 

putting a focus on the classroom and the classroom teacher.  

 

In this section I give a brief account of the contents of the Classrooms First document. I 

am particularly interested in the references to Central Office and how the future tasks of 

the organisation are described in it. I focus primarily on references to the Professional 

Development programs that were delivered by Central Office staff. In this document they 

were referred to as Professional Learning programs. It is interesting to note how the 

change in role of Central Office and the withdrawal of programs is contextualised. 

Further it is interesting to analyse how the rhetoric of the document classifies teachers 

and how new classifications are created.  
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The document Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) begins 

with an explanation of what was meant by successful students, effective teachers and 

good schools and emphasises the importance of having a shared understanding of what 

this means. Having a shared understanding has particular relevance for the reading of 

Chapter Five. There was a statement that the language and tone of this document had 

changed. Previous documents had a ‘managerial focus’, while this one, it promised, 

sought ‘stronger links to educational improvement’ and aimed to make an important shift 

from a ‘focus on the system and the school as units of change’ to a focus on learning in 

the classroom. Whereas once we thought that good systems make a good school we now 

know that good schools make a good system – at least according to the rhetoric of 

previous documents (Ministry of Education, 1987:5). It is acknowledged that not all 

schools are the same and that ‘different schools will benefit from different forms of 

support and require different levels of intervention’ (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007:4). As a teacher, one might hope that a focus away from the managerial to 

the educational - and a renewed focus on the classroom - would ensure an emphasis on 

measuring the progression of student learning and development. A careful reading of the 

points that follow reveals a different agenda however. The six key sections of the 

document outline how successful students, effective teachers and good schools would be 

achieved. These are summarised briefly in the descriptions below.  

 

A focus on student achievement: success for all 

 

In the first section of the document entitled A focus on student achievement: success for 

all; the aim was to bring the teachers attention to the monitoring and evaluation of 

student progress through the use of information systems. The document stipulated that 

this would not be gathered ‘solely from test scores’ but would include teacher judgement. 

There is the suggestion that for students not achieving the minimum standards a case 

management approach should be adopted to personalise the learning as early as possible. 

Equally students who were successful needed to be stimulated to achieve their potential 

through programs that extended them and enriched their learning. Finally there were the 

students whose capabilities were disadvantaged by their location and circumstances and 
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‘smarter ways’ (Department of Education and Training, 2007:4) needed to be found to 

ensure that the achievement gap did not widen for these students.  

 

A classroom orientation: sound teaching 

 

The second section deals with sound teaching in the classroom. This section focuses on 

assuring that competent professional teachers would be placed in front of every class. The 

system would take responsibility for finding imaginative approaches to ensure that there 

were good teachers in all public schools, a reference to the annual struggles Central 

Office experienced to fill the vacant positions in the hard-to-staff schools. The document 

declares that quality is the key to improvement. It is noted that the standard of teachers 

and teaching and strong leadership were major factors in a school performing well. To 

ensure that teachers were able to work optimally the system would streamline, integrate 

and reduce the administrative demands for assessment and accountability. The document 

states that the system needed to be better at stipulating what was required of teachers. 

Some teachers were confident, inventive, and thrived on having ‘maximum professional 

discretion’, while others liked to know what was expected and have it ‘laid out for them 

to follow’. Central Office would provide a syllabus with clear guidance without 

restricting those who would go beyond. In this section, there was a reference to 

professional learning that had been delivered through Central Office programs.  

 

 we will change our approach to professional learning for teachers by 

acknowledging the tremendous expertise that exists within the teaching 

profession and providing the means for this to be shared across all teachers. 

This will also help reduce the professional isolation that many teachers feel. 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007:5-6)   

 

The text suggests that there will be a change of approach to professional learning and that 

teachers will be able to share their expertise and knowledge with each other.  
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Context specific: distinctive schools 

 

In the section entitled Context specific: distinctive schools; there is an acknowledgement 

that the one size fits all approach was not appropriate and that more flexibility was 

required to allow schools to develop according to their unique local situation. In the 

future schools would be allowed greater flexibility in the use of the resources allocated to 

them by Central Office although greater flexibility would also encompass greater 

accountability and responsibility. Schools would be expected to demonstrate that the 

resources were used appropriately. Central Office would no longer take a standardised 

approach to schools, but recognised that some schools in supportive communities can be 

almost self-supporting while schools in disadvantaged areas were struggling and need 

significant intervention and support. The particular circumstances and needs of the 

individual schools would be reflected in the resources allocated to them.  

The use of the word flexibility is interesting and key to the rhetoric. Just what 

interpretations are put on the word flexibility will become clearer in the following 

chapters as the role of Central Office is discussed by the numeracy teams and by their 

managers. The document refers to changing the environment of secondary schools to one 

that moves from competition between schools to collaboration with other district schools. 

Students should have ‘access to excellent programs across a group of schools’ leading to 

excellence in the traditional disciplines and in vocational programs. Department policy 

would provide the framework for collaboration between secondary schools and between 

secondary schools and their feeder primary schools.  

 

Practical support: making it possible 

 

The document continued by describing Practical support: making it possible; a section 

that focused on the ‘realities of the classroom’. Given that teachers were faced with 

social, family and community issues as well as with the educational and welfare needs of 

each child, support from the Department would be adjusted accordingly. ‘Support 

resources will be allocated to the school in a flexible form so each school can decide on 

the particular support it requires’ (Department of Education and Training, 2007:7). From 
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its declared interest in providing practical support the document moved on to suggest 

provision of support in the form of school support staff and practical help to meet the 

guidelines for teaching the curriculum
4
. Here reference is made to the provision of high 

quality professional learning programs.  

 

There is no reason, however, for these (professional development programs) 

to continue to be delivered by Department staff based in central or District 

Offices. We will allow universities and other providers to design and deliver 

accredited professional learning programs for school staff provided they meet 

the requirements of the Department.  

 

Support that currently comes to schools separately tied to central office 

programs with little flexibility will be provided in ways that enable a more 

holistic approach to be taken consistent with each school’s plan. (Department 

of Education and Training, 2007:7)  

 

There is reference made to the decentralisation of services from Central Office, the 

outsourcing to providers outside the system using the neo-liberal rhetoric of autonomy 

and choice. It seems that the programs would not only be withdrawn but that new 

programs were to be designed by outsourcing the services to universities (also becoming 

increasingly privatised) and others (presumably market-driven companies) thereby 

removing responsibility for the programs from Central Office. However it must be noted 

that the new programs would have to be accredited by Central Office first, thereby 

retaining control of programs with Central Office administration. There was a strong 

rationale and legitimising rhetoric that provision of services in this way would allow 

more flexibility to design and develop support tailored to the individual school’s needs. 

The interpretation put on statements such as the one above will be examined in the 

following chapters.  

                                                 
4
 These initiatives included using retired teachers or teachers wishing part-time work due to young families 

being used to provide after school tuition of students who were struggling. The strategies were put in place 

in the months that followed the conclusion of my fieldwork. The setting up of these strategies would make 

interesting research. 
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Meaningful accountability: asking the hard questions 

 

Accountability was the key theme in the next section entitled Meaningful accountability: 

asking the hard questions. Teachers were expected to exercise professional judgement in 

the assessment of their students and to be accountable for their decisions.  

 

School accountability mechanisms should serve education purposes – they 

should require staff to ask the hard questions of themselves in terms of their 

school’s performance, and they should enable others outside the school to 

have confidence in the standards being achieved (Department of Education 

and Training, 2007:8). 

 

Neo-liberal rhetoric is always bound to mechanism of accountability (Harvey, 2005:77). 

However the accountability measures put in place often reflect a different set of values 

than those previously equated with professional judgement and the message here was that 

it was not enough that schools were accountable internally. In this section external 

validation includes the increased reliance on the state-wide test results. The document 

refers to the breadth of reviews done by external groups. In future these would be 

‘reduced and focused’ to ‘standards of student learning and behaviour’ (Department of 

Education and Training, 2007) and the District Directors themselves would be expected 

to provide support for schools that were struggling. But it was not only the performance 

of individual schools that was in focus but the performance of individual teachers. 

Performance management would be implemented and become a tool for teachers to 

demonstrate their own achievements and focus on possible areas of professional 

improvement as well as to seek help to achieve their goals.  

 

Public confidence: trusting public schools  

 

The final section, Public confidence: trusting public schools; refers to the image that the 

public had of the public system. The Department would ensure that there was ‘public 

understanding of our vision for good schools, effective teachers and successful students’. 
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Lack of ‘trust’ and ‘public confidence’ was the rhetoric used to explain the increase in the 

number of parents choosing to send their children to independent and private schools. By 

adopting simple performance measures the success of the system could be judged ‘fairly 

rather than on a narrow set of indicators’ (Department of Education and Training, 2007). 

Demonstrating proficiency as a good school was interpreted to mean that the performance 

measures were easy to understand and that trust would develop naturally. What were the 

‘narrow set of indicators’ referred to and how was progress going to be measured 

differently? There is no clarification of this in the document but was a question that was 

asked by a number of the staff of Central Office who speculated about the validity of 

comparisons between the two sectors and about whose values were valued in the rhetoric 

of the document. Finally the Department wanted to publicly portray an organisation that 

placed ‘the interests of the students and their parents’ first (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007). 

Putting classrooms first 

 

One of the warnings issued by Douglas (1986:103), in her analysis of how institutions 

think, is that rhetoric often veils the consequences, ‘so that we hardly notice any change’, 

initially by tempting people ‘out of their niches by new possibilities of exercising or 

evading control’ (Douglas, 1986:108) with the result of creating new kinds of institutions 

that classify anew. New classifications also construct new kinds of people.  

 

Having spent time analysing the document I still find it difficult to pinpoint the focus on 

the realities of classroom teaching. To sum up, at a superficial level, the six sections of 

the document use what a combination of a neo-conservative rhetoric of standards and 

performance and a neo-liberal rhetoric of expertise and autonomy, diversity and 

flexibility, decentralisation, and accountability. The language used throughout the 

document is borrowed from managerialism and has a focus on results rather than on 

process (Ball, 2006:11). Although documents of this kind tend to be global with 

generalities and sweeping statements Apple (2001:412) suggests we should be cautious 

about the effective discursive strategies disguised in statements of ‘common sense’ and 
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‘plain talking’. While the document professed ‘stronger links to educational 

improvement’, it seemed to be going down the neo-liberal path towards New Public 

Management (NPM), a path that has become a familiar for many educational researchers  

as the focus on management and accountability subordinates professionalism.  

 

In public administration in general, the focus has shifted from the unproductive collective 

and social investment to the economic and the measurable (Miller and Rose, 2008, Clarke 

and Newman, 1997). Clarke (2005:218) suggests that performance and evaluation 

technologies provide a useful means of steering at a distance demonstrating the will to 

provide services, standards, quality and improvement ‘while trying not to be directly 

responsible’. These same shifts have been noted in education. The rhetoric of a focus on 

the classroom was primarily towards ends rather than means. The document suggests a 

hands-off approach, and the possible creation of new identities. The apparent hands-off 

approach masks the new norms and values that the organisation has covertly put in place.  

 

Such rhetoric creates new norms and values and transforms individuals into self-

regulating subjects through ‘neo-liberal governmentality’ (Shore and Wright, 2000:61). 

Shore and Wright (2000), using their study of the anthropology faculties at British 

universities, warn of an overt decentralisation that masks the real centralisation taking 

place, a re-centralisation. They note the emphasis on control, outcome and result rather 

than development and process. An analysis of the Classroom First (Department of 

Education and Training, 2007) document suggests a similar emphasis. Political and 

economic framing set up teachers and schools to be autonomous and flexible and, in this 

organisation, there is the suggestion that it could be achieved by re-centralising the 

controls of accountability to Central Office. By maintaining control over the content of 

out-sourced programs Central Office retained control over these as well as control over 

funding given to schools that, in turn, were made responsible for their results. If the 

outcome and result were the measures of success then failure can be punished and 

excellence rewarded (Ball, 2006). But one might ask, how would failure be defined and 

whose values would define failure? These are questions that can be better answered by an 

examination of the ensuing practices of the organisation.  
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The initial promise of a shift away from a ‘managerial focus’ towards ‘educational 

improvement’ was certainly not reflected in the content or language of the document. 

Lipsky (1980:22) writes that ‘modern bureaucracies gain legitimacy by (often rhetorical) 

commitments to standards of fairness and equity.’ Public schools were compared with 

independent and private schools and league tables of school achievement were printed in 

the press. But, as Spaull (1998) described, historically the two systems were never meant 

to be in competition, the one traditionally providing a basic education, the other 

providing education to a higher level. An analysis of the document alone suggests that the 

use of strategies of management at a distance, decentralising of services could be a guise 

for the re-definition of identities of the teachers and a centralisation of accountability 

mechanisms. This hypothesis can be examined in the empirical evidence that unfolds in 

the following chapters. In the final section of this chapter I describe the organisation of 

Central Office, the physical locality and the hierarchical structure.  

 

Central Office  

 

The Central Office building is situated in Perth’s CBD alongside other government 

offices, surrounded by car parks, and close to the train services. The tree-lined street is 

dotted with cafés and coffee shops that bustle with smartly dressed government 

employees during office hours. Central Office is a modern building constructed in 

concrete and steel and was unimpressively mundane. It houses nearly 1700 people who 

work for the Department of Education and Training. To gain access to the building the 

employees are equipped with ID cards, illustrated in the photograph below, with their 

name and the department logo. Photographs are attached if the member of staff is 

permanent otherwise the word ‘TEMPORARY’ appears on the card. The significance of 

these ID cards and the designations on them will become clearer later.   
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Fig. 2.2 Photograph of ID card 

 

Visitors are directed to the visitor entrance where they present themselves at the reception 

desk. Uniformed staff request their details before issuing them with a neon coloured 

sticker that announces their status as visitor. Once the formalities are complete the visitor 

is then asked to wait for a member of staff to escort them to the appropriate office. At the 

staff entrance the ID card is automatically scanned and the sliding doors open to reveal a 

hallway with a large double escalator leading up to the next floor that in turn leads to a 

second escalator leading to a new level. Leaving the tree-lined street, the promise of 

another warm day and the clear blue sky I entered the building using my ID, to be met by 

the surreal atmosphere created by the constant electric lighting and air-conditioning. 

Riding up the escalator, the only natural light came from windows placed in the roof 

overhead. Vast expanses of grey carpet stretched out to the bare white walls. The 

expansive hallways were populated by two metre high cardboard cut-outs of teachers that 

suddenly appeared one day, like a silent invading army. Who placed them there and what 

their purpose was, I never did find out. At the top of the escalator, the floor stretched out 
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on either side to white empty walls and more cardboard giants.  A cardboard male PE 

teacher juggled with sports equipment, and a male art teacher, dressed in a paint 

splattered apron, both happily proclaimed their passion for education in the speech 

bubbles at their mouths. The offices and work stations of the 1700 employees lay hidden 

behind screens and walls on each floor, linked by a myriad of corridors. At times one felt 

one might be inside a rabbit warren. Employees were uniform in the business attire of 

Australian government offices, dark suits for the men, long sleeved shirts and ties, and 

dark trousers or skirts for the women. Although many had once been teachers, they did 

not resemble the more relaxed attire of their cardboard counterparts. On the street, and in 

the coffee shops, they blended in with the people from the other government offices. 

When visiting schools their dress code changed and I was instructed about dressing 

appropriately. Only the ID cards, clipped onto their clothing, hanging around a neck, or 

attached to a bag proclaimed their affiliation with Central Office.  

 

From seven am onwards the building began slowly to come to life. The early morning 

people, of whom I was one, carried out their rituals of collecting a coffee, checking 

emails, catching up with colleagues, or having a breakfast meeting in one of the cafés 

close by. The area where my desk was situated was physically similar to many others 

throughout the building. There were nearly 200 people working in the section that 

provided Curriculum Support. A vast expanse of desks in open areas were cluttered with 

the paraphernalia of computers, telephones, bundles of papers, glossy documents; the 

stuff of administrative work. Some desks were surrounded by low bookcases, others had 

screens on which were pinned coloured posters, notices, lists of telephone numbers and 

contacts. Along one side of the area, behind glass walls were the offices of the managers 

who had the luxury of a little privacy and windows that overlooked the tree-lined street 

below. By ten am the building was usually buzzing. Phones were ringing, people were 

talking over desk tops, keyboards were clattering, in the corridors groups of people were 

chatting and meetings were taking place in the glass walled offices. On the escalators 

people moved up and down, alone, in pairs, gaggles of women going for a coffee break 

together, lively and vociferous groups leaving the building together, people pushing carts 
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loaded with files, nodding to those they recognised, and calling out greetings to those 

they knew. This was how life in Central Office looked to the casual observer.  

 

Living bureaucratic lives 

 

All the people working in the section providing Curriculum Support were former teachers 

with a wide experience and extensive expertise from a diverse range of schools. 

However, due to continual teacher shortages in the state, anyone with a teaching 

qualification employed at Central Office was on a contract that released them from a 

teaching position at a school and could be requested to return to the school and was 

expected to do so when the contract expired. Teacher shortages were probably the most 

pressing issue for Central Office administration. In previous years, the start of the school 

year would herald a focus, in the media, on the number of classrooms without a teacher 

(Forsey, 2007) and, in the year this study took place, similar tensions were felt and 

reported in the press (Campbell, 2008, Hiatt, 2008a, McKinnon, 2008). Contracts could 

be terminated or simply not renewed. If positions became obsolete people were expected 

to be ready (and willing) to return to schools to fill vacant teaching positions at the start 

of the school year. The shortest contract I heard of was for one year and the longest for 

five years. When a contract was nearing completion the member of staff usually 

requested an update on their tenure. In situations where the work was on-going the 

contract was sometimes ‘rolled-over’ for a period of three months, allowing time for a 

new position to be advertised. Due to the up-coming restructure of the organisation many 

of the staff in this section were already on three month ‘roll-overs’ and some of the more 

senior staff had been waiting for the new positions to be advertised for nearly a year. This 

meant that their contract had simply been extended by three months, four times over the 

last year. The result was that some, with families and mortgages, were living a precarious 

existence. However the situation was part and parcel of contemporary bureaucratic 

existence. A change of Federal or state government, or a restructure of the Department 

had repercussions for the designation of new positions and the continuance of the work.  
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Staff whose employment in Central Office could be traced back more than ten years had 

been appointed to permanent positions in a different era of employment. People with 

permanent positions were to be found at various levels of the hierarchy. However the 

majority of the staff were on contracts to the Department. The ‘temporary’ nature of 

employment in Central Office had its effects on many of the staff, while others were 

blasé about applying for a new position every year or two years. The status and the life-

long tenure of the civil servant of old is a myth that belongs to past practices. However 

the structure of this bureaucratic organisation was founded in hierarchy that remains basic 

to many such organisations, despite attempts to change the structure of public 

administration and break the stagnation of apparently stultifying bureaucracies (Clarke 

and Newman, 1997).  

 

The hierarchy 

 

Bureaucratic administration is typically organised into a hierarchical structure where 

procedures and protocols, carried out by ‘anonymous bureaucrats’, result in the practices 

that make up all aspects of society. It is the structure that governments and many 

organisations have preferred and which has, despite attempts to replace it, whether it was 

with new forms of ‘flat’ administration, or by decentralising control to the local level, has 

remained to a large extent firmly in place (du Gay, 2005). Central Office followed the 

traditional hierarchical structure as is illustrated in the simplified diagram below.  

 

At the head of the organisation was the Director General (DG), also a teacher by 

profession. The Director General was directly responsible to the Minister of Education 

and had contact with the District Directors and with the eight Executive Directors in 

Central Office. The Director General and her deputy (DDG) were expected to respond to 

issues brought up by government representatives. From the Director General and the 

DDG the chain of command led to the Executive Directors each with an area of 

responsibility. In this study the focus was on the area that advised schools on educational 

matters, the Directorate of Standards and Moderation came under the responsibility of 

Adam, the Executive Director (ED) for School Support. I was given access to Adam the 
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Executive Director and to the people below him, specifically those in the Curriculum 

Support section. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 The organisation of Central Office 

 

Adam had responsibility for six sections when my fieldwork began. He was a key 

stakeholder and gatekeeper for this study. It was through him that I gained access to the 

section providing educational support to schools. Under the director of each section there 
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were senior managers and line managers and finally the teams of curriculum officers that 

provided direct support to schools and administered the resources to schools. It was the 

curriculum officers who delivered the literacy and numeracy programs to teachers and 

were the face of bureaucracy for many teachers.  

 

The staff in the Standards and Moderation Directorate provided educational support to 

schools. They worked in teams according to subject area, literacy, numeracy, 

mathematics, science, etc. but were also divided into a primary programs sector and a 

senior schooling sector. There were other areas too, students with special needs and 

disabilities, called Inclusive Education; Early Childhood; Assessment for Improvement, 

where teams worked using the data information systems and advising schools or 

developing online resources for reporting and evaluation of students; the Syllabus 

Development unit that developed online material that supported teachers in planning 

teaching. Each team (level six) had a line manager (level seven) who reported to a senior 

manager or director (level eight). The levels indicated the salary bracket and level of 

responsibility. The people employed at level six were curriculum officers and were those 

who had direct contact with schools.  

Concluding comments 

In this chapter I have described the contextual background for this study. The 

bureaucratic organisation, steeped in the tradition of providing a strong centralised 

system of control had been pushed into the twenty-first century. It was struggling to 

marry the neo-liberal rhetoric of the state government with the demands made by a 

Federal government for achieving standards that was regarded by many inside Central 

Office as increasingly interfering, on the one hand and as a potential partner on the other. 

The analysis of the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

document demonstrates an attempt at a significant shift in the goals of the organisation. 

In the following chapters I will examine how the document was understood by the people 

who worked in the Curriculum Support section and how it worked to reshape the 

practices of the organisation. The depth of analysis was made possible through the use of 

daily participant observation over a prolonged period and a number of interviews. The 
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use of ethnographic methods reveals far more about the reality of the bureaucratic 

organisation than could be surmised from interviews alone even combined with the 

reading of documents and policies. In the next chapter I explore in detail the significant 

issues associated with carrying out ethnography inside organisations and the specific 

issues that arose from this site.  
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Chapter Three: Living bureaucracy 

 

Introduction 

 

In this chapter I describe the ethnographic methods that were used in researching the 

educational bureaucracy. The ways in which I gained access to the site help to highlight 

the methods pursued in this study. The first encounters with the organisation are 

illustrated by the use of narratives. I briefly introduce two of the key stakeholders. My 

focus in this chapter is on how working ethnographically provided the opportunity to be 

regarded as part of the organisation in a legitimate role as researcher while maintaining 

the role of outsider with no political motives or attachments. The apparent impartiality of 

my position allowed the establishment of trust and allowed access to particular forms of 

information. I was neither employed by the organisation nor did I have a background in 

the Western Australian education system, although there were certain similarities 

between the system and the Scottish one that constituted my background. I was therefore 

regarded by the staff of Central Office as an outsider. Secondly I focus on how 

ethnography revealed important insights into the understanding of how information was 

communicated at Central Office. The communication of information and ideas, whether 

verbally at meetings, or in draft form, was the core of the work of the organisation. I 

suggest that the access to, or restriction of, information was used to construct barriers and 

boundaries inside Central Office, between groups of people, and individuals and that, in 

part, this was done through the ritual of meetings. Finally, in this chapter I interrogate 

how the organisation created meaning for those who worked there as guardians of the 

system, through artefacts of ID cards, status symbols, such as titles and office space, and 

not least through the rituals of meetings. Every organisation has its own particular 

culture, expressed through artefacts, status symbols, and rituals that become apparent 

through observation over a period of time in the field (Wright, 1994). 
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Gaining access 

 

As an international student I relied on people familiar with education and the system to 

establish contact with Central Office. Before I began my fieldwork I encountered a 

number of people, familiar with the system, who claimed that Central Office would be 

difficult to access. However, despite what other people told me about the difficulties of 

accessing Central Office, gaining approval to do research was in fact, disconcertingly 

easy. As I have already explained one of my supervisors had a contact at Central Office 

whom he had befriended through earlier research. Stimulated by previous research on 

how teachers shaped policy requirements to fit their reporting practices (Robinson, 2008) 

I arranged to meet firstly with Tomas and later with Adam and Graham, key stakeholders 

in Central Office, and explain my interest in understanding how decisions were made 

about policy requirements. I was curious to know who the people were who wrote 

policies, what were their beliefs and commitment to educational practices in schools. 

Finally I was interested to understand their perspective of the role of Central Office and 

the goals of the system. It was through the use of the ‘active goodwill’ (Marcus, 

1983b:36) of key stakeholders in Central Office who thought my project was interesting 

that I gained access to the organisation.  

 

My first encounter with a gatekeeper was with Adam. Adam’s office was situated on the 

uppermost floor of the building with stunning views over the park to the towers of the 

CBD beyond. Adam, in his late fifties, the Executive Director (ED) for School Support, 

was eloquent, charming and disarmingly open. I began by explaining my project to him 

and he immediately became enthusiastic. He was fascinated by my intention to use 

ethnographic methods and expressed the hope that the project might provide an 

opportunity for people to reflect on their work and on their communication with each 

other. There was a short discussion about seeking ethics approval from Central Office 

that he regarded as unproblematic. Even though we had only just met he eagerly 

explained some of the problems that the system faced and mentioned that the study would 

be made even more interesting as there was a restructure planned for the whole of the 

school support section. Adam wondered whether I might be interested in accompanying 
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some of the staff on school visits, and to the workshops that Central Office ran for 

teachers, as this would give me an insight into some of the communication between 

Central Office and schools. He was keen to explain that the geographical size and 

diversity of the state had historically been the biggest problem for provision of resources 

and managing administration in Western Australia. He asserted that it was hoped that the 

change the organisation would be making to its role over the coming months would 

alleviate some of the problems. When I recall that first meeting, his charm, integrity, and 

outspokenness are strongly imprinted in my memory. Adam promised to discuss the 

scope of my project with others and arranged to set up a meeting for me with Graham, the 

Director of Standards and Moderation, the section that had close contact with schools.  

 

On arriving for the meeting I was met by Graham’s PA and asked to take a seat as 

Graham was in a meeting. From where I sat, I could see an office door in front of me that 

was partly open. Inside, I could hear a number of people talking animatedly. The PA 

must have announced my arrival because the door was suddenly flung wide open. A 

middle-aged man in a grey suit whom I had never met before, came towards me smiling 

and holding out his hand in greeting, ‘you must be Sarah,’ he said, as we shook hands, 

‘you might as well come in and be part of this, after all you are going to be seeing a lot 

more of this sort of thing.’ He then presented me, like an old friend, to the surprised 

occupants of the room with the words, ‘Sarah is going to be doing research here. She 

wants to know how bureaucracy works!’ There was an explosion of laughter from the 

people round the table. There were smiles and nods and comments flew through the air, 

‘well, good luck with that one’ and, ‘let us know when you find out!’ A chair was pulled 

over to the table and, suddenly, I found myself seated beside Graham at the head of the 

table who then asked each of the managers to introduce themselves to me briefly. The 

faces, names, and strange titles whirled inside my head as I struggled to remember all the 

information thrown at me so suddenly. I have to admit that I did not feel comfortable in 

being forced upon people who had no say in my presence at that meeting. However they 

politely introduced themselves and Graham continued the meeting as if I wasn’t there. I 

decided to leave my notebook unopened, and tried instead to understand the issues that 

were being discussed. 
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I gathered that the meeting was about moderating grades. One question they wanted to 

answer was; how could they be sure that a student at Year Three, allocated a B in writing 

was at the same level as another B grade student in Year Three in another part of the 

state? There seemed to be a number of issues connected to the giving of grades. Someone 

presented a sample of a Year Three student’s grades that had been given for written 

assignments. When a whole range of grades had been given to a student, the majority A, 

but also B, and sometimes a C, how would the teacher know what to allocate the student 

in the report? What was the context in which different grades had been given? What did 

the grades demonstrate strength in and so on? The discussion was lively. It was hard to 

follow for someone who had just walked in off the street. Finally they agreed that one of 

the managers would circulate a document that they all needed to look at more closely and 

come with feedback to the next meeting.  

 

Graham explained that most of the section had been approached about my study and that 

there were a few of the managers who had questions – mostly about confidentiality. I 

asked if he could be more specific. We discussed issues of anonymity and about the use 

of pseudonyms. Then someone asked what would I do if I had been present at a meeting 

and had some information that I found was pertinent in another situation? I replied that I 

would do my best to keep information gathered in one place to myself. I would also 

endeavour to refrain from asking questions that might lead someone else to speculate 

about where the question was coming from. Graham joked that it could be very useful to 

have someone who knew what was going on in other areas of the Department. ‘What is 

that you call that? I think we have our very own spy?’ Everyone just smiled. Graham was 

enthusiastic and expressed his interest in discussing some issues with me at a later stage. 

There was some discussion about getting an ID card and finding a work space where I 

could observe and move about freely. One person mentioned that Central Office had a 

very low moral at the moment as it was about to be restructured, the third time in three 

years. Some people, they said, were depressed, others angry, others worried about 

whether they would get to keep their jobs and everyone was gradually more and more on 

edge and more sensitive. ‘You can see it in our faces.’  
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At this point two of the women managers had to leave and the meeting returned to the 

final item on the agenda, the theme of budgets and how much money was being used in 

each team. One of the managers explained to me that this was the first time that 

individual managers had been given responsibility for their budgets and some were 

uncertain about the protocols. Again a lot of the discussion went over my head. Finally 

the meeting ended and Graham suggested that I remain to chat. Alone in his office, over a 

cup of coffee, he told me that he was worried about the increasing reliance on 

assessment. He had a vision for the restructure and was disappointed that the newly 

appointed Executive committee appeared to have no clear understanding of the work 

being done at Central Office.  Finally we began to discuss my project. Graham, like 

Adam, was keen to talk about his perspective on the role of Central Office and about the 

constraints and tensions that he felt the organisation was struggling with. When I left we 

had arranged that when I had received ethics approval from the organisation that a work 

space would be found for me in his section. His final comment before I left was that he 

looked forward to discussing with me what was going on in the organisation. Unofficially 

at least I had acceptance for my project and already established positive contact with key 

stakeholders in the organisation. 

 

Although gaining access had been easy I did speculate about what and how much I was 

going to be ‘allowed’ access to. I wondered how I would be received by other people in 

the organisation and if everyone would be as open as Adam and Graham. A few weeks 

after the initial meeting with Graham I received ethics approval to start fieldwork first 

from the university, and later from Central Office, that had its own set of procedures. The 

forms and descriptions that I had used for the university were not appropriate for Central 

Office that had its own series of forms that had to be completed. Having sent in all the 

required forms I waited for official approval to begin. However before I received official 

approval for my project I received an email from Deborah, who informed me that as there 

was now a process underway that I should make a visit to Central Office to meet the 

personnel in the Curriculum Support section. I was excited and a little apprehensive, not 

quite sure what to expect.  
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Deborah, friendly and vivacious met me at the reception area. She told me that she was 

the temporary line manager for the numeracy team. She showed me to a desk (her old 

one) where I would, for the duration of my research period, carry out my fieldwork.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Photograph of the numeracy team’s work area 

 

My desk was situated in the middle of an open office space. The people in front of me 

were three women from the numeracy team. To the right, through the glass walls of their 

individual offices, sat Deborah and the other line managers. I was told that all the 

Primary Programs were housed in this section, except for the literacy team that, being 

much larger and requiring more space, was on the floor above. Graham’s office, with 

proper walls and a door, was situated behind me at the entrance to the Curriculum 

Support section. I was introduced to the people sitting in the surrounding area and told 

that I was to feel free to ask if there was anything I needed. Deborah told me that I was 

welcome to approach anyone in the section for information about their work, provided I 

had informed them of my research interest and had a signed consent form.  
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The numeracy team being the people who were physically closest to my desk seemed just 

as curious about me as I was of them. I found that Adam was not alone in his interest in 

ethnographic methods, they too were curious about participant observation and what that 

meant for them and for the data I could access. This reaction was typical in the first 

weeks of my fieldwork and many participants made the observation that I would have 

access to information that they themselves were not privy to. 

 

Methodology and methodological opportunities 

 

In an analysis of studies of public administration McNabb (2008) is critical of the poor 

quality of the research which he reports as having no basis in theory, with little 

foundation on previous work and that is usually carried out in isolation and funded from 

within. Research that focuses on public administration tends to analyse the practices of 

governing whereas research in the political sciences analyses government (McNabb, 

2008:46). He examines a range of methods used to research public administrations and 

advocates the use of qualitative research methods that focus on the people in the 

organisations and yet such studies seem to be rare (Lea, 2008, Shore, 2000). McNabb 

asserts that ethnographic methods have the capacity to ‘produce powerful narratives that 

provide deep insight into the needs of society’ (2008:316). One such qualitative study 

was carried out by anthropologist Cris Shore who, curious about the men and women 

employed in the offices of the EU, examined ‘the social relation and cultural practices 

that shape their working environment’ (Shore, 2000:5). In his study of civil servants and 

politicians he used a variety of methods that are part of the ethnographers tool kit; 

participant observation, textual analysis, oral histories, recorded interviews and informal 

conversations to portray the contextual environment and the working relationships that 

construct the reality of their working lives; methods I have also made use of in this study.  

 

In an analysis of leadership at Further Education colleges in the UK, Morrison and 

Lumby (2009:80) argue that research that excludes observation and relies solely on 

interviews, biographies, questionnaires and surveys miss out on what actually happens as 

opposed to what a participant may say happens. Being present, evaluating what people do 
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and listening to what they say, as opposed to what they say they do, is the deceptively 

simple approach of ethnography. The combination of participation, observation, listening 

and evaluation being inside and an outsider, create the tension which the ethnographer 

has to juggle with (Wright, 1994:11). Doing ethnography inside an organisation is neither 

dull nor boring but varied and often surprising. The core strength of ethnography is the 

provision of the opportunity to have access to and interact with a number of people in 

many diverse lived situations ‘which incorporate but transcend language’ (Amit, 

2000:12).  

 

My initial contacts in the Curriculum Support section were Graham, the Director and 

Deborah, the line manager responsible for the numeracy team. On my first day I was 

given access to Graham’s electronic calendar. It took me a while to work out that I was 

supposed to request attendance at meetings that I thought may be relevant. I found that 

asking Graham beforehand about the content of the meetings was easier than guessing 

whether a meeting was going to be relevant or not. Deborah made sure that I was 

introduced formally to as many people as possible. As I moved about the building I 

presented my project more informally to the personnel at their work stations. By the end 

of the first day I had explained my project and handed out consent forms to over 30 

people. I was presented as the researcher interested in understanding how bureaucracy 

works.  

 

My close physical proximity to the numeracy team allowed me to observe, engage with 

and establish contact with them throughout the whole course of my study. I quickly 

became involved in their interactions with others. This close contact allowed me to gain a 

deep understanding of their procedures and protocols. They included me, where possible, 

in all their meetings inside Central Office and in workshops outside where they trained 

the specialists. The close physical location to the numeracy team helped me to become 

involved in their lives, not just their working lives. The longer I was there the more they 

regarded me as one of the team. They introduced me to people inside and outside the 

office as ‘part of the team’ and ‘our researcher’. I became involved in their interactions 

with their managers, and with anyone else who approached them for advice or 
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information. The workshops that they delivered to teachers took place in hotel function 

rooms in the metropolitan area. The team invited me to the workshops to meet the 

teachers and talk with them afterwards. They proudly presented me as their researcher 

who was interested to know how bureaucracy worked. The teachers were positive about 

my presence and keen to talk about the program and their relationship with the 

presenters. The workshops were intense. Time was of an essence and apart from coffee 

and lunch breaks there was little time to engage with teachers. On a few occasions, time 

was given to me to discuss issues with the group but I soon found out that my 

understanding of the disparity of problems was too great to grasp in one discussion. 

Fortunately the team invited me to accompany them on the school visits. Together with 

them I visited districts thousands of kilometres from the metropolitan area where the 

problems of teacher shortages and transient student populations were the reality of school 

life. We travelled for days, visiting different schools, meeting with the numeracy 

specialist, sometimes with classroom teachers and always with the principal. It was these 

‘road trips’ which gave me a deeper insight into the issues and problems that the 

organisation had to cope with and solve.  

 

Following Burns (1990) call for ethnographers to embrace the inductive nature of their 

research and the fact that this allows for no set formulas or standardised procedures, 

because of the individuality of each site, I followed his advice to remain flexible both in 

the planning phase and in the fieldwork period, sensitive to the context and adaptable to 

new situations. My daily presence in the organisation and the physical location of my 

desk meant that I quickly became a familiar figure. However, although I was gathering 

rich data about the work of the numeracy team, I realised that the information I had about 

the rest of the organisation was limited. I needed to establish regular contact with people 

outside the numeracy team to understand the larger picture. Even though I talked to 

everyone who came past my desk, sitting at my desk limited the contacts I could 

establish. If I was to make contact with others and protect their anonymity I had to find 

other ways of engaging with staff out with the numeracy team.   
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While the workshops and visits to schools were planned and plotted into my calendar the 

daily gathering of data inside the office was more ad hoc. My physical proximity to the 

numeracy team allowed for the establishment of solid relationships. However I quickly 

became aware that establishing solid relationships were conceived, by some at least, as 

‘forming allegiances’ (Director). If I was to engage with staff outside the numeracy team 

and maintain the role of impartial researcher, I needed to make myself visible and create 

‘productive spaces’ (Hume and Mulcock, 2004) in which relationships could be nurtured. 

I needed to leave my desk and find those spaces beyond where relationships could be 

nurtured. I began to leave my desk and walk through the building with my notebook in 

hand and engage with people I had been introduced to previously. Many had expressed 

an interest in my study and a few open ended questions were usually enough to establish 

my interest in their work. I arranged to call back another day to catch up and made notes 

about what I found interesting for future conversations.  

 

Not surprisingly perhaps, I quickly discovered that the higher up the hierarchy, the more 

difficult it was to engage informally with the staff. There was a difference between 

informal engagement lower down the hierarchy and the use of formal meetings to discuss 

issues at the level of the senior managers. As I took notes and filled note-books with my 

observations I wondered where the data would lead me. On some occasions I asked to 

make an audio-recording of the meeting, usually if there were no more than three 

participants. The conversations were not just about the work of the organisation but also 

about the upcoming restructure. This made me wonder who the people were who were 

involved in the planning of it. Many of the managers were willing to fill me in on their 

work, on their problems and on the issues of the moment but although the restructure was 

imminent, their immediate focus was on getting the work done. The majority of people in 

the Curriculum Support section seemed comfortable to allow me to participate in their 

daily routines, to accompany them to meetings, and to observe their interactions with 

others, both within and outside the section. I was usually met with candour, humour, and 

serious engagement. Only a handful of people declined to participate in my study, and 

these restrictions and refusals were naturally respected and adhered to.  
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How long is a piece of string? Temporality 

 

Using ethnographic methods and employing participant observation does not lend itself 

to gathering data quickly. It did however allow me to gain a deep understanding of the 

people, their commitment to their work, their beliefs and values, and the relationships that 

they established through their daily routines. When I entered the field site I intended to 

engage with people on a daily basis for twelve months. In fact my fieldwork was broken 

up into two periods of five months with a two month break in the middle. 

 

I interacted with people from the Curriculum Support section on a daily basis, arriving 

around seven am and staying until early or late afternoon. The routines and practices of 

the people I engaged with were controlled by meetings. I was not always in the ‘right 

place at the right time’ and quickly found that ‘things happened’ when I was somewhere 

else. In order to deal with the impossibility of being in all places at all times, I sought out 

people who were able to inform me of the incidents and situations in which ‘something 

happened’.  

 

The table below illustrates, in a somewhat crude manner, where and with whom I had 

contact throughout the fieldwork period. The symbol x, is used to represent regular 

contact, at least three times during the week. The people I had regular contact with were 

the four women from the numeracy team, Graham and later with other Directors as the 

restructure was established. Outside the main participants I established relationships with 

other groups; the assessment team, and individuals working on Federal projects as well as 

staff working in Student Support with whom I maintained regular contact. Often issues 

they were dealing with overlapped with the ones my contacts were concerned with. The 

conversations with them although not directly relevant to my interest helped me to 

understand the wider aspects of for example the increased budget from Federal 

government.  
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Year Mon. Num. 

team 

(4) 

School 

visits 

Work- 

shops 

 

Adam Graham  Directors 

(unnamed) 

Others 

2008 Mar. x    x  x 

 Apr. x N   x  x 

 May x  NN  x  x 

 June x NNNN NN 00 x  x 

 July x NNNN NN  x  x 

 Oct. x    x  x 

 Nov. x   00 x x x 

 Dec. x     x x 

2009 Jan. x      * * 

* 

  000  x x 

 Feb. x     *   000  *  x     * x * * 

 Nov. * *    *   

  

Table 3.2 showing contact with stakeholders throughout the fieldwork period 

 

The symbol N is used to show a meeting between the numeracy team and teachers where 

I was able to observe and sometimes interview participants. I accompanied the individual 

members of the numeracy team on school visits and to workshops that usually lasted all 

day. In the company of one of the numeracy team I met with teachers and principals. At 

some schools, where the teachers and principal were struggling with numeracy, it was not 

appropriate to record the meetings so I took notes instead. Where it was appropriate an 

audio-digital recording was made.   

 

The meetings with Adam 0 were pre-arranged catch up meetings at which he updated me 

on the progress of the restructure. Adam also invited me to meetings at which he 

discussed the restructure with others, on one occasion the meeting was with all of the six 

directors from the school support section. Usually I took notes at these meetings and 

wrote them up later. After the restructure took place Adam invited me to participate in the 
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meetings with his newly assigned Assistant Executives. On most occasions these 

meetings were recorded.  

 

At the end of the fieldwork period I asked each of the key participants for an hour to 

carry out a formal recorded interview (*).The symbol * is used to show that a formal, 

unstructured, recorded interview was carried out between myself and one participant. In 

November 2009 I requested an extra interview with two of the numeracy team to clarify 

some of the data. These interviews each lasted nearly two hours. In total over 25 

recordings were made of one to one interviews, informal conversations and meetings 

with small groups.   

 

When I began analysing my data I realised that it was not possible to trace where and 

when decisions were made about the numeracy program or about the progress of the 

restructure. Some of this information was made available to me through draft documents 

and through a third party. Using the data combined in this way has allowed me to piece 

together the story of the withdrawal of the programs and the restructure of the 

organisation by using the information gathered from participants who were present when 

these decisions were made.   

 

By its nature gathering data in the field is never complete, never finished (Jeffrey and 

Troman, 2004:538). All the ethnographer can hope to achieve is capture ‘a moment in 

time’ as whoever and whatever was of interest in the field site continues. As one of my 

participants said to me, on my final day at Central Office, ‘but Sarah, you can’t leave 

now, it is only just starting to get exciting!’ I knew exactly what she meant. I was 

involved, caught up in the world of Central Office. Making the decision to leave the field 

was difficult until I realised that a) I had enough data and b) I would never be able to say 

‘this is finished’ only ‘this is enough’. Such is the temporality of ethnography.  
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The role of the researcher – building trust 

 

In her discussion of ethnographic methods Amit (2000) points to the peculiarity of the 

fact that the researcher is both a tool and a medium through which data is gathered, 

channelled and interpreted. Study inside organisations requires both a flexible approach 

and a subjective interpretation. However the researcher is placed in a dilemma of being 

involved with the people they encounter to such an extent that they are more than 

subjects and the emergence of ethical issues and those of social location place the 

researcher in tension (Amit, 2000). The tension that Amit referred to was felt primarily in 

the initial period of study as the recurring question about ethics and confidentiality came 

up. The participants wanted to know whether I would discuss information heard at one 

meeting with participants in another setting and they wanted to know whether what they 

said to me in a one to one situation would be kept confidential. I assured them that I 

would not knowingly divulge information to others and that information given to me in a 

one to one situation would be kept for my eyes only until such time as I came to write up. 

I promised to allow participants the opportunity to read the final draft of my thesis and to 

give me feedback if they felt there were inappropriate or incorrect statements.  

 

However as time went on and trust developed, I noticed that people simply made me 

aware that a certain piece of information was not to be discussed elsewhere, or that a 

certain document was not to be read by others. Trust was established as my interest in the 

work of Central Office became clear and relationships developed. I was frequently called 

into an office, or invited to drink a coffee in a nearby coffee shop away from prying eyes, 

to hear what had just happened in a meeting. Graham was in particular, surprisingly 

candid and frank about his tasks, about his dealings with the other directors, as well as 

those at the top of the hierarchy. It was from these conversations, and his accounts of 

meetings, that I learned about the structure and culture of the organisation. The rapport 

and trust that was built up through our early morning meetings brought an interesting 

perspective to my field-work.  
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Equally the numeracy team were eager for me to understand the scope of their work and 

many hours were spent explaining the development and content of the training programs 

to me. Although trust had been established at various levels of the hierarchy, I was still 

concerned about how I would stand if I wanted to include particular information that had 

been marked confidential, not for circulation in my thesis. My role as researcher was 

legitimised by formal official acceptance, by information sheets and of course consent 

forms. However I sometimes felt uncomfortable and awkward when my participants were 

discussing an issue about which I had prior knowledge. As time went on and 

relationships established the participants sometimes sensed my discomfort and turned to 

me with a wry smile and a raised eyebrow, and said, ‘you probably know more about this 

than we do’. Such were the ‘awkward social spaces’ (Hume and Mulcock, 2004) 

although often unacknowledged with which I became familiar and which I am sure are 

familiar to other ethnographers. 

 

Many ethnographers have commented on the bond that is formed between themselves 

and their participants, especially when there was prolonged participation in the field. A 

great deal of trust was given to me as information both written and verbal, was imparted, 

that was restricted to certain groups of people. I realised that my position as researcher 

was unique, and one that allowed the participants an opportunity to voice their thoughts, 

ideas, and concerns to an impartial but active listener. Sometimes I reflected over the 

willingness of some participants to voice their innermost thoughts. Not only that, but 

some even sought my ‘impartial’ advice. Barbara Dennis, reflecting on a project 

involving graduate students and multi-cultural English language learners in a school in 

Indiana, raises some interesting questions about intervention by the ethnographer when in 

the field (Dennis, 2009). She admits that there were some situations when she intervened 

and cites the following three reasons for intervention a) because she cared about the 

outcome of the project b) because she cared about the people and c) because she was 

committed to certain forms of behaviour. Each of the three reasons necessitated her 

intervention in the research in a way that influenced and actively changed the outcome to 

some degree. In each situation she was presented with the dilemma of intervening or not, 

and she notes the gap in the literature that deals with such ethical dilemmas that occur 
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when in the field (Dennis, 2009:132). They resonate with some of the dilemmas with 

which I was faced and, despite my attempts to remain ‘neutral and impartial’, I found 

myself intervening for some of the same reasons given above, although I doubt that my 

intervention had significant effects on the outcomes of the decisions made. I frequently 

found myself in the situation of being asked my opinion and initially I tended to reply 

honestly. Later however, as I became more skilled at listening I began to use the question 

to reflect on comments that had been made earlier in the conversation. I found that this 

was an effective way in which to prompt the participant to continue talking to reflect and 

draw their own conclusions. Adam’s statement made in our initial conversation, about my 

presence stimulating people to reflect, demonstrates that his understanding of the very 

nature of participant observation goes beyond the mere observations of an observer.    

 

Both men and women commented upon the feeling of ‘lifting a weight off’ or having 

‘more clarity now’ when they discussed their work. In my conversations with Graham 

and when I witnessed him in meetings I was able to observe and understand how he 

managed his managers and teams. However I was also curious to understand his 

relationships with the people at the top of the hierarchy. Throughout the conversations 

over the weeks and months, I built up a picture of a man who was passionate about 

developing a supportive system for state schools, but also of a man who struggled to ‘fit 

in’ to the bureaucratic organisation as he did not, in his enthusiasm, always follow formal 

procedures and protocols. In one conversation with Graham, who seemed to regard me as 

his personal sounding-board, he made this comment, ‘It’s like thinking aloud. I can’t help 

wondering at the enormous amount of trust we are putting in you. You see and hear 

things, and yet you can’t discuss what you hear. It is almost like therapy.’ At times I did 

feel like a therapist and began to read up on how to ask open ended questions and learned 

how to mirror body language to make the participant more comfortable. Over a period of 

several months, where we met, if not daily, at least weekly, I noticed how he gradually 

became disheartened as the restructure of his section took shape. He felt that the 

‘corporate identity’ had become ‘more important than the mission’ by which I understood 

he meant that what you were seen to represent was more important than what you 

actually did. During the restructure he unsuccessfully applied for a new position and, 
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unable to see himself in another position, he left for a job as a principal in a school. He 

left feeling undervalued by the system and unable to ‘make a difference.’   

 

Inclusion and exclusion through communication and information 

 

Although the core work of the administrative organisation was the communication of 

information and ideas, certain information was not available to everyone inside the 

organisation. There was a degree of secretiveness about meeting certain people outside of 

one’s immediate work area, or from a different position in the hierarchy, about the 

discussion of certain topics and about allowing certain information to become 

widespread. Often the issues that were discussed in meetings were confidential and were 

not to be discussed with the participants at another meeting, even though the same issues 

were being discussed. Documents stamped ‘draft, not for circulation’ or ‘confidential’ 

were also only circulated to the chosen few, only to be read by those present at the 

meeting and not to be shown to anyone outside that circle. There were even reports and 

reviews of work that had been carried out in Western Australia that were kept under lock 

and key. In the latter case one of these reports was ‘discovered’ in the basement, years 

after it was published. It was triumphantly presented to me also because it presented 

‘evidence’ of the positive effectiveness of the work being done by Central Office staff. 

What surprised me most was that the report had never become accessible to the person in 

question, even though it reviewed the area of her work.  

 

The censoring and restricting of documents and information, the inclusion of some 

people and exclusion of others, was used to construct and maintain boundaries between 

having, or not having, access to certain kinds of knowledge within the organisation. 

Gusterson (1998:87), in his study of a nuclear weapons laboratory in the US, discusses 

classified documents and ‘secrets’ and makes the comment that ‘regardless of whether 

they are secret because they are important or important because they are secret, secrets 

are exciting. Secrecy is a means by which power constructs itself as power, and the 

knowledge of secrets is a perquisite of power’. The compartmentalisation of knowledge 

created the privileged, and the elite, within the system (Gusterson, 1998). Working 
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ethnographically inside this organisation revealed how knowledge was 

compartmentalised and how the privileged and elite were created at different levels of the 

hierarchy.  

 

The channels of communication were stipulated by the silos of the hierarchy. There was a 

chain of command, a communication line from the curriculum officers to their line 

managers, to the senior managers and to the directors who had access to the executives at 

the top. Even the hierarchical structure of the organisation restricted those at the top from 

approaching anyone at the bottom, without first going through the proper channels. The 

way in which communication was carried out was frequently referred to as part of the 

‘culture of the organisation’.  However there were some, in top positions, who chose to 

ignore the ‘culture’, and caused consternation and frustration when contact was made 

directly between them and someone in a relatively low position.  One incident clearly 

demonstrates the segmentation of the organisation caused by the silos and the hierarchical 

structure. After about a month in the field site I accompanied the four women of the 

numeracy team to a meeting with the assessment team. Arriving at the meeting room we 

seated ourselves along one side of the long table and chatted while we waited. The 

assessment team, whom I knew from a number of conversations with them individually 

and at meetings with their line manager, arrived together a few minutes later. There were 

smiles and nods all round as pleasantries were exchanged and seats were occupied on the 

opposite side of the table. Then the introductions began. The assessment team all greeted 

me heartily and then began introducing themselves to the numeracy team whom I 

suddenly realised they had never met. Paul, the line manager of the assessment team, 

laughingly commented, ‘Funny, isn’t it, the only person everyone knows here is the 

researcher! She really gets around and (here he dramatically lowered his voice) she 

probably knows more than we do!’ His comment was met by laughter from round the 

table. But the surprise on the faces of the numeracy team turned to jubilation when 

Deborah replied, ‘yeah, but she is ours!’ This situation was just one of many that made 

me aware of my privileged position. I was in the position of having access to people and 

information that was not available to all the people I engaged with and although I 

gathered that the numeracy team were surprised that I knew the assessment team, no 
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comments were made afterwards. As a researcher I was not constrained by the same 

restrictions of culture and communication channels. Having access to the whole of the 

Curriculum Support section meant that I had a mobility that was only available to a few 

in top management positions. Once I had written consent from an individual, this was not 

a prerogative to which I had to adhere. Therefore my mobility as a researcher meant that I 

was able to move up and down and across the hierarchy, from one team of people to 

another and from one individual to another without the restrictions felt by many in 

Central Office.  

 

Rituals of meetings 

 

Just as communication and information are the core work of the administration, meetings 

are the medium through which information is shared, or not. Meetings can be used for 

many different purposes, to inform, to control information, to strategise, to clarify, to 

placate, to stimulate etc. In a classic anthropology entitled The meeting; Gatherings in 

organizations and communities, Helen Schwartzman (1989) examines an organisation 

through the lens of meetings. She asserts that meetings ‘generate and maintain an 

organization by providing individuals with activity and with a way to make sense of this 

activity and their relationships to each other’ (1989:11). The role of the meeting is crucial 

to the understanding of the functioning of organisations, a role that is often taken for 

granted, overlooked by both participants and researchers. Schwartzman asserts that it was 

primarily through meetings that the participants developed an understanding of the 

organisation, constituted and reconstituted over time, along with the sense of their own 

role (1989:110).  

 

In Central Office meetings were the medium through which the culture of the 

organisation was maintained, shaped, created and re-produced. It was interesting to note 

the different types of meetings. Here I generalise about the observations I made. 

Generally meetings can be split into two main types, the formal and the informal. The 

formal meeting was called by a participant and others were chosen and invited on a 

particular day at a certain time. Who was invited to attend and what their position was, 
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relative to the person calling the meeting, was always worth noting. Often there were 

agendas for these formal meetings but, I found it surprising that, more often than not, no 

minutes were taken and, as far as I could see, often no official summary was made of the 

items discussed or the decisions made. Everyone wrote their own notes and went away 

with these. At the formal meetings I noted that certain people were given status to speak 

by the person calling the meeting, while others remained silent. I also noticed that certain 

people chose sides and made their choices apparent. Formal meetings were called for a 

number of purposes. There were meetings that were called to give information to a 

particular group or individuals, they were often called ‘catch up’ meetings and were 

recurring events in the personal calendar. Formal meetings were called to discuss an 

issue, to listen to opinions or to make sure that the organisation’s ‘opinion’ was 

understood. Sometimes a formal meeting was requested when advice was sought. There 

were also meetings that were called at which decisions were made but interestingly, 

making decisions was not the main purpose of meetings in Central Office.  

 

The informal meeting was usually arranged on a day to day, hour to hour basis. They 

were generally one to one meetings at which advice was sought and given, at which 

information was communicated and in which the individuals pre-empted a formal 

meeting by discussing the agenda and the advice or information that needed to be given.  

These meetings being of a more spontaneous nature took place in offices, in coffee shops 

and over lunches. The participants agreed on the outcome at the end of the meeting and 

what was to be ‘done’ as a result. They were often the back-stage performances for the 

formal meeting to come.  

 

In Central Office I found that the higher up the hierarchy the more time was spent by the 

participants in meetings.  I noted the rituals associated with meetings, who could be 

invited, the topics to be discussed, the formal presentation of items for discussion and the 

norms for speaking and interaction. On many occasions I wondered at the absence of 

minute-taking and the informal manner in which decisions were agreed upon, even in 

meetings at the top of the hierarchy. Contrary to Schwartzman’s claim that meetings 

simultaneously generate the organisation as an entity and one that also influences the 
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work and goals of individuals in ways that may be totally unanticipated or intended 

(1989:86), I found that in Central Office the formal meeting was often the front-stage 

performance for what had gone on before, back-stage, in offices and in coffee shops; the 

outcome and goals were neither unanticipated nor unintended.  

 

In their study of leaders at FE colleges in the UK, Morrison and Lumby (2009:77) assert 

that senior management meetings ‘epitomise the locus of power and influence’ and that 

these groups have an ‘objective’ perspective and an ‘umbrella’ overview of the 

organisation. They suggest that these groups regarded themselves as ‘impartial’ and that 

other groups (lower down the hierarchy) were caught up in ‘vested interests’. Therefore 

‘those who see things differently, or who are the ‘other’, might be assigned identities 

considered obstructive, naïve or difficult’ (Morrison and Lumby, 2009:77). How 

relationships were formed and shaped in meetings, by decision-making, and the ways in 

which power was constructed, are examined more closely in the chapters to follow. It 

would be wrong however to assume that ‘meetings were a form for instrumental action’ 

(Schwartzman, 1989:245), meetings were about talk, and at Central Office they were 

often dramatic battlegrounds for manoeuvres, for ambitions, for establishing ground, 

winning points and for gathering of forces.  

 

Symbols of bureaucratic culture 

 

In many ways the people in the organisation could be regarded as an elite group. The 

term elite is used relationally, the group inside the organisation could be considered elite 

in comparison with the group of people in schools. The group of principals may be 

regarded as an elite group when compared with teachers. However in analysing the 

organisation the people in power, at the top, may be regarded as an elite group, dominant 

over the others, with particular rights and defined by the relationships they have with 

others. The behaviour of this organisation, seen from the outside, could be ‘attributed to 

the activities of [its] controlling elites’ (Marcus, 1983a:16). 
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Ortner (2006) asserts that the individual is knowing and reflexive at one level and at the 

collective level aware of cultural and social tensions. Combining definitions used by 

Weber and Geertz she argues that ‘cultures are public systems of symbols and meanings, 

texts and practices, that both represent a world and shape subjects in ways that fit the 

world as represented’ (Ortner, 2006:116). In the world that was the organisation the 

symbols and meanings attached to texts and practices worked to shape the subjects to the 

representation and re-production of Central Office. In conversations the participants 

regularly referred to the ‘culture of the organisation’, often when referring to procedure 

that seemed to persist. Culture is a large topic in anthropological terms but the culture of 

an organisation for the purpose of this study can be summed up by Wright (1994) when 

she uses the phrase to encompass the concepts, attitudes, values, and practices of a 

particular organisation. In a similar manner, Shore (2000) asserts that culture has 

everything to do with conduct, rules, management, norms, practices, and implicit 

assumptions that are equally bound to the formal as they are to the informal systems of 

administration. This organisation, like every other, was in its own unique way a ‘cultural 

system and a powerful agent of socialisation’ (Shore, 2000:150).  

 

Bureaucratic organisations tend to be categorised by artefacts and status symbols. It is not 

my intention to reduce the organisation and the people in it to these ‘dull mirrors of their 

unexciting artefacts’ (Lea, 2008:224) but they should not be ignored completely. Whether 

they were policies, data, charts and diagrams in a myriad of forms, these often become 

reified with status and embedded in the culture of the organisation. The following list 

presents a few symbolic ways in which the culture of Central Office is readily evident;  

 

 dress code  

 ID cards 

 offices and office space 

 

The people were government employees working in government administration and 

therefore followed the particular dress code of government employees working in the 

metropolitan area. For the numeracy team it was important that they dressed more 
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casually when they visited schools. They did not want their dress to create barriers 

between those they were training and therefore their dress was more casual. At meetings 

with staff from schools in Central Office I heard the men talking about ‘leaving their 

jackets off’ and ‘rolling up their sleeves’ physically as well as metaphorically. A 

conscious effort was made to bridge the divide between the bureaucratic organisation and 

its work as resource provider and monitoring agent and the ‘clients’ in schools whom 

they resourced and monitored. Dressing in a particular manner was one way of bridging 

the divide.  

 

All members of staff carried ID cards that were used to gain access to the building. The 

card (see Chapter Two) had the word STAFF printed in large letters, distinguishing them 

from visitors. After being allocated a card I did not pay much attention to what was on 

the cards until one day when I was invited to attend a meeting between the Assessment 

team and a group of school principals at Central Office. I arrived early for the meeting to 

find the Assessment team animatedly discussing the coming presentation and joking 

around when Paul, their manager, suddenly pointed out that I was the only one with 

STAFF and a photograph on my card while they each had the word TEMP on theirs. I 

discovered that they were on short contracts, due for renewal under the coming 

restructure and would have to apply for new positions at Central Office. As my study 

would keep me in the organisation for about twelve months I had been given the status of 

a permanent member of ‘staff’. Paul made the comment that when the restructure was 

over I would probably be the only one left!  

 

The physical environment of the organisation cannot be ignored. The physical was 

constructed in several ways. Firstly there were the open areas, desks side by side, facing 

each other, only separated by space – no secrets here – then there were the glass walled 

offices of the line managers, goldfish bowl-like – transparent, but muffled – and finally 

there were the proper offices of the directors and senior managers, with walls and doors – 

hidden, confidential and behind closed doors. The physical elements constructed the 

social and the lines of communication were restricted by the physical restrictions of the 

environment. But there was yet another level of physical classification. At the very top of 
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the castle, in the ivory towers, were the executives and personnel whose existence was 

protected and cocooned, on the uppermost floor. They were placed behind yet another set 

of automatic glass doors and a reception area. Appointments had to be made and there 

was rarely room for ad hoc informal meetings. One had to present oneself before 

admission was permitted to an audience with the upper echelons of power. This was the 

level at which Adam worked and where I met with him and other Directors for formal 

meetings. Marcus (1983a:11) comments on the agency of elites that use power in a 

number of ways, in a manner that excludes them, removes them and even hides them 

from public view. In a similar way the inaccessibility of these people to others both inside 

Central Office and to the public outside was reflected in the physical location of their 

offices.  

 

Concluding comments 

 

Gaining access to this organisation was relatively simple. Equally beginning participant 

observation of the people in the Curriculum Support section presented few problems as 

reciprocal curiosity, on the part of the researcher and the participants, led to the 

development of relationships of many kinds. The acceptance of the legitimacy of the 

researcher, the impartiality and mobility of the researcher throughout the organisation 

created the rich ethnographic data of this thesis. In the next chapter I review the literature 

on bureaucratic organisations and the ethnographic work carried out, that contribute to 

the themes that are important for this study.  
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Chapter Four: Restructuring the Iron Cage 

 

Introduction 

Many scholars have noted the changing role of public systems and the distrust of big 

government  (Clarke and Newman, 1997, Dean and Hindess, 1998) that has led to a shift 

from government to governance (Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 2007a, Miller and Rose, 2008, 

Sørensen, 2007) and from rowing to steering (Osborne and Gaebler, 1993). Governance 

takes the form of decentralising services and responsibility to the local level. 

Anthropologists studying bureaucratic organisations have made pertinent observations 

about the dilemma of serving the public and serving the state (Britan and Cohen, 1980a, 

Douglas, 1986, Lea, 2008, Lipsky, 1980, Mosse, 2005). However the shift in the role of 

public systems, from government to governance has affected education (Ball, 2006, 

Lingard et al., 2002). In addition education has become a central issue in creating the 

state. Some scholars have noted that educational reforms are influenced by new voices 

and interests expressed through neo-liberal rhetoric of individualism, the right to choose, 

empowerment, autonomy, and flexibility that result in the creation of the responsible self-

regulating individual (Grek et al., 2009, Apple, 2001). The shift towards decentralisation 

of services and responsibility (Blackmore, 2004, Karlsen, 2000), and from 

professionalism to management (Ball, 2006), have resulted in the increase of 

performance technologies and the collection of data. These effects have been noted by 

other educational scholars who comment on the shift from a paternalistic system to the 

hands-off state, steering by performance mechanisms and the increased reliance on data, 

the focus on standards and target setting. The discourses used present these shifts as 

neutral and rational, with improvement, increased effectiveness and the achievement of 

excellence as the goals (Ball, 2006, Shore and Wright, 1997). The reliance on and the 

increase in the use of performance technologies brings with it a fetish with data (Ozga, 

2009). In this chapter the focus is on how the themes described above emerge in the 

literature that focuses on public administration, bureaucratic organisations and on 

education itself and have worked to restructure the iron cage.  
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Opening the iron-cage 

 

Reading about research in bureaucracies, public administration and bureaucratic 

organisations after completing my fieldwork, a kaleidoscope of images and feelings were 

triggered about my experiences inside Central Office in stark contrast to the literature. 

Weber’s (1948) classic description of bureaucracy has been a good starting point for 

many, including myself. His comments about the bureaucratic machine, hierarchically 

structured, the iron cage and the anonymity and impersonal nature of bureaucrats have 

fuelled many scholarly discussions (Herzfeld, 1993). Weber refers to the ‘precision, 

speed, unambiguity, knowledge of files, continuity, discretion, unity, strict subordination, 

reduction of friction and material and personal costs’ (Weber, 1948:214) as a description 

of an ideal organisation. Bureaucracy and bureaucratic structures quickly became the 

preferred organisational form for governments in the western world. However in the last 

three decades bureaucratic organisations have come under close scrutiny and Weber’s 

description has become somewhat inadequate. The power once attributed to 

bureaucracies has been undermined by extraneous factors and actors. In the second half 

of the twentieth century, public administration structures came under sharp critique and 

were the focus of major changes in the public sector.  

 

Public administration transformed because both the informal and formal rules of 

bureaucracy, as well as the practices of professionalism, were regarded as ‘contributing to 

the production and reproduction of power and inequality’ (Clarke and Newman, 

1997:11). These shifts came about due to a growing distrust of big government and the 

power which the bureaucratic organisations appeared to control. Bureaucratic 

organisations had exceeded their role. ‘Too much knowledge’ and ‘too much secrecy’ 

provoked a shift which led to de-bureaucratisation, re-bureaucratisation to post-

bureaucratisation (Reed, 2005:122-124). The transition to a hybridisation of bureaucracy 

and management, has been noted by many scholars globally; for example, in the UK, by 

Clarke and Newman (1997) and Hoggett (2005), in Denmark, by Gjelstrup and Sørensen 

(2007b, 2007a), and by Olsen (2008) in Norway. Similarly in Australia public 

administrations have felt the cold winds of change. Peter Shergold (1997:73) in an 
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analysis of bureaucratic organisations in Australia predicted the transformation of public 

administration to a culture of management with a focus on results, outcomes and 

evaluation of performance. He was critical of the traditional bureaucratic structures and 

culture which relied on authority and control. The structure of the iron cage would seem 

to be different from the one portrayed by Weber. It is to the effects of the transition that I 

now turn.  

 

Effective governments creating effective societies  

 

The trouble with bureaucratic organisations, it was said, was that they relied on 

professionals to give advice. These professionals had power over others precisely because 

of their expertise and access to knowledge. Bureaucratic organisations were regarded as 

untrustworthy, inefficient and costly in the form of human resources and money. ‘Yes, 

minister’, the BBC satire of the 1980’s is a telling reflection on the position that 

bureaucrats were seen to hold; untouchable in their ivory towers and protected by an aura 

of knowledge and expertise. Bureaucracies were given the blame for the ills of the 

economy and bureaucrats were increasingly characterised as ‘mandarins building 

empires’ (Herzfeld, 1993). Neo-liberal reforms seemed to provide an answer and the 

ideology stimulated the changes that began to appear in public administration as new 

forms of administration and new forms of governing were adopted. Blame was laid at the 

door of these monolithic institutions and the professional power seeking bureaucrat was 

asked to leave the building.  

 

In The Social Production of Indifference, Herzfeld (1993:2) analyses the symbolic roots 

of Western bureaucracy and argues that, while the state is defined through bureaucratic 

structures, strategies that legitimise or define ‘subjects’ often result in indifference to 

diversity. Whether the transition was due to apparent indifference, or blame for the ills of 

society, inefficiency and ineffectiveness damaging the plight of the economy, public 

sectors became the receptors for sweeping changes. Miller and Rose (2008:17) suggest 

that it is often in the midst of crisis or apparent failure to be an effective state that 

alternatives appear, and governments seize opportunities for the formulation of new 
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forms of governing. The consequences were a transition from professionalism to 

managerialism (Clarke and Newman, 1997, Dean, 2007), a decentralisation of services 

(Osborne and Gaebler, 1993) and a shift from government to governance (Miller and 

Rose, 2008) reshaping bureaucratic organisations globally. 

 

New forms of governing 

 

Osborne and Gaebler (1993) advocate a mission-driven public service which they suggest 

will be more efficient, more effective, more innovative, more flexible, and have higher 

morale. They criticise service-based bureaucratic structures that only deliver a service 

when faced with a crisis, accusing them of being reactive rather than proactive and 

suggest getting rid of unnecessary rules and making budgets more flexible and 

performance related. Osborne and Gaebler (1993) use the phrase steering, to describe 

giving direction and rowing that would mean doing the work. The problem with rowing, 

they argue, is that it tends to be reactive, reacting to a crisis, and the ‘rescue’ attempts 

take the form of interventions in the form of ‘services’. Steering on the other hand is 

reflexive, controlled and goal orientated. In a similar manner, Rondinelli and Shabbir 

Cheema (2003a) argue that the competent intelligent state should guide, facilitate, 

enhance, mobilise, promote and encourage. They assert that these principals were already 

being adopted by governments, including those in Australia, in the 1990’s ‘to achieve 

sustainable economic and social progress that leads to higher standards of living for all 

people’ by strengthening the capacity of public administrations and building relationships 

and partnerships with other bodies (Rondinelli and Shabbir Cheema, 2003a:248) 

(emphasis in original text.) 

 

Miller and Rose (2008:18) argue that the ‘deployment of new technologies of governing 

from a centre through powerful means of governing at a distance’ depends largely on the 

production of self-regulating individuals by a diverse set of neutral and rational 

technologies. The whole governance argument hangs on the creation of strategies like 

decentralisation and empowerment and through the reconstruction of power by 

managerialism. In Denmark, Eva Sørensen (2007) analyses the transition made to public 
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administration in Scandinavia and notes that the demise of a bureaucratic public 

administration has been due largely to the shift from government to governance, as 

described by Miller and Rose. She acknowledges the reforms and re-organisation of 

bureaucratic organisations and uses the label ‘meta-governance’ to describe the shift. 

Sørensen (2007:108) suggests that meta-governance is achieved through ‘the regulation 

of self-regulation’ explaining that the regulation of self-regulation can be achieved in four 

ways.  

 

1. through political and economic framing in which the actors are set up to be 

autonomous 

2. through institutional restructure and the determining of rules for who should and 

can participate 

3. through facilitation, in which the actors are given a choice in how to respond and 

how to engage 

4. by participation in performance criteria that are determined externally 

 

She warns that it is difficult to achieve a balance in the regulation of self-regulation. Too 

much regulation and control will lead to loss of flexibility and too little control will lead 

to loss of support of any kind.  

 

This new perception of how society should be governed does not reject the 

necessity of hierarchical rule as such, but proposes forms of centralized rule 

that leave considerable room for decentred self-regulation exactly because 

decentralized self-regulation, if skilfully meta-governed, is a more forceful, 

efficient and flexible way of producing hierarchical rule than bureaucratic, 

sovereign forms of hierarchical rule (Sørensen, 2007:108) 

 

The use of overt strategies of decentralisation of services, autonomy, and empowerment, 

if skilfully employed, tend to strengthen rather than weaken bureaucratic forms of 

governing. Sørensen (2007) suggests that if self-regulation is to be used as an instrument 

for public governance then it is necessary to transfer the strategy to institutions that rely 
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on hierarchical authoritative rule as is demonstrated by the case study. There is 

agreement, she argues, that ‘meta-governance transforms rather than reduces the power 

of the state’ (Sørensen, 2007:110). Therefore the state takes on a new role, one of 

regulating the self-regulating actors. Sørensen (2007) acknowledges that NPM is one 

form of meta-governance strategy, and is one that uses hands-off mechanisms, where 

there is a distance between policy making, authoritative rule and the market. Similar 

arguments are used by Miller and Rose (2008:44-45). They examine the relationships in 

three sites, between the individual and their work, between the individual and their 

colleagues and between work identity and work socially. Each of these three areas 

presents the possibilities for intervention, and the creation of political subjects and self-

regulating individuals. In a similar vein, Hoggett (2005:170), in a British study of what 

construes ‘public service’, asserts that ‘the new forms of decentralized organization 

actually correspond to a reassertion of hierarchy’. There is a dynamic tension between the 

allocation of responsibility and accountability and the empowerment and authority of 

decentralisation.  

 

In the analyses described here strategies of decentralisation and empowerment seem to 

strengthen power in the centre placing responsibility (and therefore blame) with the local, 

and control and evaluation at the centre. In the administration of education Ball (2006:73) 

argues, there are two agendas that are simultaneously working to reform and reshape 

learning, the first aims to link education to the economy and economic interests, the 

second aims to release education from centralised state control. But these analyses tend to 

overlook the part played by people inside the public systems. Understanding their beliefs, 

values and commitment, examining their roles in the interpretation and implementation of 

text reveals to what extent bureaucratic organisations are involved in the practice of 

education. It is human/actor centred studies that are discussed in the next section.   

Studies of people in bureaucratic organisations 

There is a growing interest by anthropologists and others in the people who populate 

bureaucratic organisations and some of these studies make an interesting contribution to 

understanding the working lives of the people in Central Office. Anthropologists Britan 
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and Cohen (1980a) argue that in any bureaucratic organisation there are three factors that 

influence the outcomes. The first is the formal; the structure of the organisation and the 

hierarchy of decision-making, its goals, rules and policies. The second is the informal; the 

relationships between individuals and groups inside the organisation and their 

connections with the external environment. The third is the external environment that acts 

on and affects the organisation. These three factors are in tension with each other. Britan 

and Cohen, in making the distinction between the formal organisation, the rules and 

procedures, and the informal one, the people, argue that ‘the informal organization can 

aid the fulfilment of formally defined goals, or it can hinder or even subvert their 

achievement.’ (1980a:16). If this is true then there is much to be learned from an 

examination of the people who populate these organisations and examine their 

understanding of their role in the system.   

 

In a classic study, Lipsky (1980) comments on the dilemma faced by the people he calls 

‘street-level bureaucrats’, that is teachers, police, and social workers who are employed 

to provide a service to their clients. The dilemma they faced was between fulfilling the 

criteria of their job and that of providing a useful service to their client. He notes that 

people in public service believe that they were helping others, which he refers to as the 

‘myth of altruism’ (1980:71). There are a number of scholars who note the dilemma 

faced between meeting the goals of the organisation and providing a service to clients.   

The manner in which policy officials react to their clients can vary. Anthropologist 

Kathryn Forbes (2007), in a study of policy officials describes their struggle, and failure, 

to recognise the housing needs of Mexican farmworkers. The policy officials in her study 

believed in the stereotyped images of what they expected to deal with. Her critique of the 

officials who carry out this work is sharp. In contrast to Forbes, David Mosse (2005) 

described how the practices of international development officers, were shaped more by 

their empathy for and with those in the field, than by policy itself. He described how the 

development officers worked hard to demonstrate that what they did matched policy 

requirements. What they achieved was to fit their practices to the needs of those they 

served.  
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In a rare study of bureau-officials Lea (2008), an Australian anthropologist, carried out a 

study of the public health workers employed in the Northern Territory. She examined 

how the officials inside the health department shaped themselves in relation to those they 

were supposedly helping. She highlights the relationship, the interdependency of the 

government system and the Aboriginal knowledge system, and comments on the strained 

relationship between the bureau-professional health worker, in the field, and the 

Indigenous community – between the helper and those they seek to help. Lea (2008) 

claims that the officers were subjects of their own construction, while those they were 

seeking to help became objectified through the programs and interventions. In a similar 

manner to Lipsky, Lea (2008) identifies the dichotomy faced by the officers between 

loyalty to the organisation and loyalty to those they were serving. The ethos of serving a 

master or serving a client becomes an interesting point for analysis.  

 

Lipsky (1980) advocates professionalism in bureaucracy as professionals are committed 

to solving service dilemmas. He warns against their removal as it could be potentially 

damaging and lead to an increase in the gap between ideals of theory and realities of 

practice. Although Lipsky advocated professionalism in bureaucratic organisations, 

professionals are, he says, committed to solving service dilemmas. The differences of 

interests, and perhaps also of perspectives, that exist in bureaucratic organisations were 

noted by Lipsky (1980) who asserted that the lower level workers have a role interest in 

the job, while the managers are interested in results. In the descriptions that follow it is 

interesting to note how the different perspectives that Lipsky flags emerge in the daily 

lives of the people in Central Office. He suggests that the lower level officers will have 

claims to professional status but they are also bound by their bureaucratic status that 

requires compliance (Lipsky, 1980:19). He argues that the lower level workers often do 

not share the same perspectives as their superiors and therefore cannot be regarded as 

working towards the same goals. He warned against the creation of a gap between ideals 

of theory and reality of practice. This critique can be applied to the earlier, more 

functionalist literature. 
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In a study of an American state education system, Honig (2004) focused on how the 

bureaucrats in two District Offices, in Oakland, California and in Chicago, participated in 

change over a period of three years. Honig (2009) argues that there is a research gap that 

focuses on a dominant regulatory body and misses out on how central offices enable 

implementation towards autonomous and differentiated schools. She analysed the 

conditions and outcomes that helped or hindered their work. The district officers were 

asked to implement changes from a regulatory system to one that would ‘seed and 

support systems of autonomous and differentiated schools’ (Honig, 2009:388). Her study 

demonstrated that the District Office bureaucrats were able to work ‘in between’ policy 

and practice, and that the people ‘at the coal face’ worked as the ‘boundary spanners’ 

(2004:391), bridging and buffering between the organisation and implementation of 

initiatives. The officers had direct contact with the schools as the numeracy team has in 

this study. However I do not believe that the numeracy team functioned as ‘boundary 

spanners’ but that they were far more instrumental in working as agents of change to 

implement new practices.  

What is interesting is how the practices of the people inside Central Office were changed 

by the restructure of the organisation and the effect these changes on their understanding 

of their work. I will demonstrate that, in Central Office, a gap did exist between the 

ideology and the practices of the organisation and that ‘role ambiguity affects individual 

performance as well as organizational direction’ (Lipsky, 1980:48). Through an analysis 

of the difference of perspectives and the different practices of people throughout the 

organisation I interrogate how the differences are portrayed in the work of Central Office. 

Although Central Office generated the documents and policies received by schools, as an 

organisation it was equally bound by the rhetoric and discourses as the schools 

themselves. It is to the seductiveness of neo-liberal rhetoric and discourses that I now 

turn.  
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Discourses of decentralisation and individualisation 

 

Dean (2007:60) notes the changing descriptions of the state from the 1970’s to the 

present and the mass of literature that points to an increased focus on individuals rather 

than society. He argues that the discourses of individualisation are bound to ‘the dividing 

practices of liberal-democratic societies.’ The ideologies and practices of neo-liberalism 

were incompatible with the centralised institutionalised Welfare state (Rhoten, 2000). 

The discourses of decentralisation and individualisation are intimately bound, difficult to 

separate and often in tension. Dean (2007) suggests that the same discourses that are used 

to describe individual freedom and choice are the catalyst for alarming political shifts in 

the governance of societies. Subjects are dichotomised into the powerful and the 

powerless by the rationality of empowerment which is deployed as ‘an external means of 

effecting a quantitative increase in the power of the latter’ (2007:83). The discourses of 

individualisation and decentralisation alluringly promise to provide salvation for the self-

regulating autonomous individual by problematising the traditional aspects of society and 

compelling the individual towards freedom, self-discovery and future planning. 

 

In their study of the British Welfare system, Clarke and Newman (1997) identified ways 

in which forms of privatisation were introduced by the sale of services and outsourcing 

and by blurring boundaries about what was regarded as a service. The decentralisation of 

services and the strengthening of managerial techniques to control and monitor the 

administration of the public service resulted in changes in the techniques of 

administration. Clarke and Newman (1997:22) argue that public administration has 

shifted toward a set of practices and values that are separate from the content and 

character of the services that are delivered. They suggest that there is no link between 

‘better efficiency’ and the outcomes the organisation is trying to achieve and that better 

efficiency is often achieved by increased management and a decrease in the number of 

professionals.  

 

Responsibility was shifted to the local in a rhetoric of enabling and empowering and a 

framework for accountability was constructed through techniques of assessment and 
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evaluation. The outcome was the loss of the professional and the focus on ends rather 

than means, on action rather than reflection. If organisational identity is now the major 

focus then the ‘old’ forms of loyalty and the people who are committed to these, have to 

be replaced or have to change (Clarke and Newman, 1997:63). What is created are ‘new 

managerial subjects with rather different sets of loyalties and identities from 

professionals and bureaucrats’ forging values that can be defined and measured (Clarke 

and Newman, 1997:94). Olsen (2008:24) notes that the neo-liberal rhetoric aspires to 

work on people’s identities and minds, and that the conceptions about good 

administration and administrators are constantly changing. In this way power is 

reconstructed through particular modes of attachment. The conceptions of good 

administration and good administrators are constantly changing; identity and boundaries 

of public administration are more contested and less clear. Individual and collective 

responsibility is defined by the rhetoric of policy. Control and monitoring is carried out 

by the organisations that have subtly shifted from providing resources and services to 

evaluating, assessing and regulating. The concepts of good administration and leadership 

are themes that are examined through the data presented in the following chapters.  

 

Neo-liberal rhetoric is attractive and alluring. The rhetoric sets the customer up to be 

knowledgeable and aware of their needs and therefore capable of choosing what is best. 

There are many scholars who comment on the temptations of individualism and 

autonomy, flexibility and empowerment (Apple, 2001, Bottery, 2006, Hargreaves and 

Evans, 1997, Dean and Hindess, 1998). However, to ensure autonomy and freedom of 

choice, a complex array of performance mechanisms need to be set up and legitimised 

(Miller and Rose, 2008:36). Through an array of performance technologies the 

organisation maintains control and ensures that responsibility is taken by individual 

citizens by shifting the blame from the policy site to the site of implementation. Wright, 

in Anthropology of Organizations (1994), notes that the rhetoric around change in 

organisations is often couched in terms of ‘empowerment’. She asks who is empowered 

by empowerment?  
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Neo-liberal reforms have attempted to increase efficiency and effectiveness over the last 

30 years by de-bureaucratisation and privatisation in the public sector. Many scholars 

have noted the emergence of NPM, centralising and/or decentralising and fragmenting 

political systems as the solution to increased efficiency and effectiveness of the public 

sector (Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 2007b:22, Clarke and Newman, 1997, Miller and Rose, 

2008). Public administration is carried out in the public interest, but who defines public 

interest? ‘The public interest is not an entity fixed forever, but must be collectively 

defined by the citizens through continuous struggle, argument, debate and negotiation’ 

(Lundquist, 2007:169). The professional bureaucrat is deemed no longer trustworthy and 

must be replaced by an efficient manager that will allow the individual citizen to make 

effective choices.  

 

From professionalism to managerialism 

 

The reconceptualising of professionalism to management, the shift of services by 

decentralisation and outsourcing are constructed through the deployment of an alluring 

neo-liberal rhetoric of individualism and autonomy, flexibility and empowerment. Clarke 

and Newman (1997:27) argue that the new forms of organising government are not just 

about the ways services are delivered but also involve the reconfiguration of power. 

Managerialism has re-shaped the British Welfare state through the use of a distinct set of 

ideologies and practices (Clarke and Newman, 1997). Similar shifts can be traced in 

public education with the loss of the professional in preference for managerialism.  

 

Inside the public administrations new managerial subjects were constructed with a new 

role, identity, new forms of knowledge (information and data), and control ‘with rather 

different sets of loyalties and identities from professionals and bureaucrats’ (Clarke and 

Newman, 1997:94). Being caught in a dilemma of serving the state or serving the public 

has been the topic for many debates and it was the public servant, in their capacity as 

expert and professional, who lived out the every day reality of the dilemma. Hoggett 

(2005) claims that the dilemma produces the dynamic system that bureaucracy embodies. 

These arguments resonate with similar claims made by Lipsky (1980) over twenty years 
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earlier. Marquand (2004) suggests that, previously civil servants, by definition, ‘served 

the public’ and were not supposed to define public interest, that area being the domain of 

politicians. The civil servants were defenders of public interest. Marquand traces the 

demise of the public domain in the UK and the loss of trust in professionals and the 

replacement of those professionals with managerial experts whose job it is to scrutinise 

others. The dilemmas of public administrators have taken on new dimensions.  

 

Public administration is articulated through processes that are innocuously rational and 

neutral, separate from the values and norms of everyday society (Wright, 1994). The 

shifts that have been described here in public administration in general, are evident in 

public education and have had a major influence on the shaping of educational policies 

and reforms globally. In education the loss of professionalism, replaced by 

managerialism and the technocrat (Ball, 2006), has been discussed widely. The new 

forms of managerialism Ball (2006:71) warns have become ‘both a delivery system and a 

vehicle for change.’  

Decentralised re-centralisation in education 

 

Decentralisation has been part of the world-wide political agenda since the 1980’s 

(Karlsen, 2000). In his study of decentralisation of strategies to schools in Norway, 

Karlsen (2000) asserts that although some decentralisation reforms do come from the 

grass-roots level, the majority of decentralising reforms emerge from strategies of central 

government. He argues that the result is a consolidation of central power. His research 

demonstrates that, in real terms, there is no shift of power to local level and that, all that 

was being transferred were the conflicts and problems. He illustrates how the legitimising 

effect of moving responsibility to the local level resulted in re-establishing central 

authority. The management objectives, which he described, were goal and outcome 

orientated rather than process orientated. Karlsen (2000) argues that the concept of 

decentralisation is hard to pin down but always involves power of some kind and includes 

a movement of tasks from central to local bodies. It is important, he warns, to note that a 
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mere delegation of tasks does not allow a shift of power. In the words of Karlsen what is 

being achieved is ‘decentralised centralism’.  

 

The rhetoric of decentralisation that leads to empowerment and flexibility reflects an 

ideology that is difficult to put into practice successfully and can create ambiguities in the 

confusing gap between the ideology and practice (Forsey, 2009:465). Part of the power of 

discourses, such as these, is to contextualise language to produce meaning, create 

intellectual technologies, and to shape thinking. As Miller and Rose put it (2008:92) 

‘‘government through community’ involves a variety of strategies for inventing and 

instrumentalizing these dimensions of allegiance between individuals and communities in 

the service of projects of regulation, reform or mobilization.’ In a similar vein, Shore and 

Wright (2000:61) warn that the emphasis on decentralisation disguises the technologies 

that centralise control and the ‘supposed self-empowerment of this system rests upon a 

simultaneous imposition of external control from above and internalization of new norms 

so that individuals can continuously improve themselves’.  

 

The overt decentralisation taking place in education disguises the covert shift that 

strengthens centralisation with an emphasis on control of staff rather than on provision of 

staff development, on measurement and money, rather than motivation and morale (Shore 

and Wright, 2000). The problem with decentralisation is that all that is achieved is a 

recentralisation of control and power and all that is decentralised is responsibility. It is a 

strategy used by public administrations to govern and has gradually become increasingly 

evident in public education as an important strategy in making schools more accountable 

and efficient (Karlsen, 2000:528). 

 

Similar trends can be traced in Australia. In the 1980’s Australian education lost the 

connection to nation-building and public good and became instead an important weapon 

in an economic war (Thomson, 1998:39). It has to be acknowledged that the 

transformation of education policy and practice has become inherently political and there 

are a multitude of actors who contest the means and ends of education (Apple, 2001:410). 

Blackmore (2004) comments on the considerable structural reform in education in the 
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1990’s, that flowed out of neoliberal ideologies bound to individualism, marketisation, 

decentralisation, choice and privatisation, and led to new modes of governmentality. She 

traces the emergence of particular language and specific techniques that re-shaped the 

identities of teachers, parents and students and created the structure for ‘downloading 

responsibility (and therefore blame) for outcomes to schools’ (Blackmore, 2004:273). 

Decentralisation has been heralded as the mechanism for transferring responsibility and 

power to the local level. However decentralising responsibility requires the creation of 

frameworks to assess performance and efficiency at the local level. The paradox of giving 

power to the schools to make decisions but making them responsible for those decisions 

through centralised accountability strategies, that are often overly regulatory and 

restrictive, has been noted by many (Blackmore, 2004, Forsey, 2007, Karlsen, 2000, 

Popkewitz, 2000b).  

 

The shift in education, in Australia, from centralised forms to decentralisation of services, 

from traditionally bureaucratic structures to more managerial structures, was noted in a 

study of Queensland schools on the effects of school-based management by Lingard, et 

al. (2002). They warn about the tensions created by being both autonomous and 

accountable. Lingard et al. suggest that new relationships are established between the 

centralised system and the schools, between policy frameworks and strategies and the 

operations that schools undertake with responsibility for achieving outcomes and 

autonomy to achieve them (2002:10). Considering the strength of the highly centralised 

systems in Australia and the traditions which they encompass, the move towards 

decentralisation has been lacking in clarity and somewhat vague (Forsey, 2007:33). 

Decentralisation is always bound to mechanisms of performance and accountability that 

are increasingly articulated in the discourses of policy strategies of the centralised 

systems.  

 

The transition in public administration systems has affected public education globally and 

is reflected in the rhetoric of education policy and educational reforms and in the 

changing relationship between government, schools and parents that are bound to market 

forces and the strengthening of the economy (Whitty, 2002). The role of nation states has 
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been subtly undergoing change so that one day we find that we are doing something 

completely different without even noticing that transformation. Whitty (2002:95) 

comments on the rise of new forms of governing and the effects of dismantling public 

education in the UK. He asserts that education policy transmits both overt and hidden 

messages. The messages advocate ‘individualism, competition, performativity and 

differentiation’ values that ‘are not made visible and explicit, but emanate from the 

changing social context and permeate the education system in a myriad ways’ (Whitty, 

2002:97). The values that led to a changing social context have constituted the rise of 

techniques of management and performance, and the subordination of professionalism in 

educational practices. There is considerable literature on the ideologies that support 

educational reforms that have led to the demise of professionalism in education, see for 

example (Ball, 2006). In education these changes are often not so subtle but, as I will 

demonstrate, still deeply fundamental. How the mechanisms of performance, or 

performance technologies, are promoted is the focus of the next section. 

 

Promoting performance technologies in education 

 

First what do I mean by performance technologies and second what do they do? To 

answer the first part of this question I begin by describing the performance technologies 

that were used in this case study. To answer the second part of the question I analyse the 

assertions made by educational researchers interested in how performance technologies 

reshape educational practices.  

 

By performance technologies I refer to forms of assessment that are required by the 

system to monitor and control. The political focus on improvement of educational 

standards and performance has led to the development of rational performance 

technologies and the increase in the production of data. In this case study a group of 

people within the organisation spent their time creating mechanisms that monitored 

achievement in all the state schools. The primary source of evidence for achievement 

came from the state-wide test, later replaced by the national test. However outside this 

source there were a myriad of ways in which students were assessed and evaluated that 
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were developed into technologies that monitored the achievement of whole classes of 

students, year groups and schools. There was a great deal of innovation in this work as 

the statisticians and the psychometricians grappled to incorporate all the factors that 

influenced social and educational differences between individual students, cohorts of 

students, schools and districts to make a fair and just assessment of schools. The 

assessment of the performance of the state schools was the means used to calculate an 

equitable and fair provision of resources. The data systems they created were closely 

scrutinised by other groups in the organisation and therefore were continually under 

adjustment. Various groups inside the organisation created tools to assess the 

achievement of the individual student and to compare her position with her peers. There 

were a range of assessment teams with a range of titles and areas of responsibility 

developing online systems advising schools on the use of their performance data, 

evaluating where performance was lacking and suggesting ways of improving future 

results. Within the school the data were used in a number of ways, for example to 

compare the performance of same year students, or the position of an individual student 

compared with her progress at the last test. More will be said later about the context and 

construction of the assessment teams. It can be said that there appeared to be consensus 

among central system administrators, policy writers and politicians about the need for 

measurement of student achievement to improve national standards and competitiveness 

in the world market (Apple, 2001).  

 

In his study of the rise of new education bureaucracies in the UK, Walsh (2006:96) 

critiques what he calls the ‘performance management culture’ based on transparency, 

openness, and accessibility. The new bureaucracies demand national curricula, external 

and internal assessment of students, increased reporting, target setting and 

standardisation. The tables have turned and suddenly the blame has been shifted from the 

policy producing centre to the ‘real’ culprits, those with responsibility for the 

implementation of policy and for improvement in student performance – the teachers. 

The combination of these demands has resulted in the teacher and pedagogy being 

‘treated as technical resources to be managed in the delivery of information to the 

knowledge economy’ (Walsh, 2006:101). Walsh asserts that the increased distrust of 
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teachers has led to the subordination of their professional knowledge and judgement in 

preference for the ‘measurement of performance’ so that their critical voices have been 

increasingly silenced at policy level (2006:112). I doubt that the voices of teachers were 

often heard at policy level but I agree with Walsh that the teacher and pedagogy are 

increasingly treated as manageable technical resources. Teaching and learning are now 

tightly bound to a narrow assessment through performance technologies. Ball (2006:148) 

makes similar assertions in an analysis of the technologies and mechanisms which he 

asserts have led to ‘the labyrinth of performativity.’    

 

In a study conducted by Smith and Larimer (2004) in the US, in which they interrogate 

how bureaucracy shapes school performance they note that schools tend to respond to the 

controls and demands of bureaucracy, rather than the needs and desires of their clients, 

that results in schools becoming bureaucratic agents. They argue that ‘education becomes 

a system that is hierarchically top heavy, rule bound and rigid’ demonstrating ‘a distance 

between the street-level bureaucrats (teachers) and their administrative overseers’ (Smith 

and Larimer, 2004:729). While it is interesting to examine the relationship between the 

people in Central Office and schools and interrogate how the realities of the classroom 

are understood by the system, my focus is on how the performance technologies put in 

place by the system valorise the complexities of learning and the pedagogical strategies 

that are the reality of the classroom. 

 

Increasingly ‘expertise’ has been situated in data, facts, statistics, graphs, rather than in 

people (who are not rational) and expertise in this form can be shaped by the technologies 

that were linked to the political rationalities. The performance measures, and the values 

that underlie the techniques of accountability, are legitimised by a rationale that many 

scholars question (Ozga, 2009, Grek et al., 2009). Miller and Rose (2008:27) argue that 

management depends largely on the production of self-regulating individuals through the 

use of technologies that discipline and claim expertise. While the shifts in public 

administration that have been noted and demonstrated elsewhere have resulted in the 

promotion of the management of facts, statistics and quantitative data as trustworthy, 

professionals are degraded to a position of distrust and irrationality. Indeed the reform 
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strategies of the evaluative state do not lead to deregulation but should be understood as a 

re-regulation (Ball, 2006:132). I suggest that this is the manner in which the social 

purposes of education are being increasingly side-lined or ignored through the 

transference of private sector efficiency and cost-cutting to the public sector.  

 

In a critique of the transformation of public administration Lundquist (2007:166-167) 

argues that although steering society can be achieved through the political, the economic 

and social systems and that the definitions of each may overlap, their goals and methods 

are conflicting and therefore incompatible. Government is about problematising, and 

problematising is used to define educational issues. When problems are defined and the 

solutions presented by the system, in the language of standards, performance and through 

mechanisms of accountability these become the political device for effective governance. 

This form of governing monitors and controls the outcomes by putting in place 

performance technologies created by the system. The redefinition of problems is a 

political technology that disguises power and that valorised by strong discourses. The 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document, described in 

Chapter Two, lays out the framework for the rhetoric of excellent teachers, good schools 

and successful students. Underlying the rhetoric of autonomy, flexibility, empowerment 

and trust are the performance technologies that the system employs to control and 

monitor and make accountable.  

 

Discourses of excellence 

 

Bureaucratic organisations make a model of the world that they are charged with 

administering and define the problems in their own terms. They use particular discourses 

to get people to believe this representation (Lea, 2008). Educational discourses are tightly 

bound to a particular rhetoric and certain key words that continue to appear in documents 

globally. It is important to question firstly what is understood by terms such as 

excellence, success, improvement, quality, achievement, targets, and standards when they 

are deployed so freely and secondly whose values determine what the real goals are. The 

language in itself is tantalising, it seems to capture everything and explain nothing. 
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However a closer look at the way in which the words are used may reveal that they have 

more to do with managing the outcomes than actually determining what quality or 

excellence is. What is understood by excellent teaching or a good teacher ‘depends on the 

criteria agreed or employed’ (Gillies, 2008:689). The general policy discourse turns its 

back on wider socio-economic issues to organisational quality that tends to encompass 

standards of provision (Gillies, 2008:691). Returning to the brief analysis of the 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document, from Chapter 

Two, I agree with Mosse when he writes:  

 

‘these statements of policy involve a special kind of writing that, while 

preserving the appearance of technical planning, accomplish the social tasks 

of legitimation, persuasion and enrolment, becoming  richly encoded with 

institutional and individual interests and ambitions and optimisms’ (Mosse, 

2005:21)  

 

The statement he makes resonates with data presented later that demonstrates the 

connections between the rhetoric and the practices. Performance technologies are 

increasingly employed as a political resource to determine and define success, ‘success is 

both an effect of, and a dynamic in, the process of evaluation’ (Clarke, 2005:224). 

Success is one of the key words in education and success is determined by a particular set 

of values and practices. Practices are articulated by rational models that deny complexity 

and diversity. Mosse (2005:230) warns about the seeming insipidness of the mobilising 

metaphors of policy discourse in the use of words like partnership, quality, and 

excellence, ‘whose vagueness, ambiguity and lack of conceptual precision is required to 

conceal ideological differences so as to allow compromise and the enrolment of different 

interests, to distribute agency and to multiply the criteria for success within project 

systems’ (emphasis in original). How the ideological differences emerge in this study will 

be demonstrated in the chapters to follow.  
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Often it is not a question of whether a project is successful but rather how success is 

socially produced or constructed. Miller and Rose (2008:33-34) assert that these 

performance technologies have become legitimising political rationalities. The political 

rationalities are articulated in a particular discourse, not just through rhetoric creating and 

shaping what is thinkable, but also take the form of authoritative, rational, and neutral 

data. Neo-liberalism marked the frontiers of a shift from a totally administered society 

(Miller and Rose, 2008:59). Governance is achieved by utilising instrumentalizing and 

mobilising techniques ‘other than those of ‘the State’ in order to govern ‘at a distance’ ‘ 

(Miller and Rose, 2008:61). Wright argues that  

 

ideology can be defined as systematic knowledge made up of materially-

founded and related discourses that are claims to truth, believed, taken as self-

evident or considered ‘natural’ – making alternative possibilities unthinkable, 

but rooted in historical conditions and subject to challenge (1994:26) 

 

It is through the deployment of a particular rhetoric combined with authoritative 

discourses that the performance technologies, become reified and replace professional 

judgement, pedagogical strategies, and result in the dilution of the complexities of 

learning, so that wherever we go, whatever we do, there is data to provide us with 

information. The fetish with data in educational terms concerns many educational 

scholars (Apple, 2001, Ball, 2000, Ozga, 2009, Shore and Wright, 1997). They question 

what is being measured, what are the fundamental values embedded in the gathering of 

particular forms of data in particular ways and many have noted that this has led to the 

subordination of professional judgement and the significance of social justice. However 

while these trends were evident, this study reveals the loss of something more 

fundamental to education; the intricacies of pedagogical practices that sustain the 

complexities of learning.  
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The fetish of data – What is being lost? 

 

The reliance on data to inform public sector reforms can been found in sectors outside of 

education. Ball (2006) and others, point to the focus on performance technologies and 

notes the effect that they have on professionalism and the creation of the technocrat. Not 

only is professionalism in danger of being lost, and some would have us believe that it is 

already lost, the reliance on data and use of performance technologies limit the ways in 

which we think and respond to change, as we are sucked into dominant discourses (Ball, 

2006:49-50). Although performance technologies are valorised in an authoritative 

discourse we have to remember that they are also steering mechanisms that are basal to 

the transforming education and learning (Ball, 2006:71). Pusey (1991:154) argues that 

‘those who drive this process of rationalisation believe in it and deploy it very powerfully 

as an evaluative framework that throws a difficult onus of justification on anyone who 

seeks to oppose them.’ The fixation with data appears to be driving the wheels of 

education in a particular direction, although the overt strategies of decentralisation tend to 

mask its power (Ozga, 2009).  

 

Walsh asserts that there is irrevocable damage being done by the reduction of classroom 

experience to the measurable. He suggests that the damage is irrevocable as fundamental 

values are lost or destroyed or ignored in preference for the narrow assessment utilitarian 

outcomes (2006:114). This study strengthens the suggestion that there is something much 

more fundamental to education that is being lost through the focus on performance 

technologies. I will show that although the shifts described in this chapter are evident in 

this study that the fundamental pedagogies and the complexities of learning are being 

diluted, ignored, or obscured by the focus on a narrow set of performance strategies. The 

performance technologies assess short term goals that result in narrowing the definition 

of what is taught, learned and ultimately measured.  
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Concluding comments 

 

Scholars of public administration generally agree that there has been a transition in the 

manner in which these organisations are structured and populated over the last three 

decades. The transition produced a shift from professionalism to new managerialism, 

restructuring the form of these organisations. At the same time there was a shift from 

government to governance, in which embedded strategies overtly decentralised, having 

the appearance of de-regulating, covertly recentralised control and power back to the 

centre. Policy techniques have used a particular discourse that enhances neutral and 

rational performance technologies and result in the production of data. The significant 

growth in data can be traced back to the early transitions in public administration. In the 

UK the contemporary discourse emphasises less prescriptive and more strategic centres 

that build local capacity and reduce central control (Ozga, 2009:154). However the 

central systems require that schools meet performance criteria from which data is 

gathered and used by the systems to legitimise ‘success’ or ‘failure’, to make 

comparisons and apportion blame (Ozga, 2009:158). 

  

Ball (2006:131) ponders whether education can be considered a separate moral sphere 

and therefore different from the political or the economical. The public sector is 

becoming more and more privatised; boundaries are blurred through the calculated use of 

controlling and disciplining technologies that create self-regulating subjects with new 

identities and a new understanding of the system in which they are subjects. The 

performance of a student, class, or whole school comes under the scrutiny of performance 

technologies that control and form the basis for effectiveness and quality in a rational and 

objective guise.  

 

Sharma and Gupta (2006:11) argue that bureaucratic procedures and routines shape the 

way in which people understand the state and become mechanisms for the reproduction 

and production of the state. If this is true, then it is through bureaucratic procedures and 

routines that public education is shaped and this study goes some way to illustrating how 

the reshaping of education is contextualised by the rhetoric and practices of Central 
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Office. At state and national level, the political emphasis on the instrumental value of 

education dominates the discourses of what public education was and should be. The 

relationship between the state, the economy, and education take a particular form with the 

collapse of ‘the social and economic fields of education into a single, over-riding 

emphasis on policy-making for economic competitiveness (Ball, 2006:131). The three 

technologies used in policy reform; the market, managerialism and performativity, when 

combined ‘offer a politically attractive alternative to the state-centred, public welfare 

tradition of educational provision’ (Ball, 2006:143). Although this study cannot 

demonstrate whether the biggest threat is to those who are socially, economically and 

culturally marginalised, it does demonstrate a shift in decision making away from 

judgements based on the professional and the expert towards an organisation that is 

regulatory and managerial. NPM was designed to respond to uniformity and standards 

and is a top down hierarchical way of managing that separates the policy writer from the 

practitioner.  

 

In the next chapter I describe and analyse the numeracy program, its birth, life, and its 

death. The numeracy team, who were instigators of its development, who nurtured it 

through the growing phase, and who finally saw it laid to rest give their voices to its 

strengths, their hopes and visions for a program that they believed contributed real 

achievements in pedagogy and learning. The voices of the teachers who were its 

recipients are brought together with those of the numeracy team. The numeracy team are 

the passionate and committed people whose voices have so much to contribute to the 

educational debates surrounding central interventions and regulatory centres of control 

and who have until now been silent.  
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Chapter Five: Guardians of the system - defending centralised 

programs 

 

To produce change is hard work. You have got to be able to work with the 

people. You know, people need time, time to learn about stuff, time to 

interpret it, time to go back and try stuff, to be able to come back and share 

what they have learnt. (Lisa, numeracy team) 

 

Introduction 

 

In the prologue I described a lesson in a Year Seven classroom given by Lisa, one of the 

numeracy team, in which she modelled one of the teaching strategies from the numeracy 

program for the classroom teacher. The brief demonstration she gave appeared to 

stimulate and motivate the rather passive Year Sevens and was later used as the starting 

point for a discussion about explicit teaching strategies and the development of numeracy 

learning skills with the classroom teacher. It was at this point in my fieldwork that I 

became convinced that the Professional Development numeracy program was not ‘just 

another intervention’ by the centralised system. It was grounded in evidence-based 

research and encompassed the complexities of learning numeracy skills and really did 

seem to work. Even though I had been ‘living and breathing’ the program on an almost 

daily basis for close to four months, it was only when I experienced at first hand what the 

program did in the classroom, that I fully understood its significance. My aim, in this 

chapter, is to demonstrate the strengths of the program that was used to train teachers to 

become specialists in numeracy. I describe the numeracy team, the people I call bureau-

professionals, illustrating their practices through observations made throughout the 

fieldwork. Their perspective of their role as guardians of the system was evident in their 

commitment to a strong public education system. Their commitment was demonstrated 

by their professional ethics and passion for a centralised program that supported schools 

effectively. The numeracy team established strong and lasting relationships with schools 

through the visits they made to schools that involved the specialist, the principal, some 

classroom teachers and students. I examine what the program did by using the voices of 
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teachers at workshops and from the school visits with teachers and principals. The 

numeracy team believed that the program effected real change in teaching practices. I 

analyse the elements that contribute to the program being an effective vehicle of change. 

However a detailed description of the structure and content of the numeracy program 

itself is the stuff of another thesis. The program was linked to a rigorous assessment 

strategy, developed by one of the team, trialled in schools and connected to the systemic 

assessment strategy. Not only was assessment an integral part of the program but the 

program itself was under continual assessment by the team and by the teachers who used 

it. After four years the state government requested that an external body, the Australian 

Council for Educational Research (ACER), review the program. I briefly examine the 

review and its findings. I begin by giving a short history of the development of the 

program. 

 

Creating interventions 

 

Centralised interventions in the form of programs are the typical reactions of 

governments as the solution to problems. When previous interventions are recognised as 

insufficient or lacking they spiral into the never-ending story of prescriptive intervention 

upon intervention (Lea, 2008:13). Interventions are always extraneous and have, 

according to Lea (2008:201), little relation to the realities of the situation and will have 

the effect of excluding rather than including. In 1998 the Western Australian state 

government mandated the introduction of a Curriculum Framework (explained in Chapter 

Two), that brought about dramatic changes to teaching practices in all schools. The 

framework divided subjects into Learning Areas and achievement into levels determined 

by outcome statements. Schools were given a period of six years to implement the 

Curriculum Framework into their practices. The following account of the development of 

the numeracy program is put together from conversations with members of the numeracy 

team as well as some teachers who were using the numeracy program.  

 

To support the introduction of the framework, Central Office decided that literacy and 

numeracy resources in the form of books and online programs were needed. Although a 
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number of courses had been launched, these were regarded as falling short of what was 

needed, they were too generic and ‘airy-fairy’ (Laura, numeracy team), without the 

‘actual guidelines in the terms of Mathematics or English or Science or any other’ 

(Primary Teacher). It soon became obvious to the Central Office administrators that 

teachers needed explicit material to support the implementation at this stage. Maths 

teachers, recognised for their expertise in classroom practices in schools and from 

districts, where they worked as Service Area Consultants (SAC), were ‘brought in’ 

(Laura, numeracy team) and employed by Central Office to develop the resources. These 

were the people who formed the numeracy team. They were given one year to produce 

resources that teachers could use in the classroom and they worked hard to produce the 

material to the deadline. There had been little research on how children learned 

mathematically and a local university collaborated with the team to research the stages of 

maths development. The numeracy team became part of the research team, working 

innovatively alongside academics with research experience. Guided by the experts at the 

university the numeracy team used their considerable classroom experience and expertise 

to examine how, as Lisa told me, ‘children think and learn about number and 

measurement’. This was ground-breaking research, exciting, but not without difficulties. 

The numeracy team had to learn to analyse, to question, and to reflect, in a manner that 

was new to them. Their skills came from the practices of the classroom and now they had 

to learn to articulate them in other ways. The work remained firmly based in research and 

evidence from actual classroom situations and was intensive and stimulating. Together 

the academics and the numeracy team gradually built up a deep understanding of how 

children learned mathematically, and determined how the learning strategies were 

developed in stages. The stages of development fitted with the developmental Curriculum 

Framework. Once the stages were understood the team began to develop tasks that would 

test precisely what stage of development the child had reached.  

 

To find out what the student had learned, activities were developed, called diagnostic 

tasks. Resource material was then produced in the form of books that demonstrated the 

developmental stages of mathematical learning. The material was divided into learning 

stages. For each stage a number of fundamental key understandings were taught using 
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explicit teaching strategies. The importance of explicit teaching strategies was 

fundamental. The teacher had to know what it was that the students would learn from the 

teaching. The diagnostic tasks were an important link as they tested the individual 

student’s development before moving to the next stage of learning. Teaching would 

initially begin with the whole class. Using her skills and the diagnostic tasks the class 

could be split into groups or individuals according to their learning stage. The teacher 

would then be able to move from group to group and assess the level of learning as the 

students progressed through the tasks. Tasks were always practical and hands- on, 

making use of the multitude of materials available in every classroom.  

 

After just a year the resource material was published and made available to schools. The 

numeracy team that researched and developed the resource material now possessed a 

deep knowledge and understanding of the way in which students learned maths strategies. 

When I questioned one of the numeracy team about this period she told me that the 

experience ‘really opened my eyes’, she realised ‘that teaching was much more than 

content, you had to know what the student knew.’ Each member of the team spoke with 

enormous enthusiasm about that period in their professional lives. The experience stayed 

with them and their obvious expertise and deep understanding earned them respect in 

workshops and in the schools they visited. The resources created such an interest in 

schools desperate for numeracy resources that would support the newly introduced 

Curriculum Framework that there was ‘an overwhelming demand from teachers for 

professional development (PD)’ (Laura, numeracy team). Laura who was working as a 

Service Area Curriculum Consultant (SAC), in one of the districts, was asked to provide 

PD to teachers in any school where it was requested. The first course took the form of a 

‘three day sit-down PD’.  The demand was so great that ‘there was no time to follow up 

with visits to schools.’   
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Riding the wave 

 

It has to be remembered that the development of the resource material coincided with the 

publishing of a national literacy and numeracy review by Federal government. The 

review revealed low standards of literacy and numeracy throughout Australia and placed 

Western Australia near the bottom. As I have mentioned, the state government responded 

to the review by introducing the Western Australian Literacy and Numeracy Assessment 

(WALNA) that would be used to test the progress of students as they progressed through 

the Curriculum Framework, at Year Three, Five, and Seven and eventually Year Nine. 

Riding on the wave of success of the PD that was requested as a result of the newly 

released resource material, Central Office decided to provide funding to schools for a 

program that would train classroom teachers in the under-achieving schools to become 

specialists in literacy or numeracy. Funding would be allocated to schools where the 

WALNA results showed students below the mean, where there were large numbers of 

Indigenous students and students who had English as a second language. The funding 

would pay for the training of a specialist teacher from the school in literacy and/or 

numeracy.  

 

When the literacy and numeracy resource material was completed the teams had expected 

to be disbanded and return to their jobs in schools and districts. However with a 

combined focus by the state and by the Federal governments on improvement in literacy 

and numeracy and the demand from teachers for PD, the teams were requested to develop 

a program to train specialist teachers in the under-achieving schools. After the training 

the specialists would be expected to work with classroom teachers in their schools to 

improve the achievement level of students. The aim was to create Specialist Teachers 

(ST) who could share their knowledge and model their practices, alongside the classroom 

teacher, in shoulder-to-shoulder teaching, in their own schools. As the literacy and 

numeracy programs were launched the teams realised that the ST would not only be 

expected to work alongside teachers in the classroom, but would also need to receive 

training in teaching other teachers, and in working closely with the principal. Over the 

next seven years the PD numeracy program evolved, responding to the need for whole 
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school planning and to changes in reporting procedures and assessment techniques. 

Between 45 and 75 ST’s were trained each year so that by the time I began my fieldwork 

over 500 ST’s had been trained throughout the state.  

 

Training was carried out over a period of two years during which the specialist attended a 

total of six three-day workshops and received visits at their school from one of the 

members of the numeracy team throughout the period. This was the framework for the 

PD program developed by the numeracy team. Initially funding was allocated to the 

program by the state for a period of four years after which time it was assessed and 

reviewed by an independent body. The program received positive reviews in the review 

carried out by the ACER in 2004. More will be said about this later. The successful 

review of the program allowed its continuation for a further four years. In March 2008, 

when I began my fieldwork, the numeracy team had been reduced to three, the fourth 

member, Deborah, having been temporarily promoted to line manager. At the start of a 

new school year they were busy making arrangements for the workshops and planning 

their school visits.  

 

The working life of the numeracy team 

 

On the second day of fieldwork I returned to my desk from an early morning coffee with 

Graham, my notebook in hand, wondering what I should do now. The three work stations 

in front of my desk were deserted of people although the computer screens were live, 

flashing the pause screen and each desk was cluttered with an array of documents, 

folders, and glossy books and the floor space crammed with large, brightly-coloured 

plastic boxes. I wondered how anyone could work in these cramped conditions. There 

was little room for storage and certainly no privacy. To my right was the glass wall of the 

line manager’s office, now occupied by Deborah, who was huddled over the phone. I 

could hear keyboards clattering, the sound of phones ringing and conversations in the 

background. There was constant background noise. In the cramped space between the 

three desks a small round table had been squeezed in and the three women, Lisa, Laura 

and Rachel, seemingly oblivious to the background noise, sat huddled together, their 
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heads almost touching, deep in conversation. As I approached Lisa looked up from the 

table, caught my eye, smiled, and asked if I wanted to join them, saying that this might be 

interesting for me. Lisa had been the first to welcome me to the numeracy team when I 

began fieldwork the previous day. She had been curious about my project and became 

enthusiastic when she found out that I had been given a desk in their area. She was keen 

for me to understand what the numeracy program involved. I already knew that she had 

been part of the team for seven years and that she loved the challenge of the work. The 

two other women, Laura and Rachel, looked up, smiled and hurriedly moved their chairs 

and papers and made a space for me. I quickly grabbed my chair from behind my desk 

and pushed it into the cramped space available between the desks and boxes.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Photograph of the open office space 

 

Rachel, in her late 30’s, the youngest and newest member of the team, eagerly explained 

to me that she had presented a three day training workshop to a group of primary maths 

teachers for the first time. This had been a daunting experience for her. Until a year ago 
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Rachel had worked as a specialist maths teacher in a primary school and had only ever 

stood in front of students in the classroom; now she was expected to present at workshops 

to groups of between 30 and 50 teachers and visit schools and coordinate with the 

teachers and their principal. However she felt that the workshop had gone well despite 

her nerves.  

 

After workshops the team always sat together to read the teachers’ evaluations of the 

workshop, discuss the comments, and note, not only what worked but, more importantly, 

note the suggestions for adjustments. Rachel was anxious to read the evaluations. Lisa 

suggested that it might help me understand what the program was about if I joined them 

while they read the evaluations from the teachers. I was welcome to read the evaluations 

and then listen to the team discussing the suggestions that had been made by the teachers. 

The team would then decide whether they should make adjustments to the next 

workshop, if the focus should be changed and how they could accommodate requests for 

other material. The third member of the group, Laura, merely nodded and smiled and we 

bent our heads over the papers and read in silence.  

 

For almost an hour the evaluations were passed round the group. I noted that, in the 

written evaluations, many teachers constructively praised the content of the workshop, 

naming what it was that had been helpful to their understanding of how their students 

learned the concepts. I understood that although Rachel had been responsible for the 

running of the workshop that Lisa had been present to provide support and to answer 

questions that Rachel was unable to answer. They had both taken note of the teachers 

who had grasped the concepts immediately and who had struggled. The evaluations 

confirmed their judgements. As we gradually finished reading the evaluations Rachel and 

Lisa made notes about which of the teachers had an aptitude for the training, and which 

ones would probably struggle to understand the new practices and concepts. They also 

discussed the concepts they would focus on the next time and what was suggested in the 

evaluations. Rachel listened intently to the comments made by her colleagues. Lisa and 

Laura, both in their 50’s, had worked with the program for over seven years. Before that 

they had worked in remote areas of the state initially as teachers and then as district 
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officers providing numeracy support. They had an extensive knowledge of the districts, 

of the principals and of the teachers. Based on the experience and the relationships they 

had established they were aware which schools were ‘on track’ and which ones needed 

more support. 

 

Lisa and Rachel then discussed how they would tackle the next workshop, who would 

present and who would provide support. Laura was alone responsible for delivering 

workshops to secondary teachers in the middle school. Having completed the discussion 

about the workshop and the evaluations the team moved on to discuss maths strategies 

and different ways of diagnosing learning difficulties. At this point Rachel contributed 

using her current experience as a teacher in a school to give examples of how students 

responded to different tasks. During the course of the morning I realised that the rapport 

these women had with each other was grounded in deep professional respect. From time 

to time the telephone rang at one of the desks and arrangements were quickly made to 

‘call back’ or email. People from other departments called by and, realising that the team 

were having a meeting, arranged to make contact later. Although we paused for a tea-

break mid-morning the conversation quickly returned to the work at hand.  

 

Lisa and Rachel each had about 35 schools that they had responsibility for. Part of the 

training involved visits to schools and talking to the specialists about their issues. Lisa 

and Rachel had responsibility for the training of primary school teachers and because the 

team had recently lost the third team member, Deborah, through a temporary promotion 

to line manager they now had a bigger workload. The workshop Rachel had just run was 

a first year training workshop but they had teachers in their second year of training that 

were also due workshops and would require school visits.  

 

The follow up visits were important, Lisa told me. On the visit to a school the team was 

often able to observe students being taught and teachers teaching. They were able to 

gauge the actual situation at each school. They arranged meetings with the new specialist 

in which they discussed problem classes where either the teacher or the students were 

struggling. The specialists might have three or four classes in which they worked on a 
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regular basis. Sometimes when they visited a school the specialist asked to see a teaching 

strategy being modelled in one of the classes. Lisa and Laura talked about the modelling 

experience being ‘a big learning curve’ for everyone. Laura explained that modelling 

teaching strategies to other teachers was powerful. By using a questioning technique and 

some simple strategies the teaching became effective. Sometimes the students responded 

in ways that surprised the person modelling and they had to be creative in their own 

actions. During these visits a meeting was arranged with the school principal and the 

person from the numeracy team and the specialist. Lisa helped Rachel organise her 

calendar for the coming visits. In this way their calendars were filled up with workshops, 

usually held in the city, and with visits to the schools, through to the end of the school 

year. The visits were organised to fit in with the rhythms of the schools, and meetings had 

to be arranged in school hours, so that classes and students could be observed. The team 

then arranged to meet the new specialists and principals after school hours. I gathered 

that Lisa was able to help Rachel prepare for the visits as she was knowledgeable about 

the individual schools, the school leadership, the strengths of the specialist teacher, and 

the challenges presented by the other staff and students.  

 

In the middle of this conversation, Deborah, the third member of the primary team, joined 

us. Deborah, like Lisa, had been part of the team since the program began seven years 

ago. She had a similar history to Lisa and Laura and had also been deeply involved in the 

development of the initial resources and then with the evolution of the training program. 

Her recent promotion to temporary line manager for the numeracy team had meant that 

Deborah had moved into an office used by the previous line manager who had been given 

a temporary promotion to work on adjusting the way in which the resources were 

allocated to the program. The line manager had moved into an office on another floor 

where she was closer to the people working on adjustments resulting from Classroom 

First (Department of Education and Training, 2007).  

 

Deborah greeted us all cheerily and, after a glance round the table, told us that she was 

curious to hear how the workshop had gone. She told us that she felt bad that her 

temporary promotion meant that Lisa and Rachel now had to share the work of three 
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people and wanted to know if they needed any help. Her concern for her colleagues and 

questions about their proposed workshops and school visits demonstrated her strong 

commitment to the program. Lisa praised Rachel’s first workshop presentation. She 

commented, that the teachers’ evaluations reflected Rachel’s deep understanding of how 

children learn maths’ concepts, that was strengthened by her recent classroom 

experience. An ever present concern throughout the meeting was the demands placed 

upon them to meet the demands of all the schools. Already they were struggling to fit all 

the school visits to schools into their calendars. Deborah suggested that they cut back by 

not visiting places where the second year specialists were coping well, or where they 

knew the leadership was strong. By doing this they could concentrate on the schools that 

would benefit most from their visit. At this point they did not know how long the 

program would continue and that the coming restructure of the organisation may lead to 

changes. The Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document 

certainly signalled significant changes but how these were going to put into practice was 

uncertain. Although Lisa and Rachel were not entirely satisfied they acknowledged that 

the solution was probably the best given the circumstances. They then briefly discussed 

what the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document 

would mean for the program and if, as it was suggested, the program would be 

withdrawn, where and who would be the provider of specialist training. Having no real 

answers the conversation eventually came back to the dates for the school visits and 

which schools should receive them.  

 

Near lunch-time the team began to discuss the theme closest to their hearts, the teaching 

of math strategies and the assessment of learning. In the months that followed I heard 

similar discussions many times. The discussion involved the assessment of students using 

a monitoring tool, initially developed by Deborah, and that the schools were trialling 

unofficially. The monitoring tool, that had taken years to develop, provided tasks that the 

teacher gave to individual students that demonstrated understanding of a strategy or 

concept. In this way the teacher could be sure when a particular ‘key understanding’ had 

been learned and what the next strategy for teaching should be. Deborah explained that 

the monitoring tool was linked to the diagnostic tasks that had been developed as part of 
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the numeracy resources. They launched into an enthusiastic discussion about the 

relevance of assessment and the manner in which assessment was being carried out by the 

system. They appeared to be sure in the knowledge that the judgements made by the 

teachers they taught were based on sound assessment techniques that demonstrated the 

achievement of students.  

 

On our way to the lunch room Rachel explained to me that she was initially unsure about 

taking a position in the numeracy team. She enjoyed her work in the school as a specialist 

immensely and enjoyed working with other teachers and a range of students. She 

decided, however, that the invitation to join them was an opportunity, to expand her 

skills, to work with the people whom she held in high regard, and to work with teachers 

in schools outside her own. Now, after a year in her new role, she was sure that she 

wanted to continue as a member of the numeracy team. Rachel said that she had 

enormous respect for the other members of the team and felt that there was a lot to be 

learned from them. She was beginning to enjoy running the PD workshops, building 

relationships with the specialists and visiting them in their schools. She felt privileged to 

have access to classrooms in schools throughout the state and the opportunities to observe 

and model teaching for many teachers and work with a diverse range of students. On her 

visits to schools over the last year, she had begun to establish good relationships with the 

principals and had a unique insight into the issues that individual schools had to face 

every day. On these visits she went into classrooms with the specialist and through 

observation and modelling could actively change teaching practices.  

 

After lunch was over and the team headed back to their desks Rachel told Deborah that 

she was worried about the renewal of her contract. She found it difficult to make plans 

for workshops and visits when she knew that her contract was to terminate in three 

weeks. She explained, for my benefit, that she was on contract for a year to Central 

Office from her school where she still held a permanent position. With the pending 

restructure no contracts could be renewed, at most they were ‘rolled over’ for a period of 

three months, and now everyone was waiting to find out what the new structure would 

bring. Her contract was due to terminate in three weeks time and she was anxious to 
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know whether it would be rolled over, renewed, or whether she was expected to return to 

her school. She was anxious to know whether she could make promises about future 

visits to these schools. Also, she was under pressure from her own school to let them 

know whether she would be returning or not as they had a replacement with whom they 

were satisfied. She asked Deborah what she knew about the renewal of contracts.  

 

From the ensuing conversation, I began to realise that it was not just Rachel who was in 

doubt about her job. Lisa, Laura and even Deborah were on contracts none of which were 

valid for longer than two years. It was normal procedure in this section of Central Office 

where qualified teachers took up positions in the organisation. Although qualified 

teachers were employed in Curriculum Support, due to teacher shortages in the state, a 

rule had been endorsed that any teachers employed in this section were unable to hold 

permanent positions. Instead they were released from their school on a two year contract 

and could be sent back to their schools at any time.  

 

When the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document had 

been introduced six months earlier, the section had been informed that as a result, there 

was to be an organisational restructure and that no contracts would be renewed until the 

restructure was complete. However there had been several delays to the plan for the 

restructure and no one knew what the new structure would involve or what would happen 

to the programs. They knew only that they would each have to apply for a position in the 

new structure when it was in place. No one seemed to know what the new structure 

would be, what their job would be, or even if they had a job. Deborah, it seemed, was just 

as much in the dark as the others. Deborah promised to contact Graham, their director, as 

soon as she could as Rachel’s situation was the most pressing. Each of the women 

returned to their desks and began to catch up on the emails and messages that had piled 

up in the course of the morning, to plot the visits into their calendars after contacting the 

school, and to arrange for the next set of workshops. There was very little conversation 

for the rest of the afternoon and, although there were still smiles and the ‘business as 

usual’ attitude, I wondered whether behind the façade there might be more tension and 

uncertainty than they were showing.  
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Meetings and conversations similar to the one recounted here occurred in many different 

scenarios over the next few months. But it was not until I accompanied the numeracy 

team to the workshops and on the school visits that I began to understand the strength of 

the program. Its strength can best be illustrated with a vignette from one Laura’s 

workshops. As Laura was a secondary maths teacher she alone had responsibility for 

training the teachers who taught in what she called ‘middle school’, Years Eight to Ten. 

These were the students who had left primary school, but had not yet reached high school 

where they would take the leaving exams and Tertiary Entrance Examinations. She 

invited me to come to the very first workshop that she would present for a group of 

secondary maths teachers, a group she had yet to meet. The workshop was held in a hotel 

in the city and Laura was the sole presenter. The workshop tested Laura’s ability as a 

presenter to the full but it also turned out to provide her with strong and useful alliances.  

 

Laura’s fan club 

 

I arranged with Laura that I would meet her on the second morning of the first three-day 

workshop with the first year trainees. While I was keen to meet with her on the first day 

she informed me that this would not work for her as she wanted ‘to have the first day to 

find out who they were.’ The workshop was held in a conference room in the hotel. She 

had used the first day to get to know the group and to find out about their teaching 

practices and the different kinds of schools that they came from. Laura explained that 

finding out about the teachers, their personalities, their teaching style and the pressures 

that they were under, would determine the way in which she delivered the workshop. I 

met her on the stairway up to the conference room and almost before we had finished 

exchanging pleasantries she told me that she was extremely concerned about the group. 

She quickly explained that she felt that she had ‘a battle’ on her hands and recounted the 

details of what had transpired the day before.  

 

The group of 14 consisted of three men and eleven women, all with over ten years 

teaching experience. However the three male teachers, two of whom came from the same 

school, had made it clear early on in first day that they had been ‘told to take the course 
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by their principal’. They also made it clear that their experience of Central Office PD was 

that it was a ‘waste of time, nothing personal, we don’t know you, but we are here under 

protest.’  They did not however intend to sabotage the course in any way and had 

therefore decided that the best course of action was one of non-involvement. Laura had 

become extremely distressed and gathering all her pedagogical tools suggested that non-

involvement was a poor option. She encouraged them to involve themselves, particularly 

if they felt that something was a ‘waste of time’, so that they could all engage in 

constructive conversations and, maybe that way, everyone could get something out of the 

PD. The men agreed that they would participate. Laura felt that the women became 

reticent about involving themselves as a result and the atmosphere had remained tense.  

Laura felt she was still ‘on edge.’ I asked her if she would like me to leave given the 

difficult situation but she replied that she would be interested in my opinion. She 

welcomed an ‘impartial observer’ for the morning session and hoped that we could find a 

few minutes to talk over lunch. It was with some trepidation that I accompanied her to the 

function room.  

 

We were the first to arrive so I was able to find out where the male teachers sat and 

positioned myself at the opposite side of the table from them. The group gathered and I 

was introduced briefly by Laura who had distributed my information sheets on the 

previous day. I then described my project, following protocols about consent, and was 

given permission to remain with the group. I turned my attention to Laura who began by 

saying:  

I am going to model a lesson for you. This can be done in a number of ways 

depending on your personality. It is wrong to say there is only one way to 

teach something, so take from it what you can use and adapt it. The ST role is 

an enormous leadership role. You need a game plan for how you can get it 

integrated into the school. You are the one who knows the school, the 

students and the teachers. I think the first year is going to be messy. You 

can’t set yourself up as the expert, you are learning too. You don’t know what 

is going to work for your school, your staff and your students. You have to 
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try things out, see what works, and use your experience to inform your 

choices.  

 

Although I was noting down what Laura said I was also aware of the reactions of the men 

opposite me. What happened over the next 45 minutes I have never really understood 

entirely. At first their attention seemed to be elsewhere, staring intently at a spot on the 

wall, or at the paper in front of them. Something changed and I sensed that they were 

listening. Not just listening but that they were also interested. I watched how their body 

language changed. I began to worry when they began to write notes to one another on 

their pads, but then one of them raised his hand and looked straight at Laura. I was so 

surprised that I forgot to write. He asked a question and she calmly answered. Their faces 

were now turned towards her and they were obviously listening intently. At the end of the 

‘lesson’ she asked the teachers to complete some exercises in pairs as she would do with 

the students. The men engaged in the exercises and discussed the strategy animatedly 

with each other. I overheard one of the men, John make the comment to his colleague that 

he could see this working with the Year Nines. Laura completed the lesson by asking the 

group to recount the different strategies used. By now most of the group was involved in 

the discussion. When Laura completed the modelling and the examples and had answered 

questions from many people in the group the atmosphere was almost jovial. The group, 

including the men, left to take a tea-break and Laura and I were suddenly alone. With an 

audible sigh she turned to me smiling, ‘What happened?’ she asked looking slightly 

bewildered. ‘I don’t know’ I replied, ‘but one thing is certain, you have got them eating 

out of your hand!’   

 

As the morning progressed it seemed that my prognosis was correct. The three men were 

now engaged, John questioned Laura constantly, and I even heard him make the odd 

joke. Over lunch Laura explained to me that the obvious resistance that the men had 

expressed both verbally and physically was something that she encountered regularly at 

her workshops, although usually in undertones. She explained that there were many 

secondary maths teachers who used traditional strategies to teach, who were ‘good at 

maths,’ but who had the attitude that if a student was not able to understand ‘the way to 
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solve something’ then the student would never be, in their terms, good at maths. Often 

the teachers would teach the same strategies they had learned themselves and did not 

realise that there might be other ways to solve a problem. In the beginning the workshops 

had been an uphill battle and many had resisted teaching ‘another way’. Laura had 

learned to be sensitive about the way in which she suggested that there were other ways 

to teach. Modelling, as I had just seen, was the strongest tool she had. Although the 

Curriculum Framework had been implemented to a large degree in primary schools that 

followed a developmental structure, the middle school, Years Eight to Ten, tended to 

look to the Senior High School and to the coming Tertiary Entrance Exams for their 

structure. So, although there was change coming through from the lower years, the 

middle school teacher cohort remained heavily resistant to the ideas of a developmental 

framework even ten years after its introduction.  

 

After lunch the three men seemed to have forgotten their initial resistance to the program 

and the rest of the workshop went smoothly. At the end of the three days, Laura was 

satisfied with the group and the progress that they made and was keen to visit them in 

their schools. A few months later Laura told me that each of the men made sure that she 

got into classrooms and modelled for some of the teachers in their schools. They were 

often on the phone to Laura and sent her emails informing her of their progress or asking 

advice about how to tackle a problem. They were very excited about how maths was 

progressing since they had begun to employ the strategies of the program. We nicknamed 

them ‘Laura’s fan club’.  

 

One day about six months later, after another three day workshop and visit, John 

excitedly rang Laura in the office to tell her that his school had just had a visit from the 

Director General. The Director General wanted to see some of the low-achieving maths 

classes and John had taken her into his own Year Eight class. After the lesson the 

Director General told him that she was impressed. John then told her that he now had a 

problem because he would have to plan the teaching for them in Year Nine. The low-

achieving Years Nines would normally just do Year Eight’s work but this year, thanks to 

the numeracy training program, they had learned the work. He admitted, with his usual 
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attempt at humour, that he was going to have to do some extra planning. He hoped that 

the Director General understood the irony of his problem. By the end of the school year, 

the men, whose initial unwillingness and resistance to the numeracy program was so 

abundantly clear, were the ones who had become the strongest advocates for the training 

and for the new ways of thinking about learning mathematically. 

 

Praise for the power of a centralised program  

 

On follow-up visits to schools, I talked to principals and specialist teachers about how 

useful the program was in their school. Stories similar to the one recounted above were 

told to me. I was present at workshops where the team presented to groups of over 50 

teachers at a time. Some teachers admitted to having initial doubt about the effectiveness 

of the program, but as the training progressed, they had come to realise its strength. In 

one conversation with a teacher, she told me that if she had not become involved in the 

program, she would have been burnt out long ago, and would have left teaching. She 

found it the ‘most useful pedagogical tool ever.’ Other teachers talked about the PD 

training giving them a new lease of life. It motivated them to teach and gave them a 

stronger sense of commitment. They had observed how students began to work 

mathematically and became motivated and interested. These teachers had a wide range of 

teaching experience. There were teachers who had only taught for two years who had 

volunteered for the specialist training when it was offered at their school. They were 

enthusiastic about the program and about working with other teachers in their school.  

 

The first time I met Emily was when Lisa and I visited her school. The school was in a 

remote area over 2,000 km from Perth. It had a transient community of Indigenous people 

and had a reputation for problem students and inexperienced staff that ‘got off the plane, 

felt the heat and turned round and flew back to Perth’ (Lisa). Emily was in her second 

year of specialist training. She was a motivated and bright young woman. Later I met her 

at one of the workshops where she told me her story.  
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Fig. 5.2 Photograph of a school in a remote area 

 

I was surprised that Emily had taken on the role of specialist as she had only been 

teaching for four years. Emily told me that she had chosen to become a specialist as she 

was frustrated about not having the expertise or knowledge to reach all her students. She 

realised that there were other teachers who were frustrated and volunteered to do the 

specialist training. At first she just wanted to be able to help the students but then she 

realised that the teachers also needed help. She told me that she had been naive at the 

start thinking that she could work with everyone in the school. The resistance she 

encountered surprised her, particularly from the more mature members of staff. There 

were also a couple of young graduates, like herself, that she went out with on a Friday 

night who said they were uncomfortable about having her in their classes. She knew from 

the stories they told that they were ‘out of their depth’. When Lisa visited the school 

Emily had spoken to her about her frustrations. Lisa had helped her understand that the 

teachers were, like the students, only able to learn when they were ready. Lisa suggested 

that Emily concentrated on the classes she could get into. As far as the other teachers 
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were concerned Emily could arrange to meet them after class and plan their lessons 

together to provide a little support. They had been willing to do this and some progress 

had been made. At the start of her second year as a specialist a couple of the mature 

teachers had approached her and asked if she had some ideas for the students they were 

worried about. Emily arranged to sit in on the classes and meet with the teachers 

afterwards. The conversations she had with those teachers were encouraging and, 

although she still had to be careful about not pushing them, she knew that they had begun 

working with some of the strategies she had shown them. At the workshop on the 

following day I bumped into Emily’s principal who was so enthusiastic about the changes 

that had been brought about by the program, by Emily and by Lisa, that I could hardly get 

him to stop talking. He noticed that the students were happier about coming to school, 

were learning more and that there was a different collegial atmosphere in the staffroom.  

 

The energy and engagement that the specialists experienced in the classrooms was often a 

talking point in the workshop sessions. There was exchange of experiences, of strategies, 

what worked, where, with whom, and how. The teachers talked about ‘a big learning 

journey’, one said, ‘I really believe this will make a difference to student self esteem, 

confidence in maths, enjoyment and engagement’. The enthusiasm for the work done by 

the team was evident in other comments from teachers; the program provided ‘great 

resources’ and the team were ‘excellent presenters’. The comments came from teachers 

in schools where both the students and teachers were struggling to cope.  

 

What the program presented was not just the developmental strategies for learning 

numeracy but also a wide range of pedagogical tools that could be adjusted to the 

disparate groups. One principal told me that the program ‘was the best strategy that we 

have ever experienced in terms of making a difference.’ No matter who I talked to they 

were certain that the program provided useful pedagogical tools and provided real 

support to the development of the students’ learning. Not only were they convinced that 

the training was effective, but they talked about their deep respect for the knowledge, 

expertise and professionalism of the team.  
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The strength of the numeracy team 

 

The observations I made and the feedback I received in the various settings in which I 

was located through the course of 2008 helped demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

program. Its obvious success in classrooms was a reflection of the professional manner in 

which the numeracy team worked together built relationships with teachers and 

principals, gained their respect, and effected sustainable changes in teaching practices in 

disparate sites. The goal of the numeracy team was to build on teachers’ knowledge of 

learning and provide them with pedagogies that would allow each student the opportunity 

to develop mathematically. The numeracy program was the tool that facilitated this goal. 

By training teachers to become specialists in understanding how mathematical learning 

develops, their teaching practices could be adjusted.  

 

At no time in the seven years of the delivery of the program had development stopped. It 

was an on-going process. The numeracy team were innovative and creative, they 

reflected and responded to the needs of teachers and students and were aware of the 

diversity of the leadership, staff and students in the individual schools. They had a certain 

amount of autonomy. Their perspective was as guardians of a system that put in place 

centralised programs that were effective and successful. They were ‘agents of change’ (a 

phrase used by Lisa), aware of the power of their positions they nevertheless, took time to 

build up relationships, to reflect with each other and with the specialists and work 

collaboratively to develop a deep understanding of the diversity of each school. The 

quote at the beginning of this chapter illustrates Lisa’s understanding of what is needed to 

successfully produce change.  

 

The numeracy team worked from a particular set of values, beliefs and commitment to 

the role of the system in which they worked. They were public servants working in their 

capacity to serve the state and serve the client. For these women there seemed to be no 

particular dilemma. This is not to say that there were no grumbles or dissatisfaction about 

the way things were done; which schools were given the funding, or which teachers were 

‘chosen’ to be specialists, there were, and the grumbles grew louder as time went on. The 
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team members were clearly worried about the future of the program and about what their 

work would involve after the restructure and as a result they began to dissect their work 

for flaws and for possible areas of weakness, as time went on and no clear message had 

been given. Gradually the changes resulting from Classroom First (Department of 

Education and Training, 2007) began to take shape. First the funding mechanism was 

altered and the budget previously allocated to the program was allocated directly to 

schools.  

 

Building relationships 

 

On many occasions one of the numeracy team would stop what they were doing to 

explain their work to me. On one of these occasions I asked Lisa about her role in the 

bureaucratic organisation. She could not imagine herself in a job where she was ‘stuck in 

the office.’ It was important for her to be able to maintain an active contact with schools, 

to be physically able to visit different schools and understand at first hand the diverse 

range of teachers and students. She often talked about not being stuck in the office, that 

getting out and visiting schools, being aware of the realities of the classroom and the 

experience of the classroom teacher, were significant to the structure and content of the 

numeracy program. They would not have been able to tackle the realities of the 

classroom if they had only been behind their desks.  

 

The power of the team lay in being able to reflect, adjust and respond to the practices of 

the classroom. Each member of the team talked about the importance of maintaining an 

ongoing relationship with schools, understanding the problems and the diversity of staff 

and students. Lisa talked about the autonomy that the team enjoyed and the professional 

role that they took in adjusting the program. They were respectful of each others 

knowledge and expertise and understood the need to build up close relationships with 

teachers and principals in schools throughout the state. Their conversations were about 

explicit learning strategies and about understanding pedagogy. They were acutely aware 

that dressing in a particular way, talking in a particular way, and acting in a particular 

way, had the potential to build barriers between them and the schools. Therefore they 
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maintained a particular manner of dressing, talking and acting when they approached a 

school for the first time. It was important to get the relationship right from the beginning. 

 

The weakness of the numeracy team 

  

I was curious about what the numeracy team regarded as the role of Central Office. As 

far as I could tell they worked autonomously in their team, were able to reflect, adjust and 

respond to the needs of schools and appeared to have a free hand to plan the workshops, 

the visits and the content of the numeracy program. However as a team they were to 

some extent isolated from the workings of Central Office. They were often the last to 

know when decisions had been made. Lisa claimed that there were people who were 

good at ‘corridor policy talk’ and that she was not. I asked her what she meant. Lisa told 

me that she was only interested in running the program and making sure that it was 

relevant to schools’ needs, she was not interested in promoting herself either to her 

managers or to her Director and, she implied, there were those who did.  

 

Bureaucratic organisations become embedded with meaning for those who inhabit them, 

just as the people who inhabit them reflect those identities and meanings (Shore, 2000). 

In many ways the team worked and reacted independently of the rest of the organisation. 

Somehow they were ‘out of the loop’, and if I understood Lisa correctly this was by 

choice. Certainly with regard to the changes that were to arise from the implementation 

of the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document and the 

restructure, their political positioning and knowledge of what was about to happen were 

minimal. The hierarchical structure of the organisation ensures a delegation of work from 

the higher, policy level strategic planning to the lower, technical administration and 

practical delivery of services. However the flow of communication that informs policy 

upward from practices and from policy intentions to practices is always in tension.  

 

Lipsky (1980:16) observes that the lower level workers often do not share the same 

perspectives as their superiors and therefore cannot be regarded as working towards the 

same goals. He suggest that there are differences of interests inside bureaucratic 
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organisations and suggests that the lower level workers will have claims to professional 

status and have a role interest in their job, while the managers are interested in results 

(Lipsky, 1980:19). The arguments he presents certainly apply to the bureau-professionals 

in the numeracy team. The difference in perspectives from the lower level to the higher 

level will be examined and analysed in the following chapters.  

 

I had similar conversations with Laura who felt responsibility to the schools and was 

unsure how effective the organisation was while, as she put it, ‘waiting for the 

restructure’. The insecurity and the lack of information about the future and form of the 

programs caused much frustration. Time and energy was spent on speculating what future 

work would entail. The team were somewhat passive about the coming changes, telling 

me that, although they knew the program would change, they did not know what form it 

would take, and what message they could give to schools about the extent of provision of 

numeracy support. The team felt insecure and because of this that they were less 

effective. They were given different messages by the line manager, the program was 

‘winding down’ and the Director told them to ‘do less work in schools.’ Rachel said she 

felt they were ‘treading water a little bit because we couldn't make promises. Lots of 

people need to know before they get something, they have to know, what is the 

commitment behind it?’ Remaining committed to the programs was problematic in the 

face of the insecurity. If the restructure was going to change the form and content of the 

work, what would that mean for the numeracy team? For them maintaining a strong 

relationship with schools was crucial to carrying out their work effectively. None of the 

numeracy team regarded sitting at a desk, writing policy documents, or texts as an 

effective manner in which to provide support schools to develop and to change teaching 

practices. Although the statements in Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) indicated the writing on the wall as far as their future was concerned the 

team were strangely reluctant to make sure that people further up the hierarchy 

understood what it was exactly that they did every day.  

I questioned the members of the numeracy team about their role in Central Office and 

what they felt the centrally run programs could achieve. Lisa reflected firstly on being 
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part of the Central Office team and on the strength of being in Central Office where there 

was ‘a clear idea of its Professional Development,’ and ‘professional idea of what we 

want teachers to learn’, and ‘being a central initiative, where you have the same message 

going out to everyone.' The idea that the public system was able to mediate a central 

initiative that was well-researched and continually developed is a strong one. In this study 

the dilemma recognised by Lipsky (1980) and others would be between being loyal to the 

schools and being loyal to Central Office, but as Lisa has demonstrated with her 

comments, as long as they were able to use their autonomy and adjust and adapt the 

centrally run programs to the needs of schools, there was no conflict between being loyal 

to Central Office and being loyal to schools. This conflict was however hovering on the 

horizon. The team generally believed that a properly structured and resourced system was 

and could continue to make significant changes to teaching practices and to the 

achievement of students. Their understanding of the role of Central Office was based on 

the traditional provision of centralised programs that were centrally controlled. Although 

their commitment and passion for educational values was unified it did not match the 

changes that were about to take place and which were based on a different set of values 

as I will show in Chapter Six. 

 

The strength of the numeracy program  

 

There were a number of levels at which change impacted upon learning. The first was 

effected through the training of the ST by the expertise and deep knowledge of the 

numeracy team. Next change was effected through the modelling of lessons by the ST in 

classrooms, through the modelling of strategies and in the planning and collaborative 

work carried out between the ST and the classroom teachers. Change was also effected 

through whole school planning which included the principal. The effect was to de-

privatise teaching and to break down the barriers traditionally associated with the 

isolation of teaching, and to make teachers aware of subtleties and nuances of pedagogies 

of which they were previously unaware. There is no doubt that the program caused 

teachers to re-asses their teaching practices, making them more explicit and more 

purposeful. By giving teachers pedagogical strategies that related to the development of 
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mathematical learning in their students, combined with supportive assessment strategies 

developed by the team, the teachers were able to change their teaching practices in a 

supportive professional environment. Rachel, had experience of the program as an ST 

and now part of the Central Office team, told me that schools were confident in the 

program, ‘it was well researched, well constructed, and it was central and everybody got 

the same message’. Lisa expressed her belief in the power of the program in this way ‘It 

is a feeling that you can produce change in a fairly major way through the ST, because 

the ST is then going to have all those teachers coming past them. So you think about that 

degree of change that you can achieve!’  

 

I asked Lisa if changes could just as easily be achieved by teachers working in networks 

and through mentoring and from having an explicit policy framework, that provided the 

teachers with a structure and goals, as was suggested in the Classroom First (Department 

of Education and Training, 2007) document. Lisa pointed out that the document was just 

that, a text. The text had to be understood, interpreted and implemented into practices. 

Lisa maintained that teachers would continue doing what they did and the production of 

the document did not mean that practices would change as a result. The quote, from Lisa, 

at the beginning of this chapter refers to the complexities involved in changing practice. 

Lisa understood that changing teaching practices required time, time to learn, to reflect, 

to interpret and to share experience. The role of the organisation in her opinion was to 

have people in positions like hers to do the interpreting and to facilitate the 

implementation. Without that expertise the connections between ideology and practice 

would be lost.  

The weakness of the numeracy program  

Over the decade the PD programs had been in existence, more than 500 teachers had been 

trained to be specialists in either literacy or numeracy. Considering that there were 780 

state schools, it might sound like there should be an active specialist in almost two-thirds 

of the schools. This was not the case. An ST could only be used in the role for as long as 

the school had funding for one. The initial funding supplied by Central Office was for the 

two year training period. After completing the training the school had to find the funding 
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to continue the role or continue to be allocated funding for a specialist. Some specialists 

after completing their two year training had transferred to other schools, where there was 

no funding for a specialist. They could continue to work in their own classrooms using 

the knowledge they had but the effect would be minimal. Some had sought promotion to 

deputy-principals and principals. In these normally administrative posts there was not 

time to go into classrooms and work as a specialist. There was therefore, a huge untapped 

resource in the trained ST’s who were not accessible.  

 

Fig. 5.3 Photograph of a school in a remote area 

The work of the ST required having a teacher who was not a full time classroom teacher 

or who was able to share a position as classroom teacher with another teacher. Even in 

the schools where an ST was active their work was usually focused on specific year 

groups depending upon where the low-achieving students were. To the people who did 

not understand the program fully the specialist was sometimes regarded as the ‘remedial 

teacher’ who withdrew students from the class. This was not the intention and the 

numeracy team worked hard to make sure that this did not happen. Setting up the role of 
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the ST in the right way was crucial to acceptance of the ST without prejudices. Within 

each school the success of the program depended upon a range of factors. Lisa explained 

four of the fundamental factors: 

 the strength of the leadership of the school 

 the principal’s understanding of what the program required of the ST and the staff  

 the personality, interpersonal skills and experience of the teacher who had/was 

chosen to become a ST  

 whether the ST was able to take on a leadership role with staff, who had 

previously been colleagues 

The first and second points, regarding the leadership of the school, were fundamental 

elements in the effectiveness of the program. The team regarded the engagement and 

understanding of the principal as essential to the effectiveness of the program on the 

whole school. Not only did the principal need to understand how the program worked, 

but the principal needed to acknowledge, support, and understand the requirements of the 

program. Therefore, early on in the development of the program and at the start of the 

training, the team had incorporated a workshop for the principals and included them in 

the discussions at each visit to the school. Whenever there was collaboration between the 

numeracy team and the specialist, the principal was informed and involved as much as 

possible. This meant that the principal was actively involved in the work being done by 

the ST and understood what was expected of him/her, and of his/her staff.  

The third point regarding the personality of the ST could also be a stumbling block for 

the effectiveness of the program. When the school was allocated funding for the training, 

a teacher either expressed interest in the role and/or was chosen by the principal. The 

choice of teacher for the role was not an area the team had any influence over. A teacher 

who was burnt out, or simply ‘biding time’, was not the ideal choice, but sometimes a 

person with this background was chosen. The principal, not understanding the full extent 

of the training at that stage, often regarded the job as ‘easier’ than standing in front of a 
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class of students full-time. The numeracy team tried to ensure that when funding was 

allocated to a school that they had conversations with the principal about appointing an 

appropriate member of staff. The numeracy team did make sure that support was 

provided outside of the school for the new ST’s through setting up district networks that 

met on-line and in face-to-face district meetings, allowing experienced ST’s to mentor 

the new specialists. Sometimes the setting up of these networks could be beneficial to the 

‘weaker’ ST who benefitted from the support of another ST as mentor. Also the networks 

provided an ongoing support that the team, because of distance and time constraints, was 

unable to provide. Outside of workshops and school visits the team were available 

through telephone and email contact to provide further support.  

A significant part of the role of the ST was to work with the other staff, go into their 

classes, teach shoulder-to-shoulder with them, plan lessons, plan the progression of 

learning and accurately assess the progress of each student. Teachers are, by default, 

isolated in their classrooms and many found that going into someone else’s classroom 

made them and the recipient uncomfortable. The personality of the ST was crucial to the 

effectiveness of the program. But not only did the ST have to work with their colleagues, 

they also had to work closely with the principal, discuss which classes/teachers they had 

concerns about, and plan how, and to whom support would be given. Despite these 

drawbacks the team were convinced that, that the program was still the most effective 

way to influence and bring changes to teaching practices. 

Internal assessment - making sure the program worked 

 

Effective programs require effective means of assessment. No program worth its salt 

could be set up without some kind of assessment being in place. Assessment of the 

program had been a major concern and the team made sure that the content and context of 

the program was continually under assessment. The feedback they received from teachers 

about the improvement of students and the progress that was made were based on 

professional judgement made by class teachers together with the specialists. The maths 

resources (still available in book form) upon which the training program was based, were 

divided into learning areas; number, measurement, chance and data, and each area was 
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divided into levels for each key stage of learning. At each level there were outcome 

statements which specified what had been learned. Before teaching could begin in any 

lesson the teacher needed to assess what the students already knew. In a measurement 

lesson for example the teacher would present a problem such as, can we get the teacher’s 

desk through the classroom door? How the individual student tackled the problem and 

thought about measurement, revealed much about their level of understanding of 

measurement. The team had worked hard to make sure that the teachers were able to back 

up their professional judgement by accurately testing the learning at each stage. 

Diagnostic tasks were developed to evaluate learning of each of the strategies. Teachers 

chose, adapted and applied the task in the situation, sometimes to test whether the 

learning had been achieved and, sometimes to test what the student already knew.  

 

Over the years Deborah had developed a monitoring tool that schools used unofficially to 

plot the progress of each student. The monitoring tool was based on the diagnostic tasks 

that were used to find out the stage of learning the student had achieved. At first the 

monitoring tool had been linked to the numeracy program but as teachers throughout the 

state found it useful, word spread, so that many schools used the tool to measure 

numeracy achievement. Successful school change occurs when teachers develop shared 

beliefs, are focused on improvements in their teaching, are involved collaboratively in 

decision-making and are able to do this openly (Bascia and Hargreaves, 2000).  

 

The team were always on the look out for new diagnostic tasks and any other ways that 

were useful to assess progress in learning. However they were also wary of relying on 

forms of assessment that generalised achievement. The numeracy team were concerned 

about the reliance on state WALNA test and later, on the NAPLAN which they believed 

generated a standardised, general picture of achievement in schools and were not, 

according to Laura, ‘that reliable’. More will be said later about the use of data from the 

national test. However the mechanisms of performance have become intimately bound 

with a rhetoric of standards, quality and efficiency and the significance of the rhetoric 

was about to have an effect on the organisation. Central Office requested a review of the 

program by an external body, the ACER when it was in its fourth year. The review was 
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carried out to find out whether the program was effective and whether it made a 

significant difference to student achievement.  

External assessment - making sure the program worked 

 

Over a period of two years from 2003 to 2005 ACER carried out an independent 

evaluation of both the literacy and numeracy PD programs for the Western Australian 

government. The aim was to provide information about the programs’ effectiveness in 

developing expertise in the teaching cohort and whether there was improvement in 

literacy and numeracy standards in the early years of schooling. I focus on the results of 

the review of the numeracy program. The review was based on surveys sent out to 

teachers in  schools allocated the program and on 20 case studies, ten in schools with a 

literacy specialist and ten in schools with a numeracy specialist. It provided details of the 

scope of the PD program and analyses what was achieved. The surveys were based on 

interviews and questionnaires that the teachers and specialists completed over a period of 

a year. In the ten schools where the case studies were carried out participant observation 

was used on three separate visits over a period of two years.  

 

The numeracy program was described as being ‘data-driven’ requiring schools to set 

targets for their students. According to the education experts conducting the review, there 

was no doubt that the program impacted on ‘the capacity of teachers to select, apply and 

develop diagnostic, formative and summative student assessment strategies’ (Meiers et 

al., 2005:2). Diagnosis, planning, and reflection were fundamental to the program and the 

training workshops were pivotal to its success. It was noted that the program presented ‘a 

fundamental break in the traditional ways teachers related to each other, but it was an 

innovation that most teachers accepted or coped with readily’ (Meiers et al., 2005:12). 

Change agents were identified at two levels, firstly the Central Office staff and secondly 

the ST. The researchers conducting the review found that change was effected because 

the program allowed for the following elements, ones that Bascia and Hargreaves (2000) 

cite as fundamental in facilitating change: 
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 the diversity of students 

 time to understand, reflect and adjust practices 

 a focus on the practices of the classroom 

 resources targeted to the classroom 

 problem solving at school level 

 

The review concluded that it was important to maintain the levels of support from the 

Central Office team who played a ‘key role’ and were highly skilled, knowledgeable and 

experienced. Although the program initially focused on the early years of schooling, the 

findings suggested that the program could also be applicable further up the school. The 

numeracy team noted the suggestions and recommendations and incorporated them into 

their development of the program as it was given funding to continue from 2005-2008. 

With the successful review of the PD programs funding was continued for a further four 

years to schools with low student achievement in the results of the state wide tests. 

 

Teachers questioning NAPLAN (national testing) 

 

The results of the review were important for the numeracy team and for the future of the 

program. Assessment of improvement in literacy and numeracy were determined by the 

results of the annual state tests, replaced in 2008 by the national tests. The data from the 

state test was used to determine the level of resources allotted to schools. Schools with 

large numbers of low achieving students benefitted from the funding which allowed the 

training of a specialist. However the teachers at these schools expressed a certain amount 

of shame that their students were performing below a certain level. I was present at a 

workshop where the teachers were eager to discuss the recent focus on results. One 

teacher said, ‘The ST is under enormous pressure when the District Supervisor comes and 

looks at the data, you feel like an idiot. Our results were horrendous.’ The teachers felt 

responsible for the results and reflected on the apparent ‘failure’ of themselves and their 

students. However as the discussion continued I noted that the teachers were in general, 

critical of the manner in which the test was used, firstly by State, and now by Federal 

governments. Another teacher pointed out that it was difficult to measure improvement 
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when only two or three of the questions out of 30 picked up on what had been taught that 

semester. He knew his students had improved and that their learning was developing but 

the questions provided a ‘poor evaluation’ of his students. Another teacher asked Laura 

what research had been done on the NAPLAN that demonstrated its validity. She argued 

that the performance of a school and the performance of a program could not be judged 

by the  

 

very broad NAPLAN that does not show progress at the bottom end and 

where in fact only one part of the curriculum is being assessed. The 

NAPLAN can be used as a broad brush but you can’t use a population tool to 

judge what an individual student has learned.  

 

Many teachers referred to the fact that the lower levels simply did not register on the 

NAPLAN. They made many comments about the limitations of the test and about the 

way the data was used at state and national level. The data was sometimes useful at the 

level of the individual school but even then there were factors that influenced the results 

from year to year that could not be attributed to poor teaching.   

 

Concluding comments 

 

In this chapter I have presented a detailed picture of the people in the numeracy team, of 

their working lives outside Central Office, at workshops, and in schools. They worked as 

bureau-professionals. The quality of the relationships that they established at all three 

sites was significant for the meaningful content of the program and of the practices that 

became embedded through the program. As guardians of the system they were 

responsible for the carefully researched, centralised programs that supported change in 

teaching practices. The significant strength of the numeracy team was their deep 

commitment to educational values that encompassed the development of learning through 

varied pedagogies and that took into account the complexities of learning and the 

diversity of both student and teacher. Their weakness appears to lie in their isolation from 

the rest of the organisation. Whether this was self-chosen or exclusion, a choice made by 
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others to exclude them from the changing goals of the organisation, is not clear. 

Interventions, whether good or bad, need to be assessed and the team developed a 

rigorous strategy for monitoring the effectiveness of the program through diagnostic tasks 

that evaluated the learning level of students. Central Office’s requirement for external 

assessment was fulfilled by the ACER report in 2005 that provided information to 

support the continuation of the program ‘that directs serious money at a serious problem’ 

(Meiers et al., 2005:5). By 2007 the decision had been made, at least on paper, that 

interventions such as this one would no longer be delivered by Central Office staff and 

would instead be outsourced and delivered by external providers. The funding would be 

allocated directly to schools to make them autonomous and thereby responsible for 

determining what resources were needed and how they would be accessed. Although the 

decision had been made on paper, in the Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) document, it was by no means finalised in practical terms. In Chapter Six 

I describe how the decision became a practice.  
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Chapter Six: Guardians of the system - Managing Education 

 

Introduction 

 

The program described in the last chapter was just one of many programs administered 

and controlled by Central Office. The focus in this chapter turns to the organisation itself 

and the role of a bureaucratic administration. Through data gathered in conversations 

with Adam, the Executive Director (ED), I explore his understanding of the role of the 

system. The Director General, the head of the organisation, requested that he interpret the 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document into practices 

that could be supported by the organisation and plan the restructure. Adam was 

responsible for the section that provided support to schools, the section that was to be 

restructured. He had close contact with the Director General and with the political level 

above, being the link between that level and to the rest of the organisation below. 

Although Adam was removed from schools, the practices of teaching and the realities of 

the classroom, he presents his perspective on the issues and problems that the system was 

faced with. His vision for changes to the organisation did not entirely match the vision for 

change presented in the rhetoric of the Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) document. Data gathered firstly in conversations with Adam are used to 

build up a picture of Adam, the bureau-manager, and of his vision for the future role of 

Central Office. Then, from data gathered in a meeting Adam held with the Directors, I 

examine how the changes were understood by the other bureau-managers. The data 

presented in this chapter identifies a rather different perspective on education from that of 

the numeracy team in the last chapter. As guardians of the system they acted to uphold 

the system, to be gate-keepers and to maintain the power of the system. I demonstrate 

that there was a gap in communication between the bureau-managers and the bureau-

professionals and suggest that there are tensions and constraints that block a flow of 

communication at other levels. Their understanding of achievement and improvement in 

schools was informed by information systems and by the data gathered from standardised 

testing regimes such as the state and national tests. I argue that their perspective on 

learning and improvement is reliant on a different set of measures than the ones presented 
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in the previous chapter. I begin with a brief description of Adam, his career in education 

and his key role in the organisation. 

 

Holding the key 

 

Before beginning fieldwork Adam had questioned me carefully about my previous study 

(Robinson, 2007) that focused on how the teachers in a primary school struggled to 

interpret the policy requirements for reporting, from State government and from Federal 

government, to fit their practices. My findings showed that teachers felt themselves 

constrained and confused by the conflicting reporting policy requirements. Adam had 

hoped that the policy provided a clear framework for reporting within which teachers 

would find room to manoeuvre, but admitted that he was dissatisfied with the formulation 

of the reporting requirements. He felt that they were unclear and ‘cluttered’ and confided 

in me that, over the next few months, Central Office would be focusing on ‘simplifying’ 

the requirements for assessment and sending a ‘clear message’ about what was required. 

This statement, made during the negotiations for doing fieldwork, was to become 

significant in understanding the shift in role of the organisation. Adam became 

enthusiastic about my proposal to do an ethnographic study of Central Office. He 

regarded an ethnographic study of Central Office as an opportunity to encourage Central 

Office staff to reflect on their practices. He confessed that he was concerned about 

communication inside the organisation and externally to schools and about the image of 

the Central Office. I was encouraged by his enthusiasm for my study. He was a key figure 

in the Department and central to understanding this study. His position was significant as 

he was the link between the political level, the Director General at the head of the 

organisation and the people under him in the organisation who carried out the procedures 

and protocols of the administration of education for the state. He was the gate-keeper for 

much of the information about the future role of the organisation. He was also gate-

keeper for communication upwards to the political level and equally downwards to the 

organisation itself. I arranged a number of meetings with him throughout the fieldwork 

and it is through these that I built up a picture of Adam, the bureau-manager and Adam, 

the visionary.  
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Becoming a bureau-manager 

Adam’s charm and charisma, warmth and openness immediately made me feel at ease. 

He talked eloquently, was quick to smile and, his use of phrases like ‘ivory towers’ and 

the ‘cold hand of the bureaucrat’, was gently mocking of both his own position and the 

Department. His career, working first with centrally-run programs, and then with the 

administration of state schools, had spanned over 20 years and had shaped him to the 

bureau-manager he had become. As a young undergraduate Adam had come from the UK 

to WA on a scholarship to study. After graduating as an Educational Psychologist he 

decided to stay in WA. He began working with children with learning difficulties and 

became involved in one of the centrally-run programs for Central Office. He told me that 

he had enjoyed the work and after a few years had ended up running a whole series of 

programs in Central Office for Student Services. Gradually the work became more policy 

orientated, as he learned to manage bureaucratic procedures and strategies, and included 

working with the Federal government. From the specialised work in Student Services he 

moved into main stream schooling and left Central Office for a position in a district. He 

reminisced about his time as a District Director in a country area where he had coped 

with new principals, teacher shortages and being everything ‘from the toilet cleaner to the 

classroom teacher, to the mentor, to the marriage counsellor.’  

Looking back he could see that the transition from practitioner to bureaucrat had been 

gradual, moving into a series of jobs ‘which were much more policy orientated; the 

development of policy rather than the running of services’. The developing and managing 

of policy involved him in building relationships with key stakeholders at many levels of 

the education system, inside and outside Central Office, as well as with representatives at 

the political level. Sometimes, he remembered the policy work as ‘boring’, at other times, 

he felt that he was actively involved in the business of schools and the community. 

Looking for a move back to the city he was appointed to a position within Central Office 

with responsibility for school programs. From that position he was appointed to his 

present position as the Executive Director for School Support to the 780 state schools. In 

his present work he had daily contact with the Director General. He was now well 

removed from schools and from the business of teaching, which was something he was 
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quick to point out. His current knowledge of teachers and students came through 

anecdotes from District Directors, and from statistics gathered for him by the many 

assessment teams inside Central Office. He was primarily concerned with the formulation 

of policy and stipulating guidelines that would provide clear support to teachers. He 

hoped that his position could allow him to ‘make a difference’ to the inequity of 

resources across the state, and he worked pro-actively to achieve that. He was keen to 

talk about education and the problems that the system faced on a daily basis. He was ‘the 

man’ when it came to a crisis, whether political or educational, a responsibility which he 

took seriously and in his stride.  

 

The role of the public administration  

 

Adam discussed the role of what he called the ‘system’. He described the complicated 

structure that relied on hierarchical communication and the issues of governing a vast 

geographical area with a disparate population. He pondered about the effectiveness of the 

system. He was concerned with the ability of the organisation to communicate internally 

and about having processes in place that supported schools rather than ones that hindered 

schools in their operation. He talked about the difficulties a hierarchical structure 

presented, only being able to communicate inside ‘silos, you know, I do this bit, but I 

don’t do that bit, when most of the problems or the issues that we are addressing at the 

school aren’t isolated’. Yet isolation was integral to the way the system was structured 

and communicated. Although he said  

 

we don’t talk about a reading problem, or a behaviour problem, or an 

Aboriginal problem, we talk about children who have a variety of issues, and 

teachers, who need a variety of support to help them with that  

 

yet the system was structured into fragmented sections that isolated and separated the 

issues into programs and interventions. Adam hoped that the restructure would soften up 

the strict channels of communication and allow a better flow of communication. 
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He expressed a hope that the processes were not just there for the sake of the bureaucrats.  

 

I don’t see anything wrong with bureaucratic processes, as long as they are 

there to aid the efficiency of the organisation working and not there just for 

the hell of it, or the sake of keeping bureaucrats in business.  

 

Adam sincerely believed that the majority of the people in Central Office were 

committed and passionate about education, and that they, like him, worked to create a 

system that supported schools and maintained educational values. I noted that Adam 

described himself as a bureaucrat and asked him what he meant by the term. He 

explained that the bureaucrat was a non-practitioner, someone who was able to focus on a 

particular area of responsibility, had demonstrated expertise from practice, and had the 

ability to translate that experience into strategies of policy. 

 

I feel quite happy to be called a bureaucrat, but it doesn’t make me, (he 

paused and then continued), I don't believe being a good bureaucrat makes 

me, sort of lacking in humanity, or lacking in concern for kids education, and 

to pursue, you know, what I believe is important for kids  

 

The often unflattering image of bureaucracy and the bureaucrat was something that many 

participants mentioned in their conversations with me. Many scholars have noted the 

stereotyping of bureaucracy and bureaucrats (Herzfeld, 1993, Mouzelis, 1967, Weber, 

1948). Criticism of Central Office bureaucracy was almost a weekly occurrence in the 

press. The state had one newspaper that seemed keen to place blame for under 

achievement in schools with an inadequate system, and comparisons were often made 

about the performance of the independent and private schools and the public sector 

(Hiatt, 2009a, Hiatt, 2009b, Lampathakis, 2009, Hiatt, 2008b). Adam felt that Central 

Office was often too easily the target for blame. A new Director General had recently 

been appointed to the organisation. One of the first tasks she had undertaken was to 

formulate the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document 

and I wanted to know how he interpreted it.  
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Adam told me that he believed that Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) provided a ‘clear rationale for the organisation' to support schools. He 

agreed that valorising the effective classroom teacher, was the key to ensuring the success 

of every student. By making major changes to the support provided by Central Office the 

student, the classroom teacher and the individual school would be able to achieve a more 

central position. Therefore the restructure of Central Office, he emphasised, was not just 

rhetoric but had to become practice and the organisation had to reflect, in practice, the 

shift that the document promised. In part this would be done by decentralising direct 

delivery of services, by making schools autonomous, and creating the ‘space for the 

growth of excellence’. He explained that the volume of programs and projects, the 

interventions of government to right wrongs, to streamline, and make administration 

more efficient, had increased over the last four years. Working out who did what, where, 

when, and why was taxing, even for the people inside the organisation. The increase in 

interventions, coupled with a recent increase in interest from Federal government in 

school performance, had resulted in budgets being tendered for a confusing range of 

Federal projects, pilots, and initiatives. Central Office had, along with the other states and 

territories, sought Federal funding and was now responsible for running Federal projects 

and pilots and allocating Federal resources. There was often confusion about what budget 

was allocated to which project, and the complexities were difficult for schools on the 

outside to comprehend.  

 

Adam talked about the task of sorting out who was doing what, with whose money, and 

the confusion that brought. He wanted to create a structure that was  

 

easily understood by people outside, to strip back all the confusing titles and 

positions and to open the organisation up so that it was accessible to the 

people it should be serving.  

 

The idea behind all of this, he told me, was to allow people on the outside to determine 

who they should approach and who would be able to assist them. It was expected that the 

people on the inside would have a clearer view of who was providing assistance and how 
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collaboration between groups could be promoted. Adam returned to his frustration with 

defining problems in isolation, as if they were not connected to other issues, and then 

having a system that created ‘solutions’, that he personally regarded as inadequate, as 

problems were usually connected to a number of issues. Unravelling the complex 

programs and projects that were administered and delivered to schools by Central Office 

staff had become his focus.  

 

A vision for change 

 

Sitting in Adam’s office one day, the panoramic view of the green park, contrasting with 

the stark white bark of the gum trees and the cloudless blue sky beyond, made a 

picturesque backdrop to the discussion about the role of Central Office. Once again our 

conversation returned to the changes that would be made in the restructure. In two 

decades Adam had seen many restructures, a familiar occurrence in the organisation 

where change of government, or a change of Director General, brought new ideas for a 

better structure, for improvement of standards, for more efficiency, or simply for cutting 

costs. The current Director General, the youngest ever in the history of WA, had only 

been appointed to the position 18 months previously and the Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007) document marked her first step to effect 

changes in schools and the Central Office structure. What was needed now, Adam told 

me, was to put a simplified policy framework in place that the schools could work with. 

The Director General had designated a team to work on the simplification of the 

Curriculum Reporting and Assessment policy from 1998 while Adam had been requested 

to concentrate on putting the ideas in Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) into practice.  

 

Adam explained his vision for making structural changes to the Curriculum Support 

section. During our conversations I understood that he, over the previous weeks and 

months, had met on numerous occasions with the Director General. He hinted that on a 

countless number of occasions she had refused to endorse his ideas. He talked about what 

he would have liked to achieve in the restructure but told me his vision had been 
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compromised to a certain extent by what he called ‘the political ideology.’ His ambition 

was to provide support to schools through the setting up of clear and simple policy 

guidelines. He wanted to allocate funding in the form of  

 

useful support, real support, genuine support, and support meaning things that 

teachers thought that they needed in order to do the job that was expected of 

them. Not some idealised notion of some ideal teacher who can already do 

this, and this is the support, they need to make it perfect. 

 

The conflict between what he regarded as real support and idealised notion of support, 

described in the document, resulted in delays to the restructure as the Director General 

and Adam articulated and debated their disparate views.  

 

The Director General had requested an initial analysis of the number of centrally run 

programs and the staff working in them. Adam gave me the documents that revealed that 

there were 280 people employed on five separate programs. An analysis revealed that 

some positions could be terminated, either because the work had been completed, or 

because these positions were no longer necessary in the new structure. Adam wanted to 

focus on three areas, firstly in policy determination and dissemination, secondly resource 

provision and allocation and thirdly quality assurance processes. However the major 

change resulting from Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

was that Central Office was no longer to be a service provider. Central Office would 

remain in control of the allocation of funding to schools but the schools would now be 

able to make decisions about how to use the funding. The change in role for the 

organisation meant withdrawal of the programs, previously administered by the staff, and 

funding previously allocated to the programs was to be provided directly to the eligible 

schools. The delivery of programs by Central Office staff was no longer a resource that 

would be provided by Central Office staff. The organisation would take responsibility for 

policy and strategy and leave operations to schools to decide.   
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Adam suggested the decentralisation of services would empower teachers and that there 

would be more flexibility for schools as the shift was made from the traditional provision 

of centralised services to a more managerial administrative role. The change in the role of 

the organisation was summed up for me by Adam. I have chosen to illustrate his 

explanation with the following table: 

 

Before the restructure  After the restructure 

  

Complex policy Simplified policy 

Central strategies and delivery of 

services 

Framework for strategies, outsourcing 

of services 

Centrally-run programs delivered to 

eligible schools 

Accessible on-line resources, 

outsourcing of programs 

Complex internal structure Simplified internal structure 

Hierarchical communication in silos Communication across sections 

Complex access for external partners Simplified access for external partners 

 

Fig. 6.1 Table showing what would change in the restructure 

 

I often heard laments at many levels of the organisation, about the fact that Central Office 

had a tendency to be reactive rather than proactive. The organisation lurched from one 

crisis to the next, never having time to reflect and to consolidate. Adam complained about 

not having the time to reflect and that this was something that he hoped that the 

restructure would achieve. 

 

Empowering schools 

 

Central Office had traditionally provided centrally-run programs for which they had 

allocated funding. Central Office determined which schools were eligible for the funding 

and then allocated the funding to the schools through the delivery of specific programs. 

As monitoring of schools was also carried out by Central Office, schools had little say in 
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whether the programs were meeting their needs. This was the argument used by Adam 

for the withdrawal of the programs. Adam used the word ‘disempowering’ to describe the 

way the paternalistic system made decisions about eligibility, allocated resources, 

delivered services and monitored achievement.  

 

Central Office assessed the eligibility of schools to receive resources and allocated 

funding which was then ear-marked for the literacy and numeracy programs. Eligibility 

was measured through a complicated index combining the SEI
5
 of the school, along with 

the results of the state-run tests (replaced by national tests). Adam told me that as a result 

of the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document and the 

restructure of Central Office meant that funding previously allocated to the centrally run 

programs could now be used in whatever way the school decided was best. To use 

Adam’s words, ‘empowering, enabling and decentralising’ schools to be autonomous. 

Decentralisation of programs did not, however, mean that the control mechanisms for 

providing the resources, or the assessment of how the funding was used, would be 

surrendered by the organisation.  

 

Adam explained that the effectiveness of the various programs had been evaluated by one 

of the assessment teams. It was found that there was some overlap between individual 

programs. The assessment team found that the teams running individual programs were 

often unaware of the existence of other similar programs and that in some cases seemed 

to cover similar content. The assessment team suggested that the overlap between the 

programs could lead to confusion in the schools about what was available and to whom. 

The assessment team had been unable to find marked differences between schools 

receiving the literacy and numeracy programs and similar schools who were not receiving 

funding for a specialist. Adam hinted that, on the surface at least, there was not enough 

evidence that the money being spent was well spent. Therefore the decision had been 

made to withdraw the provision of programs by Central Office, allowing schools the 

autonomy to make decisions about what, and where, they would resource the services 

                                                 
5
 SEI stands for Socio-Economic-Index which was a scale used by Central Office to determine the level of 

funding given to a school by the postcode of the students attending that school. 
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they needed. Adam expressed his hope that the changes would help teachers ‘to feel 

empowered as change agents in kids’ lives’. Continuing on this theme Adam talked about 

his motivation for his work and explained what he meant by empowering teachers  

 

one of the things that drives me, is that concern that teachers see themselves 

as lacking the power to influence kids lives. Yeah, I would like to do 

something about that. If they believed in themselves they would actually do a 

better job.  

 

He suggested that the provision of a framework within which schools were able to find 

autonomy and empowerment was better than making central decisions about what was 

best for the individual school. He felt that there was still a ‘long way to go’ and that the 

system was falling behind and had, for too long, been buying in on the rhetoric that 

objectified teachers and made them into passive ‘guides on the side’, a phrase that he 

found offensive. He felt that this kind of language was ‘disempowering’ and hoped that 

schools would take on the responsibility for deciding on their resources and become 

‘active facilitators of change’. The direct funding of schools, Adam argued, would 

empower them and allow them to be flexible, to determine the resources needed by their 

teachers and the students and enable them to choose the services appropriate for their 

needs.   

 

Adam did not envisage that the content of the programs would disappear altogether. He 

suggested that, for example, the PD resources, integral in the programs, could instead be 

accessed online for all teachers to use. He expected that, in future, provision of services 

would come from the districts themselves, as they had close relationships with their 

schools, and understood the issues that they faced. Adam also explained that it was 

important to make sure that teachers knew what was expected of them. Strong leadership 

in schools, he stressed, was where those expectations should come from. I pointed out 

that parents tended to focus on standards and compared school performance in the league 

tables which appeared in the media regularly but he did not regard the assessment of 

results, or the assessment of schools in league tables, as restrictive on what teachers knew 
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was important. These were for him indications about what schools could achieve. He 

believed that teachers had a framework in which they were able to work and act 

professionally. He explained: 

 

I don't believe that this system is so tight, that performance management, and 

all those things, don't allow you to be good. You know they may reward the 

wrong things, or pay attention to the wrong things, but I think that the system 

is so light in terms of the accountability for who you are. I don't think we are 

squeezing the living essence out of our teachers. 

 

Adam was concerned about making Central Office more approachable, easier to access. 

He admitted that in the past, it had been difficult for schools to know who to contact 

inside the organisation. Schools were not always aware of the programs, old and new, 

that were available and what language was used to describe these resources, in order for 

them to access the programs. Adam explained that he hoped the restructure in general, 

would produce a more effective system to support public schools. He wanted to ‘produce 

a structure that would make sense and talk to people in the classrooms and teachers in 

schools’ through the use of familiar language and a simplified and transparent structure 

‘so that if they wanted support they could see where to get it and where to get it from, and 

not to have that hidden behind funny titles, funny labels.’  Simplifying the Curriculum 

Support section and making the structure more transparent meant making changes, not 

just to the titles and labels, but also to the content of the work being carried out by many 

of the staff in that section.  Adam turned his focus inward to the organisation itself and to 

the management of the staff. 

Managing Central Office  

Adam explained that the system had for many years been ‘in a state of almost constant 

state of restructure’ and that there were many people who had been casualties of earlier 

restructures who still did not have permanent positions. Although there were some 

permanent positions they were often being assigned to new tasks. His first goal was to 

use these skills more appropriately and find positions that were better suited to them so 
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that their resources were not wasted. He hoped he would not have to ‘displace too many 

people’. The second goal was to create a more transparent structure for the people who 

worked inside the organisation. Adam explained that he wanted the staff to understand 

that the ‘silos’ of communication were not restrictive but that there was room for 

inclusion by opening up communication across the groups at the same level. He wanted 

people to get ‘a sense of being responsible for and get a sense of the bigger picture.’ I 

asked Adam what he hoped to achieve by the restructure, as he remarked, it was almost 

an annual occurrence in the organisation. I mentioned that some of the more cynical had 

suggested that a restructure was like rearranging the deck-chairs on the Titanic. Adam 

laughed heartily and then became serious. He said:  

well look, I don’t think restructures achieve very much to be honest. I will be 

upfront with that. You know structures don’t make it work. People make it 

work. 

Not only did he want to put the right people in jobs to which their expertise was 

appropriate but he was aware of the fact that he was trying to create a new culture within 

the organisation. He hoped for better communication, more openness, and more 

transparency for example, he wanted managers who informed their staff, not ones who 

kept everything to themselves.  

The restructure had been delayed and postponed many times. Adam told me that his plans 

had been ‘knocked back’ by the Director General. When I began my study, the 

restructure was already six months behind schedule and to complicate matters there was 

talk of a forthcoming state election that would cause further delays
6
. He told me that he 

had to make compromises. He would have liked the restructure to have happened quickly 

and openly. Instead it was slow and secretive. People became more suspicious over time 

and uneasy about the consequences. He would have liked to have appointed people to the 

top positions first, people whose skills and expertise he admired, and then work closely 

with them on the structure of each of their sections. Adam hoped to have open 

                                                 
6
 The election did take place and there was a change of government which put a freeze on the advertising of 

positions in the restructure for a period of approximately one month.  
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discussions about the content of the work to be carried out and then find the appropriate 

people to carry it out. Unfortunately his plan was rejected by the Director General and 

Adam was asked to plan all the new positions in the whole section before she endorsed 

anything. Physically the staff from the Curriculum Support section, was spread across 

three floors and housed in separate wings of the building. Adam felt that it was important 

to situate the staff, in one location, to encourage and ease the flow of information and to 

promote discussions across the various areas of work. But again none of this could 

happen before the positions in the whole of the section had been endorsed by the Director 

General.  

As the delays continued the insecurity began to affect the work being done by the people 

in the section. In his day to day communication with directors and managers in his 

organisation Adam had become aware of the pressing problem presented by having staff 

who were employed on contracts. The delays in the endorsement of the restructure, of 

creating new positions and then appointing people led to a series of questions that Adam 

was bombarded with constantly over the months. The questions were always the same 

and reflected the lack of internal communication and understanding. What positions will 

remain? What is the work that is required? What about the people on contracts? What 

should we tell our staff? How can we keep good effective staff in this situation? What is 

the game plan? What is happening? What is going to happen?  

Unsure, whether their contracts were going to be renewed, and uncertain about the kind 

of work they would be doing in the future, seepage of some staff back to schools, or to 

other institutions, began. The organisation was in turmoil, the leadership and lack of 

explicit goals was a concern, morale was low. People were leaving, feeling undermined, 

and undervalued. The stereotypical image of the stable, life-long career in the public 

service was certainly not applicable to this organisation and yet it surprised me that many 

persevered, remaining loyal to the system despite the uncertainty. Adam was aware that 

the uncertainty was a topic of conversation throughout the organisation. The ambiguity of 

interpreting the document into practices that would be implemented in schools and which 

were supported by the restructure of the system was affecting the functioning of the 

organisation.   
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No secrets here – learning about the ‘new world’  

 

The description that follows was sourced from one of the fortnightly meetings that Adam 

held with the Directors of the six areas in School Support. The meeting was held in the 

period when the restructure was still being negotiated. In this period people in the 

organisation often used the phrase ‘the new world’ when referring to the situation after 

the restructure. The phrase was used often at all levels of the organisation. Only once did 

I hear someone refer to it as a ‘brave new world’.  

 

The fortnightly meetings were intended to update the Directors on the latest issues 

emanating from his discussions with the Director General to whom Adam had regular 

contact. When the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

document had been launched by the Director General, six months prior to my study, the 

Directors had spent many of the fortnightly meetings discussing how to interpret the 

rhetoric into practices that Central Office could support. In the weeks previous to this 

meeting I had witnessed a number of informal discussions about the document at 

different levels throughout the organisation, between Directors, and between Directors 

and their line managers. The shared understanding, which the document professed was 

fundamental, was still under negotiation. As I finished a conversation with Adam he 

spontaneously suggested that I stayed on to observe the Directors meeting. I questioned 

the seeking of consent but he was certain that this would not be a problem. He said he 

would just ask everyone if it was alright. So when people arrived I was already present.  

 

I was particularly interested to observe the discussions between the Directors in the 

formal situation with Adam. I was also curious to observe the tone of the meeting, given 

how transparent Adam seemed to be in the conversations we had. I wondered what 

interpretations the Directors would each place on the text of the document given their 

areas of responsibility. The removal of the provisions of services did not affect just the 

Curriculum Support section. What was their understanding of the goals of the document? 

How would they define the goals of Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) in terms that could be supported by Central Office? Were their identities 
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shaped by the goals of the document or would they shape the goals of the document to 

their identities?  

 

Although the group of Directors were scheduled to meet once a fortnight with Adam, in 

the turmoil of various crises, the meetings had been cancelled on a number of occasions 

and I realised, as the meeting began, that it had been many weeks since they last met. As 

this was the first Directors meeting to which I was given access I was particularly 

interested in the discussion of the restructure and its progress. I felt that it was 

inappropriate to record the discussion however, as there was a PA present who was 

taking the minutes, it seemed to be legitimate to use my notebook and write down as 

much as I could. All the documents discussed during the meeting were given to me by 

Adam to study later. I knew Graham, and one other Director, otherwise all the faces were 

new to me. There were a number of curious glances in my direction and finally, when 

everyone was seated around the table, Adam introduced me as the researcher interested in 

‘how bureaucracy works’ which brought the usual response. He asked me to present 

myself and I briefly told them about my study and that normally I would have sought 

written consent from everyone beforehand. Since I had not had time to do this I informed 

them that I would be happy to leave if anyone was uncomfortable. If allowed to stay I 

would not record the discussion, but take notes instead. Adam then asked if there was 

anyone who was uncomfortable, making the joke that there ‘were no secrets here’ and, as 

no one said anything, I remained.  

 

Reading through the notes that I made from this meeting I find it interesting that I 

recorded more questions than answers in my notes. Adam’s answers were, as I recall, 

either evasive or were simply comments about not knowing the answer. Adam began by 

apologising for the cancellations of previous meetings due to pressing matters. He 

explained that the item that was priority on the agenda for the day was the restructure and 

that this was the subject that occupied almost all his waking thoughts. However, he 

explained, the uncertainty about teacher shortages, at the beginning of the school year, 

followed by industrial action over the increased workload caused by the reporting policy, 

and now talk of a forthcoming state election, that would freeze plans for the appointment 
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of new positions in the organisation, meant that the restructure was still not at the top of 

the list of the Director General’s priorities. Since the beginning of the school year the 

organisation had lurched from one crisis to the next. Adam told the Directors that he was 

hoping to get a new organisation structure and positions endorsed by the Director 

General. His idea had been to get the Directors’ positions filled quickly, and then work 

with the Directors individually to map out the work that needed to be done in each area of 

responsibility. This had not been possible. The Director General refused and requested 

that he complete a chart with positions for the whole of the section. His completed 

organisation chart had been adjusted on countless occasions by the Director General 

herself and endorsement had been delayed yet again. This was the reason that he had not 

been able to meet on a fortnightly basis with the Directors for the last two months. There 

was simply no news on that front. He acknowledged that many of the Directors had 

approached him individually in that time and that he had been unable to give them any 

answers. Many of the Directors were themselves on contracts, as were their staff, and 

they had to roll over contracts, firstly to keep the continuity of the work in the hope that 

this would give people time to (re)-apply for jobs. He realised that with the repeated 

delays to the restructure, the Directors were becoming increasingly concerned for their 

staff and the future of the work.   

 

The Directors, dissatisfied with the delays and lack of information about a timeframe for 

the restructure, asked: ‘what should we say to our staff?’, ‘why is there hesitation about 

making decisions?’, ‘how can we keep good effective staff when this is the situation?’, 

‘what is the game plan?’ The frustration and growing concern about keeping an 

organisation ‘in limbo’, a phrased used by one Director, was obvious from their 

statements. One Director said, ‘we feel compromised, keeping people here, encouraging 

them to stay, while maybe it is not in their best interest’ and another, ‘we are leading 

them up the path when we don’t know what work is important.’ These two statements 

indicate the uncertainty about the tasks and people who were required after the 

restructure. Adam answered, ‘You must reassure your staff’ and then went on to say that 

he was deeply concerned about the situation and that he was working hard to get 

decisions made at the highest level.  
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On a similar note, one Director made a direct comment about the rhetoric of the 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document. He said, 

‘There has been a great deal of energy put into valuing schools, at least on paper, but the 

staff here do not feel valued.’ I wondered how Adam would respond. He replied, 

‘providing that message to schools is critical but the message is, ironically, not applicable 

here’ and then added, ‘this document reinforces that Central Office is no longer central.’ I 

wondered if Adam was hinting that Central Office was, in future, to be regarded as 

nothing other than an administrative body and therefore not ‘as valued’ as the schools 

that were doing the work of educating. The schools would now become ‘central’ to the 

work being done. I heard him say that the role of Central Office would be shifted from 

the primary provider of services and controller of common initiatives to an administrative 

and managerial disciplinarian.   

 

The Directors then turned their attention away from their pressing staffing problems to 

focus instead on questions about schools and the support that Central Office could 

provide for schools in ‘the new world’. A taskforce had been put together by the Director 

General to study Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) and 

interpret the rhetoric into strategies and practices that Central Office could support. These 

suggestions had been articulated in a brief that was ‘not for circulation’ outside the 

present meeting. I had just received a copy from Adam. The Directors had studied the 

brief prior to the meeting and they began criticising the suggestions. There was a lively 

discussion about how to capitalise on the professional expertise and knowledge at Central 

Office. Suggestions were made about putting more resources online that would allow all 

schools access. One Director asked, ‘How are we going to support country schools? That 

is not explained in the brief.’ This was duly noted by everyone. Another Director asked if 

anyone could clarify a particular statement, ‘Teachers helping teachers, what does this 

mean? This is a very global document.’ There were murmurs and nods all round. The 

brief referred to the section of Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 

2007) that acknowledged teachers for their expertise. I heard a number of questions 

asked, similar to the ones the numeracy team was concerned with. How would teachers 

be able to collaborate? What could be done to ensure this would happen? Then Graham 
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made a comment which, in the light of my interest in the numeracy program, I hurriedly 

wrote down. He referred to a note in the brief that suggested that Central Office expertise 

would be ‘required to continue training and supporting specialist teachers.’ He interpreted 

this to mean that the literacy and numeracy programs would be retained in some form. He 

said,  

 

there are 700 ST’s in the state. We need a more sustainable model to train 

new ones and to up-skill the ones we have. We already have a good strategic 

model to train new, but where is the capacity to train them? Where is the 

description about the parameters which describes the resources? 

 

He was questioning where the provision of the services could come from. He questioned 

the logic of outsourcing services when Central Office already had the capacity, the 

expertise and the knowledge to provide the services schools required. Each time a 

question was asked it seemed to open up for further questions. Adam let everyone have 

their say remaining evasive. There were complaints that the brief failed to be specific and 

explicit and that the document was ‘global’. However the Directors were united in their 

collective image of an organisation that centralised control of schools by providing 

services. They struggled to understand the decentralisation of services. They sought 

detailed descriptions of tasks and explicit components of strategies that the system could 

initiate to provide the kind of support they believed schools would need.  

 

However, the questions continued, without Adam giving any concise answers. Someone 

asked, ‘What does the devolution involve?’  Adam explained that all the funding 

previously allocated to the large number of centralised programs, would be put in ‘one 

big bucket’ and that schools would be assessed for their eligibility for funding. This was 

an explanation I had heard many times before which only dealt with the practicalities of 

funding and not about the practicalities of providing resources. The assessment, he said, 

would be based on the combination of SEI and the literacy and numeracy results from the 

state tests, on the number of Indigenous students as well as other factors. The assessment 

would stipulate a level of funding in dollars that would be allocated directly to the school 
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so that the individual school could be flexible in its choice of resources. But there was 

still confusion. How would the school be able to choose the appropriate resource? One 

director wanted to know, ‘Where is the transparency in this model? There are mixed 

messages. Some programs cannot be outsourced or tailor-made.’ He talked about there 

being ‘a shift of paradigm’ and asked, 

 

How is it possible for those with expertise to share this with their colleagues? 

How do you systematise this? If teachers are only offered PL (Professional 

Learning) outside school hours, then I can see some schools going to external 

resources and commercial suppliers, who can establish these courses within 

school hours. 

 

Although there was an understanding that the ‘good schools’ would be able to make 

decisions and make choices about what they needed the Directors were concerned about 

the other schools, ‘which we know are struggling’, that would turn for help to Central 

Office as they always had done. The same Director wanted to know what advice and 

expertise Central Office would then be able to offer. Sometimes the questions came so 

quickly that there was no time to reply and this was unfortunately one of those occasions. 

 

Sitting in on my first meeting of Directors and looking around the group, I suddenly 

became aware that the points on the agenda and the discussion that followed were 

conversations that I had already heard snippets of, in coffee shops, and in doorways, 

many times before. Even so, the Directors were clearly struggling to understand the 

changes that would be made to the embedded practices of a centralised organisation that 

was about to lose its position as a central provider of services.  

 

Understanding the role of the system 

 

The data presented here gives an insight into Adam’s vision for the restructure of Central 

Office about his understanding of the system. The meeting recounted in the later part 

illustrates the Directors confusion about the practices that were to be introduced. Adam 
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hinted that he was uncomfortable with the compromises he had to make when 

restructuring the organisation. The dilemma he experienced was between serving the 

master, in this case the Director General whose agenda is influenced strongly by the 

political ideology, and serving the client, here created by his strong managerial 

background and arms length understanding of what goes on in schools. Unlike the 

professionals who were committed to solving service dilemmas, ‘the nuts and bolts’ of 

teaching practices (Lipsky, 1980), Adam is motivated by results. It is clear that the 

numeracy team had a different perspective on schools and the gap between reality of 

practice and ideals of theory that Lipsky warns about are evident in this study (1980:19). 

However Adam regarded the system as a paternalistic one, one which ‘knows best’. 

Adam’s belief in ‘a strong public education system as a public good rather than a 

hindrance to democracy and useful educational practice’ (Forsey, 2009:466) seemed to be 

at odds with the Director General’s. His vision was to achieve a more cohesive 

organisation that was transparent, accessible and that was simplified; in its structure and 

its expectations. Adam epitomises the cultivated bureau-manager, whose goal was to 

focus on, in his words, writing ‘better policies about the things that are important’. Adam 

was well rehearsed in using the neo-liberal rhetoric of the Classroom First (Department 

of Education and Training, 2007) document when he talked about his vision for how 

Central Office would support schools. However his understanding was constructed 

through the internalising of the norms shaped by the document. He was goal and outcome 

orientated rather than process orientated, and used objectives as a strategy; all traits of 

managerialism. Adam demonstrated his particular perspective on the problems facing the 

system and, I believe, a superficial understanding of what the centrally-run programs 

achieved. His aim was, to use the words of Ball, to create ‘cultures to ‘manage’ 

performance, improve quality and efficiency’ that would ultimately result in a shift from 

professionalism to managerialism (2006:13).  

 

The meeting recounted in the last section reveals the Directors’ struggle to understand 

how the rhetoric of the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

document was to be implemented, firstly through the practices of Central Office and, 

secondly, how these practices would support schools. Meetings, such as this one, were 
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crucial to shaping the future tasks of the organisation. It provided the opportunity to 

shape the Directors’ understanding of the ‘new world’ and their identities in the changing 

role of Central Office. The meeting was one of the methods of (re)-constructing the new 

managerial subjects and (re)-shaping their identities (Clarke and Newman, 1997:94). 

Although much of the work was carried out back-stage, in the coffee shops, offices and 

corridors, the front-stage performance was crucial to how the bureau-mangers aligned 

themselves, and portrayed themselves, particularly as new positions were about to be 

advertised and work identities were shifting.  

 

Adam believed that by giving schools direct funding for resources, they would be more 

flexible and able to be autonomous. He believed that these mechanisms would result in 

empowering teachers as ‘agents of change.’ Adam believed that the teachers needed to 

feel valued, and that by giving them responsibility for their choices the changes that were 

made to the structure of Central Office would empower them. New identities were also 

shaped by the discourses following the document and the practices put in place by 

Central Office. Constructing identities and defining responsibility through the creation of 

self-regulating individuals seemed to be the goals sought by Central Office. These are 

mechanisms that appear to be rational. They act on teachers to make them self-regulating 

individuals. Under the guise of neo-liberal strategies of flexibility and decentralisation, 

the rhetoric of the document is setting schools up to take on responsibility, without the 

support previously given by Central Office, while tightening control mechanisms to 

monitor performance and make schools accountable. Putting the rhetoric into practice by 

restructuring Central Office and putting new frameworks in place for seeking funding, 

created a distance between the organisation and the client, while the structures for 

accountability tightened the framework within which the client could operate. ‘Thus 

every extension of service benefit is accompanied by an extension of state influence and 

control’ (Lipsky, 1980:4). Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 

2007) marks a shift by Central Office to further entrench new definitions and new 

identities, continuing on the road the organisation had been going down since the 1980’s. 
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Although Central Office had, as I described in Chapter One, a historical background in 

centralised control, the move to decentralise services and to change the practices of the 

organisation from professional to managerial indicates a shift from government to 

governance (Miller and Rose, 2008) and from rowing to steering as outlined by Osborne 

and Gaebler (1993). The new forms of governing are not just about the way services are 

delivered but are also about the reconfiguration of power. The boundaries of 

administration have become contested and less clear. What were the implicit values of the 

system and who defined those values? The seeds of mistrust in the power of bureaucracy 

and wielded by the bureaucrat, for example in the 1980’s in the UK by the Thatcher 

government, and which have since been noted world-wide, have led to the cultivation of 

new forms of bureaucratic organisations (Olsen, 2008, Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 2007a, 

Miller and Rose, 2008). The shift described by these commentators is demonstrated in the 

data presented here and in the previous chapter. In Better Schools (Ministry of Education, 

1987:5) there is a statement that good schools make good systems. The statement was 

fundamental to the argument for decentralisation of decision making to the local level, 

and resonates with the rhetoric of Classroom First (Department of Education and 

Training, 2007) two decades later. 

 

Empowering and decentralising   

 

The Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document 

acknowledged the expertise of teachers and used the ‘straight talking’, highly 

conventional ‘commonsense’ discourse that implied that the centrally administered 

programs were restrictive (Apple, 2001:412). The definition of the problem, allowing 

teachers to decide what resources they need, and the rhetoric of putting classrooms first, 

created a shift of responsibility towards teachers and schools and away from the 

centralised organisation. However autonomy and empowerment do not come without a 

price. To ensure that standards are achieved and targets were being set, disciplining and 

accountability mechanisms were put in place. What at first appeared to be a 

decentralisation of resources to schools was in fact a tightening up of performance 

mechanisms as well as an increase in accountability without the responsibility for 
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provision of services. Funding would be provided to schools that needed the resources 

and it was the organisation that decided the level of funding provided. It was also the 

organisation that employed mechanisms to measure the improvement in achievement. 

The change in role of the organisation is an attempt to change the relationships between 

the schools and the system by giving responsibility to the schools and becoming a 

managerial regulatory apparatus.  

 

The rhetoric that Adam used throughout his comments has become the familiar language 

of education and reflects a general transformation that has taken place in the public sector 

(Ball, 2006:10-11). Neoliberals would have us believe that schools will only be 

successful if they are made to be competitive and autonomous while neo-conservatives, 

in contrast, believe that schools must return to ‘real knowledge’ in the traditional sense 

(Apple, 2001:409). These contesting and often intertwined agendas are the force behind 

such educational reforms described here. Schools that once relied on the expertise of 

Central Office staff to deliver the programs were now given the resources in the form of 

dollars and would have to access the knowledge from other sources. Adam believed that 

the allocation of funding directly to the schools would make them autonomous and 

empower them. The discourse was that it would free-up schools, empower them, make 

them autonomous and result in better performance. There were at present however few 

alternative means of accessing such resources. New sources would first have to be 

accredited by Central Office. Autonomy is often closely linked to discipline in a 

discourse that includes accountability, performance and effectiveness (Ball, 2006:12). 

Deregulation, decentralisation, monitoring and evaluation of activities create 

fragmentation and result in the recentralisation of resources and power and in re-

bureaucratisation (Olsen, 2008:24).  

 

The apparent decentralisation taking place masks the re-centralisation of power at the 

centre. Even if the resources that the schools could access were available they would 

have to be accredited by the system before they could be accessed. The system would 

determine whether and how much funding a school received and control what the goals 

of the funding were. On receipt of the funding the schools would be made accountable 
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and responsible for their results. As I have mentioned earlier, the research done by 

Karlsen (2000) demonstrated that in decentralisation there was no real shift of power to 

the local level, in fact, all that was transferred were conflicts and problems. It remains to 

be seen whether some schools will become empowered and benefit from being 

autonomous. That schools were no longer bound to the literacy and numeracy programs 

was one argument for the flexibility of funding. However that schools no longer had 

access to any kind of PD program seemed to be of little importance. Schools would still 

be made responsible for improvement in literacy and numeracy through the discourse of 

self-regulation, discipline, and accountability supported by performance technologies. 

Treating education as a market and commodifying it to the extent that measurable 

outcomes and standards become the goals of the system, are the shallow representations 

of what education has come to represent (Apple, 2004). 

 

Understanding relationships between schools and administration 

 

Analysing the evidence presented so far I would like to suggest that for the organisation 

to provide real support to teachers in classrooms it must be prepared to work at three 

levels. Firstly there must be strong two-way relationships between a diverse range of 

schools and the bureau-professionals in the system. These relationships take time to 

establish and need to be developed through a thorough understanding of the needs of 

schools. This case study shows that those relationships existed and were strong, at least 

between the numeracy team and the schools. The relationships, once established, work to 

change teaching practices and learning using a fundamental knowledge of, and expertise 

in pedagogies. Secondly there must be strong two-way relationships between the 

professionals in the system and the bureau-managers, established over time to develop a 

thorough and deep understanding of how the needs of schools are best supported by 

policy frameworks that allow room for shaping and creating a space in which the 

complexities of learning and diverse pedagogies can be nurtured. This case study shows 

no evidence of strong two-way relationships between the professionals and their 

managers, only that there was a strict top-down hierarchy and restrictive ‘silos’ of 

communication. Thirdly the system must put in place effective assessment and evaluation 
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mechanisms. The performance mechanisms that assess and evaluate must be sensitively 

developed alongside the learning in classrooms, so that what is being taught, and what is 

being learned are closely linked to explicit assessment. The performance mechanisms that 

were used to inform the organisation were not linked to the practices of the classroom 

teacher and neither the bureau-professionals, nor the classroom teachers, had influence 

over the content of the assessment. There are tensions and constraints at all three levels. 

The three levels make up an organism, or system, which are bound to each other, 

dependent and reliant and finding the balance is important.  

 

I have attempted to illustrate these relationships in a diagram below. I have chosen to 

illustrate the schools and the organisation as two separate elements. While schools are 

separate from the organisation and the organisation is separate from schools they are 

intimately bound. It is the connections and conjunctions that I analyse using the evidence 

so far. I have chosen to illustrate the relationships between the schools and the 

organisation across from each other rather than having one above or below the other. I 

begin by describing the ideal system.  

 

In the first figure below I have drawn the schools, on the left, on the same level as Central 

Office, on the right. All arrows in the diagram are two way with a flow from and to. 

Following any arrow will allow movement within each element or between the school 

and Central Office. Within the organisation there is an exchange of knowledge and 

expertise through communication of the assessment targets. The figure shows a system in 

balance. There may also be tensions and constraints but, to work as they should, there 

needs to be flow in both directions from bureau-professionals to bureau-managers. Policy 

managers, writers, and decision-makers need to be informed about the practices of 

schools in terms of targets and goals. The assessment mechanisms then need to be 

adjusted to account for the complexity of learning in a variety of ways. Reliance on one 

form of assessment would be unwise. Schools working closely with the bureau-

professionals inside the organisation need to understand how to set targets that will lead 

to improvement of their students and they need to be able to provide feedback about the 

subtlety of the performance technologies which they adhere to. With this balance, with 
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the communication and feedback the system should be able to function optimally, and 

allow for changes in teaching practices and improvement in student performance. 

  

 

              

Fig. 6.2 A suggestion for the ideal system 

 

I suggest that the evidence from this case study reveals that the above figure is 

unfortunately not illustrative of what happened. The evidence from this study indicates 

that there are gaps in communication at different areas of the system. In comparison I 

suggest that the figure (6.3) below illustrates the evidence in this study and demonstrates 

that there were breaks in communication. The evidence so far identifies breaks in 

communication within the organisation, between the bureau-professionals and the 

bureau-managers, who were unaware of the scope of the work being done by the 

numeracy team. The flow within Central Office was one way, from the top down. The 

depth of the work of the numeracy team was not understood by the bureau-managers. The 

assessment mechanisms that the system relied on were not connected to the realities of 

classroom practices. Although strong links existed between the organisation and the 

school at the level of the bureau-professionals the assessment used to show what was 

being learned and the improvements in learning were designed without the realities of the 
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learning and without the influence of the bureau-professionals. Assessment worked on 

schools from the top down and was not linked to the actual practices of teaching and 

learning. The bureau-professionals had no influence on the performance technologies and 

what was being tested. The bureau-professionals could only try, like the schools, to take 

account of what was being tested. The bureau-managers and decision-makers, cut off 

from any other information source, had one sole source of information about the practices 

of schools; the assessment and performance technologies.   

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3 The case study 

 

If this is true then it is clear that assessment becomes the fulcrum for everything else. 

Performance technologies of state and national testing dictate what is tested and what is 

learned. The acquisition of knowledge and the content of learning become regulated 

through the performance mechanisms that reflect the increasing power of the ‘evaluative 

state’ (Apple, 2001:416). In Chapter Seven I examine the fetish with data and interrogate 

what it tested, what is gained, and what is lost by an over reliance on data in an attempt to 

rationalise change.  
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Concluding comments 

 

As senior public servant Adam was truly a guardian of the system. He was a gate-keeper 

for the organisation and a prime link between the political level and the rest of Central 

Office. However he was well removed from the realities of the classroom and as such his 

vision for the organisation was founded in a commitment to the public education system 

as a public good. He believed that empowering schools through decentralisation of 

services would allow schools the autonomy to make the appropriate decisions. There 

would be some schools that did not have the resources to make those decisions and these 

schools would need to be guided by the system. Adam and the bureau-mangers 

understood their role in the system as one of maintaining control and managing.  
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Chapter Seven: Rationalising change 

 

Introduction 

 

The key figure in this organisation and the person behind the Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007) document was the Director General. 

Unfortunately I was never able to arrange to meet her in person but I did participate in a 

symposium towards the end of the school year that was addressed by her. The 

symposium, an annual event, had been arranged by the literacy and numeracy teams. 

Having spent over six months inside the organisation and only ever having heard 

references to the Director General I was curious to finally observe her and interested in 

the presentation she would deliver. The presentation, that lasted nearly an hour, is 

recounted here. The manner in which this was conducted and the statements she made 

provide an indication of her understanding of the role of Central Office and of general 

issues in education that concerned her and turned out to be a speech that left many people 

speechless. The underlying motivation for the changes she proposed were stimulated by a 

reliance on the NAPLAN results. A combination of Federal initiatives and the release of 

the following year’s State budget meant that the organisation needed to respond to the 

drive for improvement in literacy and numeracy strategies. In the period prior to the 

symposium I had received a number of documents from Adam with a similar emphasis 

on data from NAPLAN and that resonated strongly with the Director General’s 

statements at the symposium. A description of particular points in the documents 

demonstrates the further entrenchment of a reliance on NAPLAN data by the 

organisation.  

 

By the time the symposium was held the content of the work of the numeracy team had 

changed considerably. No new workshops had been arranged for the following year and 

cut backs had been made to proposed visits to schools. In the office the team spent their 

time putting numeracy resources online and working with others to analyse NAPLAN 

items and make suggestions for new ones. They worked closely with a group employed 

to finalise the NAPLAN for the following year. They were highly critical of the quality of 
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the questions and made a suggestion to formulate guidelines for future item writers. 

Whether the suggestion was misinterpreted is difficult to ascertain, however the 

organisation put in place resources that stipulated a ten week plan for teachers to prepare 

their students for the test. The managerial shift strengthened the change in role of the 

organisation that was previously based on educational and social values and beliefs to 

one that became grounded in an unquestioned reliance on NAPLAN data and 

information. This study illustrates at the local level how the shift was made from 

government to governance. Drawing on the work of Ozga (2009), I examine how, veiled 

under the cloak of decentralisation, and autonomy, individualisation and empowerment, 

accountability and responsibility, the shift dilutes educational content to the thin 

representation that a testing regime supports.  

 

Blinded by ideology 

 

The literacy and numeracy teams had spent the last few weeks coordinating the one day 

symposium that had now become an annual event for schools with ST’s. The symposium 

took place towards the end of the school year and was a celebration of the work that was 

being done in schools throughout the state. Over 200 ST’s and principals would attend 

and the office had been buzzing as arrangements were made. The numeracy team were 

excited about the presentations that were organised by their ST’s and also stressed by the 

sheer volume of work in collaborating such an event. Some of the ST’s, whose work was 

outstanding, were reticent about standing in front of such a large group and showcasing 

their work so there was a great deal of cajoling, encouragement and pleading as the 

numeracy team put together a program for the day. The Director General was to deliver 

the opening address and the opportunity to observe and listen to her presentation seemed 

too good a chance to miss.  

 

The head of Central Office, whom I never met in person, was the subject of many 

conversations throughout the organisation. At 41 she was the youngest ever Director 

General in the history of the state, and claimed by the local press to be one of the 50 most 
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powerful women in Australia
7
. The literacy and numeracy symposium was held in a 

prestigious hotel overlooking the white sandy beaches and the coast line of the Indian 

Ocean. A summer storm had surprised the city that morning and the gusty winds and 

torrential rain gave the resort a somewhat ominous atmosphere. The function room, 

packed with round tables piled with folders and coloured paper, was filled with teachers, 

talking animatedly. The literacy and numeracy teams, along with their managers had 

worked hard in the previous weeks to organise the day which they heralded as a 

celebration of the ST’s work and their achievement. It also provided an opportunity for 

the ST’s to showcase good practice for each other. Many principals attended too, some 

were scheduled to speak about the strength of the programs and to acknowledge the good 

work being done in their schools. All the literacy and numeracy teams were present along 

with their managers to acknowledge and celebrate the work of the ST’s.  

 

With coffee and tea over, the day was scheduled to begin with an address from the 

Director General. Even though I had frequented Central Office on a daily basis over the 

last six months I had never seen her in the flesh. Like the majority of the people in the 

room, I had only seen her in photos attached to the various official documents. There was 

an atmosphere of anticipation, particularly about what she was going to say, in the light 

of all the changes that were rumoured. By now schools knew that they would receive 

funding directly and that the programs were no longer to be delivered as a central 

initiative. As a result the literacy and numeracy teams had been bombarded with probing 

questions over coffee and tea. However the numeracy team did not know what the fate of 

the program would be, only that change was imminent, and that their work would be 

altered in some way and they were just as curious to hear what the Director General 

would have to say.  

 

As the time approached for the Director General to arrive, the power-point and projectors 

started up, people gradually began to take their seats at the round tables. The 

representatives from the literacy and numeracy team hovered, their managers circled, 

keeping a watchful eye on the door. Time passed, and the murmurs of quiet conversation 

                                                 
7
 http://www.perthnow.com.au/news/special-features/50-powerful-women 
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grew louder as people politely began to ask about the starting time, and the schedule for 

the day. Every time the door opened, the room hushed and heads turned, only to be 

disappointed as one familiar figure after another came in or went out. Twenty minutes 

later, the doors finally opened on the woman who was the figurehead for the state 

Department of Education. She swiftly reached the speakers’ area and after a short 

introduction by one of the managers she began to speak. The Director General started by 

apologising for her late arrival. She told us that she, like many in the room, was a mother 

who had just experienced one of ‘those mornings’. Up at 5.30am for a run, her dog had 

disappeared and she spent too long finding it, getting caught in a thunder shower, making 

her late. She came home to discover that her twelve year old was demanding a shirt off 

the drying line that was now soaked by the rain. The shirt was flung in the drier, where it 

proceeded to shrink two sizes, and they had to pull it into shape again as ‘nothing else 

would do’. Her son then informed her that he needed a food parcel as it was ‘aid day’ at 

school, making her even later and even more stressed. Finally, leaving the house much 

later than anticipated, she had got caught up in the slow traffic that always accumulates 

whenever there was a deluge of rain. This little tale illustrated, I supposed, that she was 

just an ‘ordinary Mum’, like many in the room, and I wondered how many people felt 

empathy for her.  

 

The apology over, she went straight on to deal with the business at hand. She had come, 

she told us, to acknowledge the work of the large cohort of ST’s present in the room. 

They represented a ‘significant investment by the Department’ of over $100 million over 

seven years. They represented the state’s initiative for PD in literacy and numeracy ‘to 

lift the performance of students through targeted support, and build capacity across the 

system’. She commented that the programs had initially been put in place to ‘support the 

Curriculum Framework strategy and put a focus on learning in the classroom’. The 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document, she asserted, 

was her initiative based on her belief in the importance of the classroom teacher. She 

suggested that although the ST’s were making an ‘important contribution in schools’ she 

believed, that there were still ‘too many students not achieving minimum standards of 

literacy and numeracy’ and that there were still ‘significant problems which needed to be 
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addressed’. She was concerned by the recent national test (NAPLAN) that demonstrated 

‘distressing results’, and she hoped fervently that everyone was ‘focusing on addressing 

the problem’.  

 

She urged us to ask ourselves ‘what was getting in the way of achieving success for those 

students?’ She explained that something more was needed to get to the root of the 

problem. Principals had responsibility, she said, they needed to ask themselves; ‘what do 

I need to do to make every student a successful student?’ and, she suggested, waving a 

hand around the room, that ‘classroom teachers needed to do the same’. She was worried 

by the ‘big gap between the performance of the Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal 

students’ and generally there were ‘indications that there was a great deal of work to do’. 

Too many Aboriginal students were not meeting minimum standards. There was also the 

problem of attendance. She hoped that communities could be encouraged to take more 

responsibility and of course parents were included in this. Teachers, she emphasised, 

were only able to do so much. However ‘too many students completed their schooling 

without the levels of education needed for employment’. With these problems uppermost 

in her mind she had decided to instigate an initiative to focus on pre-school Aboriginal 

students and to focus in general on early childhood
8
.  

 

She informed us that ‘teacher quality was consistently identified in research, as the major 

factor inside the school which affected student achievement’. At this point she made a 

reference to a report released by the Department that supported the findings. She said that 

she firmly believed that ‘teachers count, that they mattered, and that they made a 

difference’. She referred to another report; here it was one that identified good teaching 

practices. She suggested that there was a ‘need to personalise learning and to find 

strategies which would develop this’. At this point she referred once again to her son and, 

this time, to his struggle to understand Maths. At the mention of the word Maths I 

observed how at least half the people in the room, moved their heads, looked up and 

suddenly became more attentive. As a worried Mum, she had decided to hire a tutor to 

                                                 
8
 Since this study Central Office has introduced pre-school testing and has invested in and established an 

area which deals only with early childhood and collaborates with other public sectors on the pre-school 

years.. 
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help her son once a week. After only a few weeks, she had been extremely surprised by 

the ‘wonderful achievements he had made, in such a short time’. With this evidence, she 

suggested that ‘all teachers should think about using this method’, and that they should be 

‘aware of the leaps that could be made by using one to one teaching
9
’. She hoped that ‘all 

teachers would engage in similar case management of their students’. She asserted that it 

was important to ‘get to know the student as a young person, to understand their needs, 

and use this knowledge to focus on explicit teaching’. She stated that she was ‘tired of 

teachers using worksheets and any old activity just for the sake of it’ and that it was time 

that ‘teachers felt that they were accountable’.  

 

‘I expect explicit teaching’ she asserted, ‘too many kids require explicit teaching and are 

not getting it.’ At this point I noticed the movement of heads around the room, eyebrows 

were raised, mouths tightened. I glanced over at the numeracy team at the back of the 

room and noted that they all had their eyes firmly fixed on the floor. The words she was 

mouthing were important messages in the ST training, and I imagined that the team found 

these statements embarrassing. They were being told to do what they were already doing. 

To make matters worse, the Director General then went on to talk about ‘the importance 

of whole school planning’, of ‘building on the development of learning and using the data 

from the learning process, to inform classroom improvement’. Once again she was 

suggesting something that was already a major focus of the ST’s work. She was delighted 

to ‘inform them that they, as teachers, would now be able to access funding that would 

allow them to make choices about what resources were most appropriate to their 

students’. She regarded this as an important step towards ‘empowering schools’. But, of 

course, she commented, ‘greater flexibility would also mean that greater accountability’ 

was required. There was no further explanation of what she meant. Instead she referred to 

the teacher shortages and the difficult decisions she had made at the beginning of the 

school year but, she said, she had only wanted to ‘guarantee parents that there was a 

teacher in every class across the state’. It had not been easy for her to take ST’s out of 

their roles and put them in front of a class. The Director General then went on to talk 

                                                 
9
 Since this study Central Office began working to introduce mentoring of students on a one-to-one basis 

using a cohort of for example, retired teachers, and teachers at home with young families.  
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about the literacy program and stated that she expected that phonics would become an 

important focus in the future. Here too she advocated more work with the individual 

student, more focus on grammar and punctuation
10

.  

 

She reiterated that it was ‘necessary to rethink how support could be provided for the 

underachieving student’. She informed them that ‘the Department would put in place a 

reward system for schools that demonstrated a marked improvement in the performance 

of their students’. She felt that it was ‘wrong to continue funding schools which were 

failing to improve their students’. She returned to the theme of the day and wished them 

all a ‘productive symposium’, saying that she regretted that she was unable to remain and 

hear about all the good work. She left the room and even though I was one of the first out 

of the door, there was no sign of her. She had apparently already left the building. People 

were beginning to trickle out of the function room, the mood more subdued than before. I 

was curious about the reactions of the teachers and principals and approached some of the 

ones I recognised from previous meetings. Generally the responses were similar but I did 

note a few responses that were as follows: ‘What do I think? I don’t know what to think. I 

am confused. Does she know what we do?’ Another teacher said: ‘I found it all a bit 

demeaning. I am shocked.’ A teacher from one of the remote areas with many transient 

students said:  

 

Was that it? What does she think we do? Of course, you know don’t you, that 

she sends her son to a private school – and even there he can’t learn Maths, so 

what does that tell you?  I tell you, if he was in my class he would be able to 

understand Maths! She should send him to my school. 

 

I knew it was pointless to talk to the numeracy team at that time. They had to keep face 

and besides they had a celebration organised. I left and let them get on with what they did 

best; nurturing relationships and being professional.  

 

                                                 
10

 Shortly after this announcement the new Minister for Education announced a renewed focus on grammar 

and punctuation and the addition of support to teachers to do this in the form of online resources. 
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A captive of the discourse? 

 

The analysis that can be made from this short but public performance can only be 

tentative. It is clear that the rhetoric she used was strongly linked to Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007). But what is striking about the 

performance is that she appears to be insensitive about the fact that the people she is 

addressing are merely an economic investment. What was puzzling about the presentation 

was that the Director General was unaware of the work being done by her own Central 

Office staff in their delivery of the literacy and numeracy programs. I find it just a little 

ironic that she described the work and the strategies that she apparently valued that were 

already in place in these programs but that the programs were to be withdrawn. The 

strategies that she suggests were integral to the numeracy program. Taking a holistic view 

of teaching, focusing on the individual student and their needs is fundamental to the 

success of the program. She advocated explicit teaching, the importance of whole school 

planning and the need to engage with data to inform classroom improvement. Again these 

points are fundamental to the program. Although she acknowledged that teachers were 

only able to do so much she stated that teachers and good classroom practices were 

significant factors in student achievement, as if that was something new. Her intention 

was to promote quality teaching and good classroom practices by decentralising the 

funding directly to schools so that they would be empowered and have autonomy. 

 

The Director General acknowledged that the programs were put in place to support the 

Curriculum Framework and had a focus on the classroom. Her focus turns to the results 

of the first NAPLAN that she says are ‘distressing’. The statements she made are 

reminiscent of the ‘dumbing down’ of teachers to which Bascia and Hargreaves refer 

(2000:8). The Director General made references to two research documents the first 

demonstrated the importance of teacher quality and the other, what good teaching 

practices were. Apple alerts us to the use of research documentation that governments use 

to legitimise initiatives and interventions that they put in place (2001:412).  
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She referred to her concern with the increasing gap between Indigenous students and 

non-Indigenous students, often a topic cited in the media. However in a conversation with 

Adam he told me that the Indigenous school population was on the increase, presently at 

seven percent and, he expected, increasing to ten percent within the next five years.  

Increased and regular attendance could have instead been used as a measure of success 

for the system. Improvement in the performance of Indigenous students would only occur 

when these students had been attending school for a period of time. Her statement shows 

a lack of depth of understanding in the data and is reminiscent of the media coverage on 

such issues.  

 

The Director General makes a reference to strong leadership being crucial to the success 

of schools but her own lack of visibility both within Central Office and to the teachers 

themselves demonstrated that she was out of reach of both groups. While on the one 

hand, the rhetoric of Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

proposed a focus on classroom practices in the form of explicit teaching and 

empowerment of teachers and schools by a direct allocation of funding, on the other, the 

Director General emphasised the need for accountability and rewards for demonstrated 

improvement. However the schools should not be fooled into thinking that 

decentralisation meant that schools were getting something for nothing. The price has to 

be paid in the disciplining strategies that emerge out of the ideology and combine to re-

centralise control with the system, while placing responsibility, or blame, firmly with 

schools.  

 

I remembered looking through documents and copies of emails I had received from 

Adam prior to the symposium I noted that the meetings at his level the organisation had 

involved discussions about forming formalised National Partnerships with Federal 

government. A close examination of the documents revealed that over the next four years 

the Federal government would allocate a budget of $577 million to the states and 

territories to improve literacy and numeracy outcomes. The Federal funding was to be 

used to facilitate reform and reward demonstrated improvement. $30 million was to be 

allocated to low SEI communities and $10 million would go to research and evaluation of 
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the initiatives, the remaining $500 million ear-marked for partnerships that focused 

support initially in primary schools and targeted at risk students to achieve accelerated 

and sustained improvement in literacy and numeracy. The priorities were effective, 

evidence based teaching, strong leadership and whole school engagement and the 

monitoring of students and identification of where support was needed. Improvement 

would be measured using data from NAPLAN. Firstly the data would be used to track 

targeted student’s achievement, secondly it would be used to compare improvement of a 

cohort of targeted students with students at like schools and, thirdly assessment would be 

made at the local level instigated by the states and territories themselves. I realised that 

the rhetoric of the document was now being put into action and repeated in the statements 

that were made by the Director General at this symposium. Unfortunately the Director 

General was ignorant of the work being done by her own organisation; that the literacy 

and numeracy programs were based on effective and evidence-based research and 

development, that they supported and developed strong leadership and whole school 

planning and that individual student’s achievement was monitored by rigorous 

assessment, albeit unofficially put in place by people in the organisation to identify what 

had been learned and what needed to be learned. There were many paradoxes in the 

statements that the Director General made. She displayed a lack of sensitivity and 

awareness of what the organisation was capable of creating and maintaining. Although 

the Director General advocated the methods and pedagogies that the numeracy program 

already valorised, the performance techniques that she valorised by using NAPLAN to 

assess the scope of leaning and achievement were inadequate, as I will show.     

 

From passionate people to dead bodies 

 

Back in Central Office, in the weeks following the symposium, the frustration and 

confusion felt by both the literacy and numeracy teams was tangible. The work of the 

numeracy team had changed subtly over the previous months. As the end of the school 

year approached and they were still in the dark about the program and in what way, if 

any, it was to be retained, the team were told to honour the agreements they had made 
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with schools but that no new workshops or visits were to be planned. In fact, they were 

encouraged to refrain from going into schools. Their work was now ‘in the office’.  

 

The process of allocating funding directly to schools for the next school year had begun. 

As time went on, the tasks the team were asked to do gradually changed. They were 

increasingly called upon to put material online for teachers to access. Deadlines were 

made and the office work gradually took up more of their time. Not only the numeracy 

team but the whole section delivering programs was now focusing on strategies, 

frameworks and legislation to simplify and make access to the organisation easier for 

schools. The numeracy team found themselves sitting in front of their computers on a 

daily basis and contact with schools was solely by telephone and email. In a conversation 

with Lisa she commented on her new tasks and the lack of face-to-face contact with 

schools ‘you know what we are Sarah? We are just dead bodies. I don’t want to be a dead 

body, but that is what they want, us sit in front of our screens and do the job.’  Her 

comment about becoming a dead body stayed with me and was indicative of the inertia I 

was witnessing. For Lisa, as with the others in the team, becoming a bureaucrat, ‘a dead 

body’, meant not having the contact with schools that they felt was crucial to 

understanding the realities faced by teachers.  

 

There was an atmosphere of unrest, incoherence and fragmentation throughout the 

section until the appointment of a new Director from outside the section, was finally 

announced. Managers were appointed soon after. However, none of the new staff had 

previously held positions in these areas and they had to work hard to learn who their 

teams were and what the content of the work involved. I attempted to contact a couple of 

the new managers. They were struggling to cope with their new areas of work and the 

demands being made on them from the new Director and from their teams. They were 

apologetic about not being able to give me time for a discussion explaining that they were 

working round the clock. After nearly a year Deborah was still in the position as 

temporary line manager, the former line manager having been temporarily appointed to a 

new position. The numeracy team had a new Director, Graham had left the organisation, 

and a new senior manager neither of whom had positions within the section before the 
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restructure. The new work, new manager, new Director and hints about a more open form 

of communication caused tension and a great deal of discussion throughout the section. 

But despite the confusion and chaos, no information was communicated to the team about 

the content of their work in the future instead they were asked to carrying on doing what 

they had always done, with the exception of visiting schools and arranging new 

workshops.  

 

The darks arts of assessment 

 

The work of the numeracy team was now firmly focused in the office. One of the tasks 

they had become involved in was to evaluate the proposed NAPLAN for the following 

year. The NAPLAN was to be introduced for the first time in 2009. For Western 

Australian schools that simply meant swapping one test for another as the WALNA (state 

test) had been in use since 1998. The national test would be issued to all Year Three, 

Five, Seven, and Nine students across Australia in a particular week in May of the 

following year. The NAPLAN had a production time of 18 months that involved hiring 

writers from across Australia to write test questions, called items, and from these 

examples the final NAPLAN was to be put together. Western Australia had won the 

tender to assess, revise and edit the items to a final form. A group had been chosen from 

the experts in Central Office to do the work of choosing the final items. The group was 

budgeted by Federal government and were now locked away behind closed doors with 

codes and security measures. However the group was lacking in expertise in maths and 

numeracy and one of them had sought out the numeracy team for help. Bruce, whom the 

team knew well as he had worked in Central Office for many years, was always hesitant 

about ‘saying too much’ in my presence, ‘you never know if she is recording.’ He had a 

particular kind of self-mocking humour that endeared him to the numeracy team while 

his admiration and respect for them was transparent. I got the impression that although he 

took his work seriously he was never particularly comfortable with the culture of secrecy 

and found the organisation and the ‘politics’ stifling. Bruce began to appear at their desks 

more and more often to discuss items he was unsure about.  
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One morning when Laura and Lisa were again discussing NAPLAN items for Year Three 

prior to a meeting arranged with Bruce I asked if I could join them and write down some 

of the comments they made about the wording of the items. They went through the items 

and referred to them as ‘complicated, confusing, messy, clumsy, repetitive and 

ambiguous’. At one point Laura asked ‘what is the point of this question? I don’t get this. 

There must be an easy way to ask this question.’ Lisa answered ‘oh, it is better than the 

last one, there is so much unnecessary wording’. ‘Look, here they have used musical 

symbols, how many children know what they are?’ ‘This is not helpful’. The discussion 

was, of course, based on the maths and mathematical strategies so many of the comments 

were beyond my understanding. Summing up the Year Three test paper, they told me that 

there was ‘hardly any transformation’, ‘no operate, no algebra’, ‘capacity is too hard to 

do on paper.’ They made notes beside each item and when Bruce arrived he became 

concerned by their critique. After a long discussion that involved them explaining bad 

wording, lack of clarity, or what a poor quality item was Bruce suggested that they pre-

empt the next NAPLAN in 2010, more than 18 months away, by producing a set of 

guidelines and examples of good and bad items for the test writers. Laura and Lisa 

immediately agreed that the idea was good. So far they had only looked at the questions 

for Year Three; there was still Year Five, and Year Seven. Laura explained to me that 

although they had been consulted last year, the consultation had come too late, their 

comments had been ignored as there was not time to revise the test items. She hoped that 

their comments would be noted and that the appropriate changes would be made in time.  

 

What is the purpose of the test Laura asked? ‘If the student gets the question wrong, the 

teacher needs to be able to understand what was being asked’. Bruce asked her to explain. 

Laura then illustrated what she meant pointing to one item from the Year Three test: 

 

Tom is 83 years old and Sam is 8 what is the difference in age? 

 

Is this asking whether the student understands the word difference, if this is 

the case then the numbers are too difficult. They could just have used 10 and 
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4. Or is it testing that they can calculate the difference between two numbers 

in which case it could be written 83-8. This is testing reading skills. 

 

Lisa then explained that the advantaged students often had more skills to cope with 

handing the items, particularly as the reading level of students was also an issue in 

understanding numeracy items. Another discussion then followed as Bruce grappled with 

the strategies and new ways of thinking about writing questions. At the end of the 

discussion Lisa suggested that in future it might be better to determine a set of skills for 

each year level and use those to guide the writing of the test items. By deciding what 

skills Year Three students could have learned the numeracy items could then be planned 

to test the level of attainment of the skill. Bruce noted this suggestion and said that he 

would discuss it with his group.  

 

Laura pointed to ambiguity and confusion in the format and layout of the test booklet. 

She suggested that students needed to develop skills to learn how to interpret the items 

and again the advantaged students were the ones to develop those skills. There were 

drawings that were referred to as photographs. Both women were critical of the imagery. 

‘Why not use real photographs? Where is the realistic imagery? This is not a 21
st
 century 

representation.’ Pointing to an item that had drawings of resources used in classrooms 

more than two decades ago Lisa asked, ‘Why are resources, which we used in the 70’s, 

being used in these drawings? This is old fashioned again.’ Finally Laura asked, ‘Do we 

want our students spending their time learning how to guess what a poorly written item 

means?’ They pointed out another question that involved choosing the correct drawing to 

fit the arm back on the teddy bear. They discussed the fact that the item was aimed at pre-

primary students.  

 

As there was only space for 30 items they argued that ‘Important concepts should be 

tested otherwise you get a narrowing of the curriculum and only ‘test’ questions will be 

taught.’ ‘Where is the critical thinking?’ They frequently discussed the purpose of the 

test. ‘Is the purpose of the test to understand what the student knows or doesn’t know?’ 

The data from WALNA not only been used to show achievement from year to year at a 
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school but certain groups in Central Office had taken it upon themselves to use the poor 

responses to certain questions to advise schools that this was the area they needed to 

focus on in the future. The numeracy group had been deeply critical of such advice given 

the depth and scope of the test.  

 

It was in this period that Lisa made the decision to leave Central Office and applied for a 

job outside Central Office. In a final interview before she left she said, that she did not 

want to become a bureaucrat,  

 

stuck in the office producing materials, or working on policy documents or, 

you know, which is what we have been doing for the last six months, reading 

policy documents, interpreting it, so no, I thought no, I don't want to become 

a bureaucrat.  

 

The numeracy team now had two members left. Rachel was given a temporary project, 

budgeted from Federal sources that began to take more and more of her time. Laura was 

left to liaise with Bruce and with the people working on secondary maths testing and 

spent most of her time working between putting numeracy resources online for all 

teachers to access and liaising with Bruce and others on NAPLAN items at primary and 

secondary level. 

 

Interpreting and implementation of support 

 

I got the feeling that Bruce was on a fast learning curve, cramming information and 

expertise about what was important in the testing of numeracy. Bruce had been keen on 

the idea to pre-empt the next test with guidelines and examples of questions and after a 

talk with his manager came back to tell us that someone would be assigned to do the 

work. The work was described as a short term project within the budget for the design of 

the NAPLAN. But neither Laura nor Rachel was approached. About two weeks after the 

meeting recounted above Laura informed me she was to have a meeting with the person 

assigned to working on writing the guidelines for the future writers of NAPLAN items. I 
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realised that the suggestion made by Laura and Lisa to produce a set of guidelines for the 

item-writers along with examples of good and bad questions had been taken up by the 

organisation. The person assigned to do the work had worked at Central Office for a 

number of years in projects that had more to do with gathering data than with the 

teaching of maths and as a result had not been in a classroom for many years. She was 

one of the permanent employees in Central Office whose position had disappeared in the 

restructure and, until a new position was found, she had been asked if she would develop 

the guidelines for writing items. Although she told Bruce that she was confident that she 

could do the job she was one of the two people who refused to speak to me. As I could 

not participate in the meeting between her and Laura I asked Laura to explain what 

information she was going to provide.  

 

Laura explained that she hoped that they would be able to discuss how to pick a range of 

questions which was fair to all students at the year level. Numeracy can be divided into 

four learning areas; number, space, chance and data, and measurement, and questions for 

each area should range from easy to difficult with most of the questions being focused 

around the middle range. In each learning area three different types of questions could be 

asked. The first demonstrated recall, the second type application, and the third type of 

question demonstrated the ability to solve problems. Laura had worked out that in order 

to cover all four topics, varying degrees of difficulty and make sure there was a suitable 

range of questions for each that there needed to be about 90 questions in all. However 

there were just 30 test items that would be used to demonstrate the understanding of the 

student. Therefore it was imperative that none of the 30 items were ‘wasted’. Each of the 

30 test items had to be quality questions although Laura commented that one had to 

remember that they would still only be indicative of achievement. Laura was adamant 

that the test results were only indicative and should not be used ‘as gospel’. 

Unfortunately, she said, this happened all too often and referred to colleagues in other 

teams who advised schools on their teaching based on the results of the state tests. She 

was concerned that the test would eventually become the instrument for determining 

curriculum.  
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About a month later I left Adam’s office after another interesting conversation carrying 

my usual bundle of ‘documents that might be of interest’ from a range of sources, emails, 

drafts and reviews that were more often than not anonymous. Among these I found a plan 

to improve the literacy and numeracy of Western Australia’s public school students. The 

plan acknowledged that WA was consistently ranked below the Australian average for 

both literacy and numeracy. The document stated: ‘It is recommended that any public 

discussion of an attempt to improve NAPLAN results be couched in terms of this being a 

by product of a plan to improve the literacy and numeracy skills of students.’ There were 

a number of references to prioritising explicit teaching and assessment of essential skills 

and providing sufficient time in the teaching program for these activities. A number of 

actions were described; some short term to produce immediate results, others long term to 

produce sustainable improvement. Two short term initiatives were proposed and one was 

of particular interest. It proposed the preparation of students for the test by developing a 

resource package to improve test taking. The resource package was to go online with all 

the necessary material. It stipulated that essential skills should be listed along with 

examples of test items. The resource package should contain a week by week program for 

teachers on how to prepare their students for the test. I began to wonder whether the 

suggestion made by Laura and Lisa to list the skills that were needed at each year level to 

determine the focus of the items had been transformed to this online initiative to guide 

teachers in preparation for the testing of their students.  

 

My knowledge of the contents of this document suddenly made me alert to the subtle 

changes in the conversations and discussions I now heard around me. The new school 

year was imminent and the Director General, backed by the new Minister for Education, 

announced that all schools were shortly to be able to access a ten week plan that would 

help them prepare their students for the NAPLAN test in May. In the days and weeks 

following I noted that the subtle changes in the discourse around the NAPLAN from 

providing students with test skills to what teachers need to teach for the students to 

achieve good results in the test. It was shortly after this announcement that Laura became 

heavily involved in designing the plan, although this was more by default than good 

management. The plan was that teachers, over a ten week period, were to be provided 
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with an online strategy that described week for week what they needed to teach, a far cry 

from the strategy that Lisa and Laura had suggested. The person asked to do the planning 

for numeracy, the same one who had developed the guidelines for the test, had been 

unable to complete the ten week strategy. It had been ‘too big a project’ and now Laura 

had inherited it, such as it was. It was too late in the day to make major changes. 

Normally calm and considered, her frustration was clear and I often heard her muttering 

under her breath. I was curious to know what exactly she had been asked to do.  

 

Laura explained that the four topics; number, space, chance and data, and measurement, 

had to be covered in the ten week period. It had been decided that every teacher should 

spend ten minutes every day developing skills that would be needed in the test. Weeks 

one and two were to be used for general preparation for sitting the test and reading and 

answering questions. From week three there would be a focus on essential skills in all 

four areas. A total of ten minutes each day should be given to each skill over the week 

with all skills over the four areas being covered progressively. Laura was hunting for 

good examples of question from previous tests that demonstrated the skills being taught 

at that level. The questions chosen by the other person were sometimes bad examples and 

were wrongly ordered in terms of difficulty. Laura wanted to have easy, medium, hard 

and challenging. She was struggling to find the right material with the deadline just 24 

hours away. Laura was exasperated and said ‘it is not educationally sound’ and 

commented that if the starting point for the teaching was the question then ‘the teacher 

will be teaching to the test’. The ‘teaching’ will only ‘work with the students who have 

already learned these skills and therefore it is a waste of time for those students. The 

students who cannot answer the question will not be able to understand the process if 

they start with the question – therefore it is a waste of time for those students too.’ The 

other danger, she confided, is that you are ‘telling the teachers that this is all you need to 

teach. Your students are prepared for the NAPLAN, so what will happen to the rest of the 

year? What kind of signal does a resource written like this send?’ The reliance on data 

and the gathering of information about the performance of schools, teachers, and students 

is a familiar event on the global stage.  
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National tests as a source of reliable data  

 

The ‘governing of data’ through ‘objective depersonalised judgement’, as in the use of 

the NAPLAN, as the source of reliable data has become increasingly questionable (Ozga, 

2009:153). The growth of data, traced back to the 1980’s, has been effected by a public 

interest in achievement of students and the standards of schools at national level that 

resulted in changes in the relationships between central government and the practitioners 

at the school level (Ozga, 2009:152). The regulation of the provision of services, the 

allocation of resources, the performance of teachers, target setting and the tracking of 

students individually or as year groups emerges in the performance technologies put in 

place by central systems. The centralised organisation made changes that resulted in re-

centralising control in the form of data and information and system steering (Ozga, 

2009).  

 

This study shows that at one level of the bureaucratic organisation there was concern 

about the limitations of the use of data in this form to determine the effectiveness of 

classroom teaching and the achievement of individual students and cohorts of students. 

The questions that Laura asked and the comments she made about the reliability of such 

tests are pertinent. Our attention is drawn to the way in which the questions were 

formulated. The wording was confusing, complicated, and ambiguous. Further the 

limitations brought by having only 30 items meant that not all the topic areas could be 

covered adequately and it was difficult, but not impossible, to write questions that tested 

the student at different levels of difficulty and to ensure that the different types of 

questions that tested recall, application and the ability to solve problems were present. 

The perspective on the scope of the items at the top of the hierarchy seems to hang on an 

unquestionable reliance that the items were adequately worded and sufficiently nuanced 

to present a fair picture of the achievement of individual students, year cohorts and of 

whole schools. If governments are going to base funding for improvement to literacy and 

numeracy on assessment hard questions need to be asked about the scope and reliability 

of the assessment on which assumptions about standards are founded.  
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Laura wanted to know what the purpose of the test was. In normal classroom teaching 

teachers continually assess the progress of their students which then informs them about 

what to teach. The purpose of the test could not be to demonstrate learning, or lack of it, 

to the teacher, as the teacher would already know what the student knows. The purpose of 

writing guidelines and a set of skills to support the writing of test items, suggested by 

Lisa and Laura, became somehow misinterpreted and transformed into a ten week 

strategy that determined what was valued and what was taught. A particular discourse 

emerged that appeared to articulate that the test could be used to determine what had been 

learned. But as Lisa and Laura have pointed out tests such as this one have their 

limitations and can only be indicative of learning. The purpose of tests at the national 

level can only be to demonstrate the achievement of the students at a particular school at 

that point in time so that the results can be a) used to show the achievement of a student 

from one year to the next b) used to show the general achievement of one cohort of 

students from one year to the next c) used to compare year cohorts of students in like 

schools.  

 

The analysis of the evidence presented here hints at an agenda that is covert and one that 

hides behind the commonsense talk that educators always fall for – the importance of 

classroom practices, of quality teaching and of successful students. Indeed the discourses 

present subtle shifts in how ‘commonsense’ is portrayed (Apple, 2004:14). So where does 

that leave us? This case study illustrates how the seductive and alluring neo-liberal 

ideologies of decentralisation, autonomy and empowerment, manifest themselves in 

educational reforms. The evidence also demonstrates that the complexities of learning 

and diverse pedagogical strategies developed through the numeracy programs were 

ignored, obscured, and even lost, in preference for the fetish with data of legitimised 

national tests. The combination of a testing regime, a neo-conservative strategy 

successfully used in neo-liberal states, re-centralises control and becomes a disciplining 

mechanism (Apple, 2004). Closer scrutiny of the content of the tests revealed that they 

were based on a narrow set of items that inadequately reflected the achievement of 

students throughout the state. They can, at best, give an indication, a snapshot of where 

the schools were at. The items were often badly written and did not have the scope and 
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breadth to clearly demonstrate the level of learning of individual students, or of cohorts 

of students in year groups. They were on the other hand effectively used to discipline; to 

reward and to punish.  

 

The very real danger of teachers teaching to the test has been demonstrated here as the 

system advocated the use of resources for teachers to do just that. The evidence from this 

case study supports the overwhelming scholarship on teaching to the test (Ball, 2006), the 

imbalance brought about by a change to a reliance on information systems (Ozga, 2009) 

and the restructuring of teaching through performance mechanisms (Ball, 2000, 

Blackmore, 2004, Daun, 2002, Lindblad et al., 2002, Mahony and Hextall, 2000, Shore 

and Wright, 2000). There is a certain element of ‘dumbing down’ teachers (Hargreaves, 

2004), by presenting learning in the simplified parameters that suggest that answering 

standardised test items represents the scope and breadth of education.  The relentless and 

inescapable process of reliance on data at school level, local level and state and national 

level calls for much closer scrutiny of the performance technologies that are employed by 

governments. This study also demonstrates the loss of elements of education that make 

up the depth and scope of learning, and what Apple (2004) refers to as ‘thick’  content, 

are dominated by the ‘thin’ content valorised through national testing. The dominance 

alters ‘the social and cultural terrain of educational policy and discourse’ (Apple, 

2004:13). The very real and alarming transformations that Apple refers to are explicitly 

illustrated by the empirical evidence of this study.   

 

The problem with tests is that their quality, their values, and the position that they hold, 

reified as rational and neutral, have a tendency to subordinate professional judgement and 

lead to de-professionalising and de-skilling teachers. The values and belief in social 

justice, equity and a fair system that were fundamental to the centralised bureaucratic 

organisation have been side-lined. The locus of control of outcomes has gradually shifted 

from the teacher to centralised control by the use of performance technologies and the 

need for accountability. There has to be control over standards but these should focus on 

development, aimed at improving teaching quality and based on norms of conduct and 

practice but when standards are used as regulatory, ‘a managerialist tool for measuring’ 
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they succeed in enhancing steering from the centre (Mahony and Hextall, 2000:31). As 

the external factors define, impose and control teachers, the professional gradually 

becomes defined in those terms and become interpreted in that lens of effectivity.  

 

Losses and gains for Central Office 

 

Before the restructure the organisation was centralised around educational and 

pedagogical initiatives and interventions of centrally controlled and centrally delivered 

programs and a curriculum framework that focused on holistic and developmental 

learning of students. The development of central initiatives of the calibre described in the 

numeracy program that were based on evidence based research and a complex set of 

learning strategies and pedagogies were interventions that had power to effect changes in 

teaching practices and to improve student achievement. These have been lost as a central 

initiative. Not only was the power of the programs unacknowledged by the hierarchy, but 

many of the professionals, whose commitment, passion and shared assumptions 

represented the backbone of the system chose to leave. They were unable to reconcile 

themselves to the shifts towards a further entrenchment of neo-liberalism in practice that 

transformed the organisation that previously held strong public education values to one 

that focused on a shallow and narrow representation of educational outcomes. They felt 

undervalued, over-looked, unfulfilled and frustrated. Some took long service leave, in the 

hope that things, as one manager said, ‘might settle down’, others applied for jobs outside 

the system in local universities or simply went back to their school.  

 

These findings support Ozga when she suggests that the metamorphosis of centralised 

systems from a ‘centralised, vertical and hierarchical form of regulation into 

decentralised, horizontal, networked forms’ are not always straightforward (Ozga, 

2009:149). Although the neo-liberal ideology was evident in the documents produced 

prior to this study there had been attempts to regulate and decentralise previously, the 

evidence presented here demonstrates a further entrenchment of the neo-liberal agenda. 

However those that supported the discourse of the Classroom First (Department of 

Education and Training, 2007) document believed that schools would gain autonomy, 
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empowerment and flexibility; that they could be more effective and purposeful. I would 

argue that this may be true for those schools that have the advantages of educational 

resources and strong leadership. By empowering those schools they may indeed be better 

able to make decisions that suit their particular needs. However the disadvantaged and 

vulnerable schools, those with a majority of low achieving students, graduate teachers 

and without the support of strong leadership would, according to the numeracy team, 

need more than just the guidance of Central Office to improve teacher quality and student 

achievement, they would need sustainable support in the form of the kind of resources the 

schools traditionally provided by the system.   

 

What is demonstrated here is the shift from government to governance, specifically a 

shift in the form and process of regulation. The account given here of a narrative of 

change driven by external forces and explained by reference to common-sense categories 

is a familiar one (Lindblad et al., 2002:618). Evaluation and assessment have become 

tools for governing. The change in the control and use of resources, the legislative change 

as a form of regulation and the decentralisation of funding to schools accompanied by 

new centralised practices of management were claimed to ‘provide more democratic and 

accountable schools through improving the quality of education’ (Lindblad et al., 

2002:620). Accountability requirements are meant to reflect varying interests but the 

requirements determined after the restructure of the system have focused on disciplining 

through regulation and reward. In the transition from government to governance, which I 

believe this study illustrates, the decentralised, autonomous forms of power were 

undermined or subordinated through the reliance on managerial accountability and 

‘continued strong steering’ of a centralised system (Ozga, 2009:159). It is important to 

‘be attentive to the underlying systems thinking that is data driven and data dependent. 

Such thinking is a reflection of a constant search for more complete state knowledge, for 

a ‘bridge’ that allows panoptic visions and strategies while ensuring compliance’ (Ozga, 

2009:160). This study shows what is lost in the neoliberal drive towards autonomy, a 

drive that comes from the belief that the public good is best served by government 

ensuring that private interests are promoted as much as possible, emphasising the small 
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over the large, decentralised action over centralised institutionalisation which 

nevertheless retains control at the centre. 

 

Concluding comments 

 

I began this thesis by stating that bureaucratic organisations such as this one were often 

given the blame for failing and as a result the organisation of the administration had 

shifted. Praising bureaucracy is not as easy as blaming and finding fault with it. But can a 

centralised system be good, in the sense that it provides support and sustainable 

interventions that improve teaching quality and achievement of students? Certainly in the 

past the centrally run programs seemed to provide real support to schools. The bureau-

professionals delivering the programs were able to establish intimate relationships with 

schools and use their expertise to build powerful programs that responded to the needs of 

the disparate range of students and teachers. Without these people and without these 

programs, what then was the future for the bureaucratic organisation? The role of 

organisations, such as this one, has certainly shifted, from government to governance, 

changing the relations between those they administer, or serve. As I began packing up 

and made preparations to ‘leave the field’ someone said, ‘but you can’t leave now, things 

are just starting to get exciting.’ The restructure had taken place, new directors and 

managers were appointed and the work of the Curriculum Support section had changed 

subtly. Those that remained, some still passionate about a commitment to equity and 

communitarian values had ridden out of the storm and the chaos into a relative calm. 

However I had made the decision to leave, the data was overwhelming in its scope and 

richness and yet, six months later, I found that I was curious to know what had happened. 

I wondered about the fate of the programs, the staff and their work and decided to make 

contact with the few who remained and arranged to conduct a few supplementary 

interviews that turned out to provide significant information. It is the data from these that 

form the material for the final chapter.  
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Chapter 8 Thinning the content and context of education 

 

To govern humans is not to crush their capacity to act, but to acknowledge it 

and to utilize it for ones own objectives (Rose, 1999:4) 

 

Introduction 

 

As the new structure began to take shape and positions were advertised and filled, the fate 

of the numeracy programs sealed, I requested an interview with Tomas, a manager in the 

Secondary Directorate and one of my contacts who worked with secondary schools. My 

access to the section where he worked was sporadic. The work being done by the 

numeracy team, now part of the Primary Directorate and the work being done by Tomas’ 

area, the Secondary Directorate should have focused on the goals of Classroom First 

(Department of Education and Training, 2007). Yet the interview with Tomas provided a 

subtly different perspective on the tasks being carried out in his section of the 

organisation than that of the numeracy team. Later, when I started to analyse my field 

notes, I became frustrated about gaps in my understanding of the organisation. Therefore 

some months after my fieldwork was complete I contacted two key figures from my 

study in the hope that I could find some of the answers I sought. I contacted Graham, one 

of my first contacts inside Central Office who had lost his position as Director in the 

restructure who was now a principal in a primary school. He was keen to describe how 

the decentralising of services affected schools. He was also able to provide me with a 

perspective that linked the managerial and the professional roles of the organisation. My 

second contact was with Deborah, whom I knew had remained at Central Office and had 

now been appointed to a permanent position as manager for numeracy. I was curious to 

know what her work involved and if the changes I envisaged happening were indeed 

taking place. I was also curious to know whether the withdrawal of the programs meant 

that the expertise about explicit teaching practices and the knowledge of the stages of 

mathematical learning had been lost from the system. All three sources were able to give 

me information about the extent to which NAPLAN data was being used to discipline and 
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control schools. Although some of my questions were answered I found that many more 

were posed that must be left for future research.  

 

The comments from all three sources illustrate the shift in role of the organisation, the 

emphasis on management; the subtle change in goals brought about by decentralising 

services and, together, demonstrate the move towards new forms of governance. 

Although this research work had a finishing point, a point in time, the organisation did 

not cease to exist or function after the researcher left. Conclusions are therefore 

ephemeral, as the site continually transforms and adjusts to internal and external tensions. 

I begin with a brief account of the work Tomas carried out and describe his 

understanding of the changes that resulted from the restructure of the organisation.  

 

Secondary perspectives on the system 

 

Throughout my fieldwork I had sporadic contact with Tomas who, in contrast to the 

numeracy team, worked exclusively with Senior High schools, the Year Eleven and 

Twelve students. Before the restructure he was manager for a team of ten consultants. 

Each of these people had around ten schools for which they were responsible in three 

principal areas of work. As they were experts in a particular area of the curriculum they 

arranged to visit each school twice a year, sometimes more often, in an advisory capacity, 

secondly they were responsible for coordinating a Teacher Development Centre in the 

area of their schools and thirdly they were responsible for projects and pilots that were 

ongoing in their schools. The consultants like the numeracy team, booked their school 

visits from one year to the next and spent the majority of their time out of the office. The 

Teacher Development Centres were an initiative of the Federal government to employ 

teachers to support other teachers in the implementation of the newly introduced Year 

Eleven and Twelve courses.  

 

When I met Tomas he was still trying to work out what changes the restructure would 

bring to his section. He had been re-appointed to a new position in the re-named 

Secondary Directorate with the added responsibility for secondary schools, students from 
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Year Eight to Ten. Tomas had a new title and a new team but it was ‘not really any 

different from the team we had before the restructure.’ He wondered how much the work 

would change when the team was made up of the same people. I questioned him about 

withdrawing from school visits, as the numeracy team had been told to do, and he replied 

that this was not the message they had received. In fact he suggested that the visits were 

‘still a priority’. He knew that the situation was different in the primary section and 

explained that his section had ‘never operated in the same manner.’ They had worked in a 

curriculum advisory capacity and had focused on the individual performance of the 

school from year to year. Tomas admitted that there was still lack of clarity about what 

was expected of the new section that there were mixed messages and different people had 

different ideas of the role of the section.  

 

I knew from my conversations with others that Tomas’ Director had very definite ideas 

about the focus of the group and how they should support schools. Her ideas conflicted 

directly with the new managerial tone. She opposed the ideas by being resistant and 

withholding information from her group. At the end of the last year there was no real 

sense of ‘what was going to happen or how this was going to roll out. So these guys did 

what they have done for the last three years they went ahead and booked all their school 

visits.’ Now Tomas was worried that as he and his team were out visiting schools that 

they would miss out on participating in the discussions about the pending changes of role 

at this ‘very embryonic phase of the development.’ One of Tomas’ first concerns was 

about the amount of time and energy that was being put into writing the online NAPLAN 

resource. The ‘whispers’ he heard at the end of the school year indicated that people 

would be needed to provide advice about the secondary perspective for putting the 

resource online. Initially he had hoped that they would have ‘some sense of ownership or 

control over how the information was packaged and presented’ but this did not happen. 

The reality was that three people were now working full time on ‘actually doing 

significant amounts of writing to the resource.’  

 

The work with the Teacher Development Centres had been cut back so that now only one 

person was responsible for coordinating the funding. When he had suggested in an email 
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to schools that services were to be decentralised he was surprised by the backlash that 

‘schools could just be left on their own.’ He told me that it was predicted by some in his 

group that once the connection to schools was broken that they would revert back to 

where they were three years ago before the teams were formed and before the support 

had been provided face to face. Tomas found that reaction both challenging and 

confronting because  

 

the notion of everything I have done over the last three years has explicitly 

been in a context of this is about capacity building and enabling and if we are 

still doing the same stuff three years down the track then we haven’t got it 

right. 

 

He speculated about how effective the work they did was and whether the work his team 

was doing was ‘making a difference’. However he also speculated about how making a 

difference was being measured. Tomas wanted to be sure that the right things were being 

measured. Compared to five years ago over 90% of the schools had a higher graduation 

rate. Comparisons between the public system and the private (non-government schools) 

demonstrated a decrease in the gap between the average achievement of students on 

leaving school. He was uncertain to what degree these were ‘measures of improvement’. 

He wondered if public schools had become better at choosing ‘the right pathway’ for 

their students based on the understanding of the performance information.  

 

There were many factors about his work that made him pause. For example when Tomas 

looked at the school booking sheet, the calendar they used to plot the visits to the schools, 

and compared it to last year it appeared to be fuller. He acknowledged that this could be 

due to an increase in the requests from schools for help with understanding the 

performance data and how to use that information effectively. The data systems had 

become more intricate and fine-tuned although the data still needed to be connected more 

meaningfully. On the other hand, he commented, there were administrators in the schools 

who should be able to work with the data. Much of the data had been made readily 

accessible to the individual school whereas before the process had been controlled by 
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Central Office. Another frustration was the fact that many of his meetings in schools 

were either with the principal or the deputy. When he suggested that if there was to be 

real understanding of curriculum then he should be able to have conversations with the 

people responsible for teaching this did not happen. Taking time with those people would 

mean taking them out of classrooms. The operations of the Secondary group were very 

different from the explicit, goal-orientated way of working that the numeracy team had 

developed. Indeed Tomas seemed to be questioning the effectiveness of the way his team 

worked. The numeracy team had contact with the principals, the specialist and also had 

time in classrooms, observing students and teachers as well as being able to model 

teaching in real classroom situations. Tomas’ team was kept in the principal’s office, 

discussing data and possible changes to teaching practices, without observing the reality 

of the classroom and without the contact to teachers. However after the restructure it was 

paradoxically the Secondary group, with all their frustrations, that survived intact and 

continued to visit schools.  

 

External perspectives on the system 

 

After leaving the field and on careful reading of my notes and transcriptions from 

recorded interviews and conversations I realised that there were gaps in my 

understanding of the flow of information through the organisation. Nearly six months 

after completion of my fieldwork I contacted Graham, the former director of primary 

programs and asked him if he would be willing to talk about his understanding of the 

links between the hierarchy and the people who had contact with schools. He told me that 

he could give me two perspectives. The first was as manager of the teams who had 

contact with schools and as Director for a section of the bureaucratic organisation with 

contact to the hierarchy; the second was as a new principal in a primary school that was 

dependent on advice and services from the bureaucratic organisation.  
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Fig. 8.1 Photograph of a school in the metropolitan area 

 

Graham began by explaining his present situation. As a principal of a primary school he 

was concerned with accessing constructive support for his staff. He had experienced 

schools generally having great difficulty in accessing any services that ‘targeted around 

their ability to scope, to sequence and to stay with the professional development of their 

staff’. The decentralisation of services, or ‘outsourcing’ as he called it, had subordinated 

the consultancy model that the literacy and numeracy teams had provided, in preference 

for what he called ‘sheep-dipping’, a model where teachers were expected to ‘come and 

get it, we run you through and you go away and you now have more knowledge than you 

had before’. Not only was the content of the courses inadequate, in his opinion, but the 

schools were restricted to sourcing these courses in school holidays and after hours. ‘I 

mean, twice a year you can send someone on a five day course and in between those 

times they will just have to sweat it out.’ He talked about how he had tried to access PD 

for his staff. The resources he could access turned out to be more costly than the models 

that were centrally driven. The commodification of education as a resource or as a buyer 

in a market has a broad scholarship; see for example (Ball, 2006, Bottery, 2000, 

Hargreaves, 1994, Mahony and Hextall, 2000). Buying support ‘from the market’ was 

expensive, of dubious quality and there was a limited capacity to supply schools. Graham 

speculated about allowing the market to provide and determine the content of educational 

courses, a speculation that resonates with Ball (2006:154).  

 

Graham in his position as principal was aware that there was now a major focus on the 

NAPLAN scores and commented that the Director General had her own agenda for 
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performance, ‘getting higher NAPLAN scores.’ Even though his school had been 

allocated funding for improvement in literacy and numeracy the bucket was smaller, and 

the funding was being spread more thinly. The former model that the system built 

capacity within the schools had been, in his words, ‘massively reduced, leaving schools 

largely to their own devices, and therefore pinning the hopes on the leadership within the 

school.’ However not all principals had the advantage of the inside knowledge he had of 

the system. He knew what was available and he knew who to go to. He tried to assist 

other schools in his district as much as he could. While he had worked in Central Office 

one of the four tenets had been to promote equity such that the schools with the greatest 

needs received the assistance they needed. These were the schools with less social capital 

but ‘they usually have less educational capital too, in terms of the staff, because anyone 

who is doing really well will want to get out of there.’ He maintained that there was no 

incentive to stay ‘other than social mission’ and that had been worn thin as the 

sustainable central support had been withdrawn.  

 

Speaking of his career inside Central Office Graham explained that when Classroom 

First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) was first introduced he had realised 

that it was ‘signalling a lot of things that the words weren’t saying.’ He suggested that it 

was masking an ‘educational rationalism’. As someone who had been part of the system 

for a while he had learned to read between the lines. The document was all about ‘down-

sizing, about hand-balling responsibility’ and about ‘achieving political outcomes as 

opposed to achieving educational and social justice,’ a view that has a lot of support in 

the research literature. Even though he acknowledged the shift Graham had expected that 

the system would retain strong control over how PD would be delivered and to whom it 

would be delivered. But he admitted that was not the model that the organisation had in 

mind. He was disappointed that the organisation was prepared to let the market dictate; 

what was available and when the services were delivered. He was surprised that schools 

would be given the responsibility to choose what was appropriate. Previously Central 

Office had always had taken the responsibility for quality assurance and for providing 

guidance about what was best for schools. It was, in his opinion, the responsibility of 

Central Office to ‘define standards and to ensure that they have a competent workforce.’ 
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By stripping away the framework of support and guidance ’they are actually putting 

schools at greater risk.’ The focus had shifted from education to management and pure 

bureaucratic administration. Central Office had ‘less to say about education.’ The 

organisation had become, he suggested, ‘a political instrument of government rather than 

an educational instrument of government’. The disillusionment and disenchantment 

among his ex-colleagues and subsequent exodus of ‘people who were passionate about 

education’ was evidence of the change in role and shift towards governance. His strong 

values and commitment to the kind of system he described here, contrasted markedly 

with the new direction the organisation had taken. Graham regarded the appointment of 

the Director General, coinciding with the appointment of a new Minister of Education, as 

instrumental in the shift. The new and relatively young Director General was chosen 

because of her management skills, he said; 

 

she is very structured, very organised, very smart. Her expertise is in 

management. She was a teacher for a very short period of time. She has 

grown up in the bureaucracy itself, so most of her training would be in 

management. 

 

But, he suggested, her inexperience in the political sphere meant that she could be 

managed by the minister and would follow the ministerial goals. He reflected on the shift 

in a belief in educational values to an organisation that was populated by managers and 

motivated by the political. He argued that the leadership of the organisation should be 

driven by a strong motive to support a social mission and be able to inspire and maintain 

‘the integrity of the department in terms of its educational mission’ and that it was 

necessary to have ‘a leader who is able to stand for what they believe in, and is still 

strategic enough to make government feel happy.’ 

 

The sentiments he expressed here resonated with comments made by the numeracy team. 

They too had lost their trust in the leadership to do what they believed to be important for 

achieving equity and fairness. Graham argued that the previous motivation for a 

communitarian system had been replaced by an administrative and politically motivated 
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ethos for results. The focus on results rather than method had become the force driving 

the organisation (Clarke and Newman, 1997:64). Graham became quite cynical about 

what the organisation was becoming and had no regrets about leaving. He talked fondly 

of the literacy and numeracy teams and of his collaboration with them;  

 

For those people there was a passionate government school ethic, talented, 

skilful, not always in agreement with each other, but that was what was good 

about it. You know there were great debates the numeracy team used to get 

into. They had the same core values and principles of practice and so they 

were a very good team.  

 

As a Director, Graham had been frustrated by the ‘loss of good people’ from the system. 

He felt somehow responsible that people who were passionate about education were 

‘hopelessly disillusioned and almost all of them have moved away from the areas that 

they were passionate about.’ He talked about what was being valued and what the values 

were based on. He talked about the organisation reneging on ‘its obligation to quality 

assure and to provide guidance about what schools require and, in fact, it doesn’t even 

help to determine what it is schools require, at the same time as it has taken less 

responsibility as to what these schools have as inputs.’ Graham was quite clear that the 

professional role and leadership role that Central Office once had was now gone. It had 

been replaced by managerialism that abandoned values and revoked responsibility and 

therefore blame. There was only one member of the numeracy team left in the 

organisation. Deborah was one of the few who hung on, and who strove to maintain the 

traditional values and beliefs, couched in the new rhetoric of ‘being responsive’ to 

schools. She had won the permanent position as manager for numeracy and I wondered 

what her work now involved.  

 

Taking advantage of inertia 

 

Deborah, who had previously had the temporary role of manager, had been appointed to 

the position as line-manager for a team that only existed on the organisational plan. She 
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told me candidly that at a time when the bureau-managers had not yet fully grasped the 

extent of the tasks because they were new to their roles, much of the work being done by 

Central Office seemed to be frozen by inertia. In the period when positions were 

advertised and people below her were applying for them there was massive uncertainty 

throughout the section. No one was sure who would get what position or what the jobs 

would involve. She reflected on that period in which ‘there was no decision making 

because no one knew what they had to make decisions about. It was very reactive’. As 

she was one of the few who had actually been in the same position for a while she found 

that she was being asked for advice and, feeling confident about her work and her 

expertise, was prepared to give it. When someone was appointed to a new position there 

was often no hand over, the previous person having left Central Office or being busy with 

a new role. Her new manager and even the new Director sought her out and, she admitted 

coyly, she had taken advantage of the situation. Her new manager in particular was 

struggling to know what the work involved. Deborah explained the scope and breadth of 

the numeracy program that was a resource that schools still needed. Deborah explained to 

her manager that there would be a need to continue the program as schools would soon be 

requesting courses to train teachers with the funding they had. There was, as she put it 

‘nowhere else they could access the program’ and they were ‘used to’ Central Office 

providing the support. If schools had funding and decided that they needed numeracy 

support then she had the program to match their needs. Deborah’s interpretation of 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) was markedly different to 

the interpretation given previously.  

 

It wasn’t the case that Classroom First was going to be no support. What it 

really was saying was that support had to be in response to schools, schools 

had to be the decision makers, rather than us going in and saying we are 

giving you some FTE (full time teachers). This is how you have to use it, we 

are going to do this, (and) you need that. 

 

Schools themselves would become the decision makers, they would be empowered and 

be autonomous but as Deborah told her manager, if the training was not provided by staff 
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at Central Office in response to the needs of schools then there would be a disastrous 

effect on literacy and numeracy achievement. The funding, Deborah argued, allowed the 

schools to employ a specialist but the specialist would still need training. Central Office 

had the program and could provide that training that could not be withdrawn without 

impacting on the achievement of students. This was the opening that Deborah 

innovatively exploited. Her manager was concerned that there was no team to provide the 

kind of support that schools would need. However there was a Federal budget that was 

allocated for literacy and numeracy initiatives and Deborah worked out how to use that 

funding to employ people previously trained by the team as specialists to come in and 

form a new numeracy team.  

 

Working as a specialist in a school and having that expertise was different from working 

in Central Office and running training workshops for teachers. Deborah set about hiring a 

group of three women to do the work. She began training them in delivering workshops. 

However visiting schools in between workshops was out of the question and once again 

she used her creativity and engaged an experienced ST who was working in a school to 

visit schools in the area and establish productive relationships. She then paid for a 

classroom teacher to replace her out of the Federal budget, so that she was free to do the 

school visits. As schools had the funding for ST training and they were used to applying 

to Central Office for assistance, Deborah argued that the new team could provide support 

that was tailor-made to suit the requirements of the individual school. Her attitude and 

innovative ideas stood in stark contrast to those of the manager of the literacy program 

who kept the remainder of her team in the office and working behind their desks on 

writing online resources.  

 

Deborah reminisced about the days of the ‘old team’ and about having Graham as a 

Director. She was grateful for the encouragement he had given the numeracy team to 

develop the numeracy training program in ways that were innovative. His management 

style which she referred to as ‘flat’ valorised the expertise and knowledge the team had. 
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Deborah gave a lot of credit to Graham for recognising their expertise and for 

encouraging them to work to develop the programs into a powerful tool to create change 

in teaching practices.  

 

Her knowledge and expertise allowed her to exploit the weakness of the organisation in a 

period when there was fragmentation and lack of cohesion and she demonstrated the 

power of the informal part of the organisation that was able override what was actually 

intended so that the program survived to some extent although much of capacity for 

expertise and deep knowledge had been lost. She had the confidence to work ‘under the 

radar’ (Deborah’s phrase) exploiting the fragmentation and inertia in the organisation to 

continue the provision of the numeracy program from Central Office. Deborah was 

content with the way the new team was shaping up and was positive about continuing to 

support schools with the numeracy program.  

 

The ‘good’ bureaucracy 

 

Tomas, Graham and Deborah provide three subtly different views on the role of Central 

Office after the restructure. Common to them all is a belief that bureaucracy is ‘good’ 

when there is a strong commitment to social values and shared belief in equity and 

fairness and that the organisation works to achieve these goals. Graham understood the 

good bureaucratic organisation to be one that led, determined, directed and made 

decisions about what was best for schools based on professionalism, expertise, and 

knowledge of the realities of the classroom. However his vision for sustainable reforms in 

education was localised in a strong system that put mechanisms in place to provide 

centrally controlled resources. The provision of resources was determined by the 

performance of schools gathered from the diverse information systems that monitored 

student achievement. Deborah, on the other hand, while she shared Graham’s belief in the 

fundamental values of equity and fairness, believed that the power of the organisation to 

effect reform in education lay with evidence-based PD programs that focused on 

changing teaching practices. The scope and depth of knowledge and expertise of diverse 

pedagogies and the complexities of learning was effectively developed in the ‘good’ 
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bureaucratic organisation and delivered to Primary schools through the literacy and 

numeracy programs. Both Graham and Deborah believed that without these programs, 

the organisation would become merely a managerial, administrative organ that regulated, 

controlled, and disciplined. In the Secondary school section the development of the work 

had been different. Tomas’ team had close contact with Secondary schools and worked in 

an advisory capacity with them, relating performance data to classroom teaching. 

However, after three years of working in this way, he questioned the outcomes of their 

work. Despite the efforts of his team to empower the schools remained heavily reliant on 

Central Office for support and advice. In fact demand from schools was increasing rather 

than decreasing and this forced him to challenge the effectiveness of the work of the 

organisation. The Secondary section did not appear to have the powerful effect on 

schools that the literacy and numeracy programs had in primary schools. Both areas were 

unaware how the other worked separated by a hierarchical structure that hindered rather 

than encouraged communication.  

 

In a similar way the separation of society and state, as concepts, is a mechanism that 

generates resources of power and these are techniques by which social, political, and 

economic order are maintained (Mitchell, 2006:170). These concepts are used to 

construct boundaries that create the ‘effect’ of external structure on practices. Through 

the use of a particular rhetoric and discourses, the system constructs, from a series of 

complex social practices, a world which has the appearance of order (Mitchell, 

2006:180). The close scrutiny that this study has given to one particular institution, at a 

particular time, in a particular place, reveals that the Director General and those 

influenced at the political level desired to create the appearance of order through a 

legitimising rhetoric of achievement, of standards, and to maintain control through 

accountability. Changing an organisation is neither smooth nor linear but, as I have 

shown, uneven and contested. Change is messy and ambiguous (Clarke and Newman, 

1997). Power comes from above and at the same time lies out with society, establishing 

limits of behaviour and proper conduct. Discipline on the other hand comes from within, 

producing internal power at a local level, constructing the individual as an isolated, 

disciplined, receptive subject (Mitchell, 2006:178). Yet Deborah was able to resist and 
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use her knowledge as power to reinstate the numeracy program and to re-establish a 

numeracy team. There is much more complexity to understanding the way in which 

people inside these organisations work.  

 

Changing the role of Central Office 

 

Before the restructure the general understanding among the participants in this study was 

that a good bureaucratic organisation should lead and put effective strategies in place that 

over time effected change. How this was managed and whose values drove what was 

regarded as effective was transformed with the change in role. The problem of changing 

the role of an organisation deeply rooted in a tradition of centralised control of resources 

and services was two fold. Firstly the people on the inside were employed to decide ‘what 

was best’ given their expertise and knowledge. Secondly the schools were reliant on 

seeking resources and services from the centralised system. Before the restructure it was 

the centralised system that had responsibility for the provision of resources and services 

and it could therefore be blamed for the failures and shortcomings of educational 

achievement. After the restructure the change in role was to create an organisation that 

regulated and disciplined through a reliance on performance data. The shift from a 

paternalistic organisation to one that steered by decentralising services facilitated by the 

neo-liberal rhetoric of excellence, effectiveness and success has been captured in the data 

of this study. Attempts were made to change the role of the organisation to effect 

educational reforms through the neo-liberal ideology of Classroom First (Department of 

Education and Training, 2007) that combined decentralisation with the need for 

accountability measured through NAPLAN.  

 

Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) was the document that 

presented the goals of the organisation and that legitimised the strategies that were put in 

place as a result. In the absence of a clearly defined communication of strategy to ensure 

the achievement of the Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

ideals, some of the people were able to carry on as normal, using the rhetoric where 

necessary and ignoring it when it was expedient to do so.  
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Educators cannot fail to recognise the ‘commonsense’ focus on the classroom, on quality 

teaching and successful students. The document claimed a ‘shared understanding’ that 

was based on assumptions about the functioning of the organisation that did not, in the 

views of the ST’s and numeracy team, match with the realities of the classroom. The 

rhetoric for change that would empower teachers and give the schools autonomy was an 

alluring and seductive discourse. However, what was understood and what was intended 

by the rhetoric of the document, was sometimes ignored and at other times interpreted in 

ways that fitted with the understanding of the people whose work with schools was 

affected, even in ways that were not intended. This study demonstrates that the informal 

part of the organisation had far more influence on its practices than the literature on 

bureaucratic organisations has so far revealed. It was in these practices that the outcomes 

of the organisation were embedded. Changing teaching practices through the pedagogies 

and explicit teaching promoted by the numeracy program were not ad hoc but purposeful 

and intended. Ball (2006:48) argues that the discourses that are represented in texts 

similar to Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007), are about what 

can be said and thought and have the effect of redistributing ‘voice’. The ‘voice’ of 

rationalisation is heard in the performance technologies of targets goals, and standards. 

The neutral and rational performance technologies have become political tools to achieve 

political aims. 

 

Ferguson and Gupta (2008) note that governments appear to do less while in fact the 

opposite is happening. They argue that governments produce mechanisms that have the 

‘effect’ of decentralising and effectively decentralise risk, adding the burden of 

responsibility and the disciplines of accountability. While increasing privatisation may 

have led to a slimming-down of the state, it has also resulted in more regulation and 

control by interventions of the state. Clarke and Newman (1997) identify three ways in 

which the public sector has become privatised firstly through the sale of services and 

outsourcing of services. Secondly by the blurring and changing of boundaries, what was 

and is considered a service. Thirdly by shifting responsibility to the individual in a 

discourse that uses the language of autonomy and flexibility. These three areas can be 

identified in this study.  
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From government to governance 

 

Many scholars have commented on the challenges brought by introducing NPM to the 

public sector and Australian education is no stranger to these challenges (Lingard and 

Ozga, 2007). Lingard and Ozga (2007) alert us to the appearance of a shift of power 

outside the administration. The decentralisation of services outside Central Office and 

‘down-sizing’ and ‘hand-balling responsibility’, phrases used by Graham, describe what 

many scholars refer to as a shift from government to governance (Dean, 2007, Hood, 

1998, Miller and Rose, 2008, Rondinelli and Shabbir Cheema, 2003a, Sørensen, 2007). 

By withdrawing programs and allocating funding instead, Central Office made a similar 

shift by ‘hand-balling’ responsibility for outcomes to schools. I was not alone in 

wondering if Central Office was attempting to shift responsibility, Graham made the 

comment himself. By withdrawing the programs and redefining the resources in terms of 

funding that allowed autonomy and flexibility, Central Office manoeuvred to create 

technologies that would allow steering at a distance. Central Office would no longer be 

responsible for the outcomes as the schools had been given the funding allocation to 

choose the relevant resources. Instead it would be responsible for making the schools 

accountable and making sure they meet the requirements stipulated in the funding. The 

apparent shift of power is in conflict with the public service ethos and is accompanied by 

a rhetoric of efficiency framed in terms of a ‘competitive market’ (Clarke and Newman, 

1997). In education to be competitive in global markets the production of excellent 

teachers and successful students are bound to performance mechanisms which provide 

the means of steering at a distance (Clarke, 2005). After an analysis of the decline of the 

British welfare system, John Clarke, argues that the challenge that bureaucratic 

organisations faced in delivering a public service, whether to education, or the health 

sector, has been to put technologies in place that demonstrate the will to provide services, 

standards, quality and improvement ‘while trying not to be directly responsible’ for the 

outcomes (Clarke, 2005:218).  

 

New relations were created between Central Office and schools and intermediary 

organisations. I suggest that given the historical background of a centralised education 
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system creating and shaping these new relationships would take time and a great deal of 

sensitivity. Even inside the organisation new identities were shaped through the 

discourses of Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) as 

professionals were replaced by managers and distance was created between the 

organisation and schools. The use of political technologies and the mobilising and 

configuring of particular discourses of knowledge and power re-shaped perceptions of 

individuals and their conduct (Shore and Wright, 1997). However Central Office retained 

control of the technologies that legitimise, discipline and monitor these bodies. This 

examination of the mechanisms and processes, political technologies that render certain 

discourses powerful and authoritative while marginalising or muting others is important.  

From professionalism to managerialism  

 

One consequence of the change of role for the organisation was a loss of professional 

expertise within the administration and a strengthening of focus on standards and targets 

as measures of efficiency and effectiveness. More managers and administrators were put 

in place to manage, to clarify policy or strategies, or who had a broad, rather than 

specific, educational backgrounds. The new managers in Central Office had a different 

approach to education and educational practices and their understanding of what 

classroom practices entailed was less well-informed. They were removed from schools 

and from the realities of classroom practices. Their focus was on the political effects and 

outcomes. ‘It is results, not methods, that count, and to achieve good results managers 

must have the maximum room for manoeuvre in the decision making process’ (Clarke 

and Newman, 1997:64). Graham was not taken in by the discourses in the Classroom 

First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) document he believed that there was 

a covert agenda behind the words. However there were those who learned the 

legitimising metaphors, and were re-shaped into the managers of the ‘new world’. 

Restructuring the iron cage from a bureau-professional organisation to the bureau-

managerial organisation produced a different set of relationships and practices and altered 

the values upon which this organisation was originally founded. The effect resonates with 

the consequences of the study of the British Welfare system described by Clarke and 
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Newman (1997). They ascertain that if the identity of the organisation becomes the major 

focus then the ‘old’ forms of loyalty (and the people who are committed to them) have to 

be replaced or have to change (let go) (Clarke and Newman, 1997:63). This results in the 

creation of ‘a new moral environment’ for all (Ball, 2006:12).  

 

The traditional image of public administrators, removed from the steely grip of political 

dominance, ‘with uncontested knowledge about how centrally decided policies are 

implemented in the most beneficial way, is no longer salient’ (Gjelstrup and Sørensen, 

2007a:351). The pompous characters from ‘Yes, minister’, the BBC satire from the 

1980’s, have been replaced by a different breed. Contemporary organisations have 

increasingly engaged the statistician, the economist, the auditor, even the business 

manager, in an attempt to redefine the organisation as rational and neutral.  

 

Walsh (2006), in analysing the educational bureaucracy in the UK points to shifts in 

relationship in what he calls NPM and the frameworks that were put in place that are 

directly pertinent to this case study. He was critical of the performance management 

culture in the public service and used organisational theory to analyse how it was applied 

to education. He questioned whether this was ‘real’ improvement, or just a shift in 

priorities to deliver the expected targets. Walsh suspects that it is the latter. He argued: 

The will to oversee and bureaucratize is intimately related to the outcome in 

practical terms – the growth of prescription resulting in the restriction of 

teacher autonomy and the increasing reduction of classroom experience to the 

‘measurable’ (Walsh, 2006:114). 

 

He evaluated the influence of managerial strategies on educational outcomes. In a similar 

manner to Clarke (2005) he explored the conflict between managerialism and 

professionalism and noted the shift to a neo-liberal climate of policy development. The 

shift to managerialism is therefore accompanied by the increase of ‘measurable’ 

achievement. Clarke and Newman (1997) discuss what they call the politics of quality 

that is based on evaluation systems that make local institutions accountable. Professionals 
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may focus on quality and use it as a means to defend their values and practices. But 

quality is also used, in managerial terms, to discipline ‘professional autonomy in the 

search for greater organisational efficiency’ (Clarke and Newman, 1997:119).  

 

Decentralising for autonomy 

 

In a decentralised system the onus of failure lies with the schools themselves. Although 

the techniques have become increasingly sophisticated the political motives have changed 

little. The ultimate aim is to transform the area of responsibility into one that fits with the 

accountability techniques and can therefore be controlled (Scott, 1998). Miller and Rose 

(2008:18) comment on the ‘deployment of new technologies of governing from a centre 

through powerful means of governing at a distance.’ As Bascia and Hargreaves (2000) 

note successful school change occurs when teachers develop shared beliefs, are focused 

on improvements in their teaching, are involved collaboratively in decision-making and 

are able to do this openly. To implement change successfully it is important that leaders 

are effective in their knowledge of their staff, their students, and the community when 

formulating relevant goals. Bascia and Hargreaves (2000) assert that successful 

organisational change must include the following factors; shared understanding, an 

agreement on what constitutes improvement, and collaborative decision-making in an 

open environment. The numeracy team understood the importance of these factors in 

creating change and seemed to be successful even when there was resistance, as 

exemplified by Laura’s fan club. Yet the leaders of the organisation did not utilise these 

factors in changing the role of the organisation. Adam attempted to share his 

understanding with the managers and collaborate with them. Questions were left 

unanswered and many were left in the dark.  

 

The shift away from education as ‘a public investment for the common good’ to a notion 

that education should position the individual competitively and equip the individual to 

provide economic benefits has generally been carried out by decentralising services 

(Blackmore, 2004:268). The ‘downloading’ and ‘downsizing’ provision of services from 

the centre that Graham talked about, is called ‘cultural restructuring’ by Blackmore 
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(2004:273). It was not Blackmore suggests, decentralisation as such that had detrimental 

effects on education but the range of reforms associated with it that provoked changes in 

socio-cultural values (2004:284). She asserts that it will therefore be difficult to find the 

balance between centralism and decentralisation if social justice and equity are to be 

maintained. It is not ‘changing structures in themselves’ (Blackmore, 2004:286) that will 

effect change. There were many who made similar comments to me. Adam, as well as 

people in the numeracy team, were well aware that the people that were put in the new 

positions would affect the relationships that were formed within the organisation and with 

schools.  

 

Performing for the public 

 

Performance measures such as standards and tests appear to be rational and objective. 

Performance technologies shape, normalise, instrumentalise, and conduct, in order to 

achieve particular objectives. However they mask a covert strategy of reform that acts as 

a mechanism to reshape teachers and teaching practices. Tests were not only used as the 

form of evaluating achievement in schools, for setting standards and to assess progress 

but by default, they came to determine the framework for what was being taught in many 

schools that the numeracy team feared would result in teachers focusing on the content of 

the test to plan their teaching. The test was used to make a rational claim to improvement 

and achievement and was one of the central technologies in which lay the ‘power of truth, 

the potency of rationality and the alluring promises of effectivity’ (Miller and Rose, 

2008:43).  

 

By careful management failure could be avoided, by focusing on particular performance 

criteria, and a definition of the ‘problems’. The definitions of how Central Office would 

solve the problems were legitimised by the performance technologies. Many 

commentators have noted that performance technologies have taken the driving seat 

while the social purposes of education were being continually pushed aside (Ball, 2006, 

Apple, 2001). Performance in tests administered on one day of the year, assessing a 

narrow range of skills using multiple choice instruments, has become the means by which 
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public sectors, including education, are being changed.  While these changes are evident 

here, this study reveals the subordination of the most fundamental elements of education; 

the complexities of learning. It appears that they are ignored or abandoned in the rush to 

valorise simplistic technologies instead. The introduction of the NAPLAN resource 

diminished the scope and breadth of learning.  

 

The process of rationalisation is a powerful tool often used to subordinate equity and 

fairness and the old values of compassion, commonsense and integrity (1991:154). Miller 

and Rose (2008:29) suggest that ‘the imperative to evaluate needs to be viewed as itself a 

key component of the forms of political thought under discussion.’ As the birth of 

welfarism was a political rationalisation that became linked to the problematising of 

particular problems, the governing of which was complex, neo-liberalism ‘breaks with 

welfarism at the level of moralities, explanations and vocabularies’ (Miller and Rose, 

2008:79). Hood (1998) warns that the creation of managerial success depends upon 

metaphors that legitimise for example, the double bind of standards and improvement, or 

the use of terms that take on new and all encompassing meanings.  

 

It is interesting that Central Office withdrew programs that focused on the classroom and 

teaching practices, by using a set of legitimising metaphors that presented a different set 

of arguments. Bureaucratic structures are hierarchical and hierarchies dictate structure, 

sacrifice individual needs and desires to those of the whole. They are based on a belief in 

appropriate authority and provide a basis for ‘blame’ when failure occurs (Hood, 1998). 

‘Blame’ had been given to Central Office by the media, the Western Australian 

newspaper (Hiatt, 2008c, Hiatt, 2009b) and by Federal government when political goals 

were not achieved and when standards were seen to be falling (Council of Australian 

Governments, 2008). However when boundaries and limits are contested in the ‘practices 

of bureaucracies and people’s encounters with, and negotiations of, these practices’ 

(Sharma and Gupta, 2006:17) an awareness of the increasing power of the ‘evaluative 

state’ must be acknowledged. The increased reliance in systems that are data driven and 

data dependent is a reflection of the need of the state to create strategies that demand 

compliance (Ozga, 2009:160).  
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Accountability – whose values? Not those of the numeracy team 

 

Ozga and Lingard (2007:66) argue that education politics is a struggle ‘over meaning, 

resources and power.’ Clarke and Newman (1997:23) argue that state power is now 

‘exercised through indirect rather than direct agency’. By decentralising the services from 

direct delivery to be replaced by funding mechanisms, state power is being exercised 

indirectly by accountability measures. They argue that what is being achieved is a 

reconfiguration of power and redefinition of individual and collective responsibility that 

can be found at the core of the policy rhetoric (Clarke and Newman, 1997:27). Therefore, 

by enabling and empowering, the state also constructs a framework for accountability 

through constraints, assessment and evaluation effected by the shaping of new 

relationships, role identity and new forms of knowledge and control through strategies. 

What we are witnessing here is the creation of new forms of governance. In the clamour 

surrounding the discourses discussed here and the discourses already noted by Apple, the 

voices expressing disparate beliefs and values are drowned out. The discourses present 

the ‘truth’ through ‘plain speaking’ and presentation of ‘common sense’ (Apple, 

2001:412). The discourses employed in the Classroom First (Department of Education 

and Training, 2007) document not only specify the thinking and values of the 

organisation but also work to re-shape what is thought and how the ends can be achieved. 

What it means to learn, to be educated, to be a successful student, to teach, to be an 

excellent teacher are subtly and without debate changed by the neo-liberal discourses of 

market, managerialism and performance. New forms of managerialism result in changes 

in social and political relations of work, increases in performance management, reporting 

and monitoring under new regimes of accountability (Apple, 2004:273). This study has 

demonstrated how neo-liberal discourses became further entrenched in education in 

Western Australia. As they were established the discourses also worked to contest and 

shift the boundaries over which the organisation had control. Traditionally Central Office 

had the role of producing policies and strategies, and for allocating staff, resources and 

services to all public schools. In the course of the restructure of Central Office, 

managerial strategies and mundane bureaucratic practices were established and became 
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embedded in the organisation. This study illustrates that there were shifts in what was 

valued, who was valued, and how success was defined and measured. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In true anthropological tradition this study focuses on people. It makes an original 

empirical contribution to enhance contemporary anthropological knowledge about 

bureaucracy and power and to the understanding of how educational policy and neo-

liberal reforms are managed. The long term research carried out inside an Australian 

education bureaucracy allowed the establishment of trust and the building of close 

relationships at a time of systemic change. The focus in this thesis has been on the people 

of an Australian state government education system as they went about their daily tasks, 

tasks that were redefined over the course of 2008 and resulted in some leaving the 

organisation. The study examines their values and beliefs and how their commitment to 

public education is articulated through their practices. The rich and thick data that was 

gathered during the period of research provides much material for further lines of inquiry 

at a later date. For example the manner in which evaluation and information systems are 

relied upon to inform educational achievement is, for me, one of the most compelling 

aspects of this work and an area I would like to work with in the future. The ease with 

which I gained access to this organisation and the openness of the majority of people 

within it has made me reflect upon ethical aspects of research in powerful organisations. 

Working inside this organisation has made me curious about the workings of other 

bureaucracies and I would encourage other ethnographers to seek access to and immerse 

themselves in the daily lives of the people who often remain silent behind the closed 

doors of our public systems. I believe this is an area from which much can be learned. 

 

The education bureaucracy in this study historically and traditionally maintained 

centralised control over educational provision, allocating staff to schools and determining 

the content of educational programs. Schools were reliant on the system to tell them what 

they needed through the use of data from information systems and to provide educational 

resources, not only in the form of funding, but also in the form of interventions such as 
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the numeracy program. The data demonstrates that the system had many strengths often 

unacknowledged, based on communitarian values, commitment to equity and social 

justice. The data illustrates how powerful discourses of autonomy and empowerment 

combined with the restructure of the organisation worked to re-shape the role of the 

organisation and the identities of the people who populated it. The empirical evidence 

demonstrates how neo-liberal ideology worked to reconfigure power in this organisation 

and change not only its own practices but those of schools. The culture of a centralised 

bureaucratic organisation that made decisions about what resources schools needed was 

difficult to change. These values were embedded in the practices of those who 

administered schools and they had to learn to conduct themselves in a different way or 

leave the organisation, as indeed many did.  

 

The restructure provided the tool for a shift from government to governance and a more 

managerial bureaucratic organisation. Change is messy and complex. This study 

demonstrates how new forms of governance constitute a re-contextualisation of what is 

valued in education by utilising its capacity towards political goals (Rose, 1999:4). The 

organisation made a shift towards steering from a distance by severing the relationships 

with schools and developing new managerial strategies and re-shaping identities. The 

values of certain people inside the organisation were side-lined in preference for a more 

managerial, hands-off approach. Professionalism was marginalised. Not only was there a 

loss of professional expertise from the system but there was a loss of fundamental 

knowledge that was basic to educational reforms. What at first appeared to be an act of 

decentralisation of services masked a re-centralisation of political rationalities and power. 

The neo-liberal ideology driving the agenda for changes in this public system was that 

decentralisation of services would empower schools and give them autonomy to decide 

what they needed. The Classroom First (Department of Education and Training, 2007) 

document, sought to change the boundaries of provision. Schools were re-constructed 

through rhetoric and practices, as autonomous and diverse. Teacher identities were re-

shaped in a similar manner, as acknowledged experts, able to self-regulate their needs 

and make the choices they saw fit to choose the appropriate resources. According to some 

inside the organisation giving choice to schools in the use of the resources may allow a 
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selection that locates the privilege in terms of factors over which the school has no 

control. These are some of the hidden dangers lurking under the surface of 

decentralisation/choice rhetoric. What is clear is that Central Office reconfigured power 

to maintain control over which schools could access funding through the performance 

technologies the organisation put in place that, in turn, determined the level and purpose 

of funding the individual school received. The discourse of empowerment and autonomy 

is alluring and, according to some in the organisation, would leave schools bereft of 

resources but nevertheless accountable for the continued improvement of their teaching 

practices measured by the standards achieved by their students.  

 

The system attempted to change its role from a centralised paternalistic, we know best 

and will provide for you and this is the direction we want you to go in (called rowing by 

some, old fashioned bureaucratic government by others), to we will give you 

responsibility to make the right decision about what you need allocate funding and allow 

you to choose what you want to do with it (called steering by some, governance by 

others). However the system was not about to loose its power therefore accountability 

measures were put in place that would measure the performance of schools, and in turn 

reflect how much funding would be allocated in the future. There were those in the 

organisation who feared that the consequence of withdrawal of specified resources would 

result in an increase in the gap between schools with the capital, educationally and 

socially and those disadvantaged educationally and socially.  

 

The performance measures that underlie the techniques of accountability have a 

legitimising rationale that needs to be questioned more rigorously as they are rapidly 

becoming the foundation on which judgement of our education systems are based. The 

data illustrates an increasing reliance on performance mechanisms that were based on a 

narrow and shallow set of measures in preference for measuring achievement that 

required a broad and deep understanding of learning in all its complexity. This study 

questions the effectiveness of dependence on data from national tests. Furthermore the 

dependency on data caused concern in the numeracy team particularly when the 

information was used to drive the content and context of learning. The complexities of 
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learning and fundamental pedagogies are being subordinated in preference for an over 

reliance on data systems that are based on a shallow and narrow set of measures. This 

study revealed how these practices were introduced and schools encouraged to teach to 

the test. Even though there was a proposed focus on the classroom and supporting 

classroom practices through explicit teaching, the programs that employed the strategies 

sought by the organisation were ignored or obscured. These were the strategies and goals 

that operated through the literacy and numeracy programs but that were difficult to 

measure using the NAPLAN. The apparent rationality and neutrality of NAPLAN limited 

and reduced inquiry, interpretation, argument and discussion. The legitimising rationale 

was constructed by discourses of decentralisation and autonomy. The rhetoric and 

resulting practices demonstrate the subtle shift in the use of terms and meanings applied 

to the goals of education. Boundaries were blurred by the rhetoric and discourses that 

recontextualised understanding of practices. The data from this study resonates with the 

observation made by Apple (2001:413) that there has been a subtle, if unacknowledged 

shift, ‘from student needs to student performance and from what the school does for the 

student to what the student does for the school’.  

 

The numeracy team, the bureau-professionals, believed that the role of Central Office 

was to create a fair and equitable system and effect changes in teaching practices using 

the power of centralised programs. These bureau-professionals were passionate and 

committed to the programs, and with their expertise and strong links to schools, were able 

to adjust and develop the programs to the individual needs of the schools. They worked 

from a specific set of beliefs and values that were strengthened by their professional 

collaboration. They were guardians of the system a system that produced well researched 

centrally run programs that valorised the complexities of learning and extensive 

pedagogical expertise. The programs were focused on changing teaching practices and 

the bureau-professionals were the agents of change. However their passion for education 

and for changing teaching practices hindered them in involvement with the changes in 

their own organisation. They were left out of the loop, unaware of the dramatic changes 

that were taking place around them. The visionary and idealist agenda of the bureau-

managers at the most senior levels were seduced by the discourses of empowerment and 
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autonomy illustrating how the powerful rhetoric infects a system and changed the mind-

set of the managers who believed this to be the solution to long standing problems. For 

some the transition to new forms of managerialism was difficult, for others, who learned 

the rhetoric, new identities were shaped. They became guardians of the system in another 

sense. Their identities were bound to upholding a system which, as the values shifted 

focused more on results than on content. When the Director General presented her vision 

for public schools that was to put strategies in place that supported classroom practices it 

became embarrassingly obvious that she was unaware that the strategies she described 

were already in place and had been developed and delivered by the literacy and numeracy 

teams for a number of years.  

 

After the restructure of the organisation the content of the program may not have been 

entirely lost, although they were ignored or obscured and the intention was to abandon 

them. Paradoxically the qualities the Director General professed to promote were the very 

qualities contextualised in the strategies of the program. What is concerning is that the 

qualities of the programs and the knowledge and expertise of the people who delivered 

them was not acknowledged by the people at the top of the hierarchy. As centrally 

provided services were withdrawn schools would be left to sink or swim. However no 

system ever functions totally according to the structure, there are actors in systems 

everywhere that resist and use their agency to shape and reshape outcomes. In this case 

study a new numeracy team was eventually formed as one member exploited the inertia 

of managers who were struggling to understand the tasks assigned to them and used her 

deep knowledge of the system and her expertise to maintain her strong commitment to a 

public education system that valued equity and social justice. Whether her resistance 

would be enough to maintain the continuation of the programs, in some form, remains to 

be seen. Powerful programs that are evidence-based, that articulate and facilitate the 

complexities of learning, and deploy the use of a range of pedagogies, take time to 

develop and take time to effect. 

 

Many of the bureau-professionals, committed to a fair and equitable system, were 

dissatisfied with the scope and depth of their new work and left Central Office resulting 
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in a loss of knowledge and expertise from the system that had taken many years to 

establish. These were the casualties of the restructure, people whose ideals and values no 

longer fit the institution and whose voices were ultimately silenced at cost for the 

individual and the institution. Yet there were a few who stayed, and one who, in a period 

of inertia in the organisation, exploited her deep knowledge of the system such that the 

services could be continued to some extent. The retention of those whose commitment 

and beliefs were linked to the ‘old’ values meant that the expertise and knowledge was 

not completely lost but became metamorphosed, adjusted and adapted to fit the new 

agenda for the organisation. People who had a deep knowledge of and significant 

understanding of the way things were able to work innovatively and creatively to shape 

and re-shape ‘old’ forms of knowledge. For many however, Central Office was no longer 

the centralised system to which they felt commitment and by which they felt valued.  

 

An ethnographic study of an education bureaucracy, warts and all, has allowed an 

examination of how the beliefs and values of the people who worked inside Central 

Office came to be practiced. The traditional portrayal of the bureaucrat and descriptions 

of bureaucracy lack the multi-faceted human dimension that this study brings to life. 

There are few studies that capture the human element, often left anonymous in research 

into the effects of bureaucratic organisations; an aspect that I believe is more powerful 

than the structures themselves. This fascinating tale brings us behind the closed doors of 

a public institution and reveals the confusion, chaos and ambiguity that existed at the 

human level inside such an organisation as change took place. 
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